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CATAND MOUSE:That's the mouse, alias Jonessa Beintema,' games day May 24. The games day was planned in the Spirit 
trying to escape the cat, Chris Back is giving her a hand with of Year 2000, It replaced more conventional .sl)orts days, 
the parachute at Copper Mountain Elementary's cooperat ive 
Council's mixed,..,message 
Fish limits 
draw debate  
TERRACE ~ The results of a 
public meeting tomorrow night 
will help determine regulations 
affecting angling guides on a 
375km stretch of the Skeena 
River. 
In March 1990 the environ- 
ment ministry's fish and wildlife 
branch put limits on the number 
of days guides could take 
anglers out on rivers classified 
as "special waters". 
The Skeena upsiream from a 
point 1.5ki~;'.dbove where the 
Copper (ZYm0etz) River joins 
the main stem was one stretch 
of water to receive that designa- 
tion. .. 
Those,~¢g~<~tiens limited the 
number ~i;Rdi~i~:~dperating on 
that stretch to 24 and gave them 
a ~0tal of ,,.not .more than 3,000 
rod-d f~'~7~tikin~a~.~lient out.on 
the.river f0r one day equates.to .:
a rod-day. ': " :~< . . . . . . .  
Those figures, explained pro- 
vincial fish biologist Bob 
Hooton, were based in part on 
the guiding applications receiv- 
ed prior to setting the limits. Yet 
only 18 guides ended up per- 
chasing a licence and of those 
only 11 actually worked the Up- 
per Skeena. The end result was 
less than 300 rod-days were ac- 
tually used. 
Although overall use was far 
below projections, "some 
localized areaswere heavily us- 
ed," said Hooton. 
And because those areas con- 
tinued to be in high demand, the 
environment minist ry "want sto 
make sure we get those areas 
taken care of fairly quickly," he 
said. -, 
In an effort to give both guid- 
ed and non-guided anglers a fair 
share of fishing opportunities, 
the branch wants a 10-guide, 
900 red-day restriction on. the 
Upper Skeena. . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  
Also under consideration is
partitioning the Upper Skecna 
to ensure guiding activity does 
not deprive local residents of  
fishing opportunities at prefer- 
red times and locations. 
Helping hand 
them," he said. 
The church's assistance was 
sought by Korea Walker of the 
Terrace RCMP's  vict ims'  
assistance program. 
She also made contact with a 
women's shelter in Ketchikan, 
Alaska, and Roberts was put on 
the ferry to that state last Satur- 
day in Prince Rupert. 
The boyfriend was picked up 
by RCMP in Prince Rnpert and 
returned to  Terrace, but no 
charges were laid. 
TERRACE While it was still 
dark last Thursday morning, 
Mary Roberts stood alone on 
Hwyl6, 30km east of Terrace. 
She'd been abandoned by her 
boyfriend. 
Roberts, ad 18-year-old Col- 
orado state resident, had been 
travelling through.the night to a 
new life in Alaska when her 
boyfriend allegedly slapped her 
and left with her car. 
At 3:30 a.m. the headlights 
from an RCMP cruiser picked 
her out, shivering in a shirt and 
shorls at the edge of the road. 
The roadside rescue was only 
the beginning of a day made dif- 
f icult by in ternat iona l  
bureaucracy. 
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Questions outstanding 
Why mill word is 
the area surrounding •the mill. 
And the Nisga'a Tribal Coun- 
cil is worried about en- 
vironmental effects of smoke 
emissions and discharges ,from 
the mill. 
They also say not enough is 
known about the wood supply 
• that would be used to feed the 
TERRACE - -  Provincial  
government delays in making a 
decision about Orenda Forest 
Products' planned $365 million 
pulp and paper mill come from 
several areas - -  questions about 
the project and situations over 
which the company has had no 
control. 
The questions arose after mill. 
Orenda submitted its plan to the It's those questions and other 
provincial government in 
January for approval under the 
latter's relatively new Major 
Pro ject  Review Process 
(MPRP). 
Orenda had expected to hear 
word some time in April, but 
government officials said last 
week it may not be until later 
this month. 
Those questions involve the 
planned location of the mill 
south of Meziadin on Hwy37, 
other development that might 
take place around the site and 
environmental effects. 
People in Stewart are worried 
that the distance from their 
town to the mill will reduce the 
number of mill workers living in 
Stewart. 
The Kitimat-Sfikine regional 
district fears unplanned residen- 
tial and commercial growth in 
issues not directly tied to the 
mill which which are now work- 
ing their• way through the 
various stages of the MPRP 
review. 
The project was first reviewed 
by a committee of civil servants. 
It considered comments from 
the public, interest groups, pro- 
vincial and federal agencies and 
other government bodies. 
Under MPRP, a project can 
be rejected, given conditional 
approval pending it receiving 
necessary pollution control per- 
mits and other licences or sent 
back for more intensive study. 
How those questions can best 
be answered is one of the 
reasons foi the delay, say 
government officials involved in 
the process. 
More intensive study, for in- 
stance, could involve public 
Election hint 
coming to town 
TERRACE - -  The provincial 
government is making one last 
effort to ensure that people are 
on the voters list before the next 
election. 
There'll be a booth set up in 
the Skeena Mall eight days this 
month where people can check 
to see if they are on the list. 
It's also important if voters 
have moved, even if they have 
moved within the city. 
"Never, ever assume you're 
on the list. You should physical- 
ly check to see that you're on 
it," said Randy Trombley, the 
local government agent and the 
person looking after the list. 
"You.should x:heck to see if it 
is the right address and i f  your  
name is spelled right. Your ad- 
dress determines the polling 
booth you'll be voting at," he 
said. 
And if you can't make it to 
the booth at the mall, there's a
list a people who can help at the 
government agent's office on 
the corner of Eby and Lazelle. 
That assistance is available 
year round, said Trombley. 
The dates for the mall booth 
the first four days are June 13 
from 9:30 a.m.-6 p.m., June 14 
from noon-9 p.m., June 15 
Correction 
TERRACE - -  Artist Gerry 
Duhan is not paralysed, as 
stated in a May 22, 1991 article, 
but has a rare epileptic disorder 
called Mitochon encephalop. 
from 9:30 a.m.-6 p.m. and June 
16 from noon-5 p.m, 
For the second four days they 
are June 20 from 9:30 a.m.-6 
p.m., June 21 from noon-9 
p.m., June 22 from 9:30 a,m.-6 
p.m. and June 23 from noon-5 
p.m. 
I • I lV  Y n  i 1= I !  . . . .  
June 8 
Shows 1 p.m. & 3 p.m. 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Tickets SO (G,S.T. inc[uo~l) 
available at: 
Terrace Child 
Development Centre 
Jeans North & Bank of Montreal 
Presented by Terrace Child 
Development Centre & CFTK T. It. 
FAREWELL TOUR FOR 
CASEY. & FINNEGAN 
hearings involving ,exper t  
witnesses, lawyers and a lengthy 
period of time. 
The steering committee has 
made recommendations on 
what process could be taken and 
they've been passed to the 
cabinet cqmmitee on sus- 
tainable development. 
In turn, the cabinet commit- 
tee has made its recommenda- 
tions and these have been given 
to the full cabinet for its con- 
sideration. 
Dave Parker, the MLA for 
Skeena and also the minister 
responsible for northern 
development, said last week the 
most recent delay was requested 
until Orenda can answer those 
questions. 
That delay "came at the re- 
quest of Orenda so they could 
do a couple of things - -  to 
answer a few questions," said 
Parker. 
Yet Orenda vice president 
Frank Foster said the company 
didn't request a delay and 
hasn't seena list of questions. 
"We understand there is a 
review and we're waiting to hear 
about specific questions that 
need to be answered," he said. 
"We know they have some 
questions or further ~ questions 
as you're weil aware. Bfit we 
haven't had any questions given 
us at this point," Foster added. 
He said Orenda did :not ex- 
pect the decision making pro- 
of some ministries. 
Government officials say it's 
taken some time for new,cabinet 
ministers to become familiar 
with their responsibilities and 
with specific issues. 
As well, the Nisga'a Tribal 
Council has adopted a general 
policy that no new development 
take place on its traditional ter- 
ritory until its land claim is settl- 
ed with the provincial govern- 
meat. 
It says it wouldn't be fair to 
Do the N6onwalkt S ep out for a snack,. 
step out for a breath of air. . . 
And take a bite :OUt of'a iong day; 
IWoko your movo. 
W lm D 
the Nisga'a or to companies for 
the provincial government to ~ ~  
approve projects because the 
conditions under which they I . 
would operate could be changed J : _ - -_ - - -. 
once the claim is negotiated. J 1 - - =-:-,, : - ; f : - -~•. : ----- 
JOHN fro m fron 
. P ct, i: :i!i!ill . DENVER 
have been'w'affing f : ;  proV;~'~;!'il" : i  ~ ~ /  ) 
government approval which will J ~ ~  ~ m 
form security for the project/ I N B  B 
before making any financing i ~ ~ ~ < ~  . . . .  
commitment.~. 
Even if approval'is given this 
year, it'll mean the company's.• 
prOjected timetable can't be 
met, Foster added. 
"Any work we could do Will 
be cursory at best ,"he said. 
Foster also said some poten- 
cess to take so long. tiai investors have pulled out 
"We thought we'd be able to  because of the world economic 
move through with less con- 
troversy," Foster continued. 
The decision making process 
has also been delayed because 
of recent changes in the provin- 
cial cabinet and in the structure 
I Fiscal fitness. 
downturn. 
"The climate may be chang- 
ing, it's hard to say. Some of 
those investors may renew in- 
terest," he said. 
"" i, ~ " : ' . "  
If you've been exercising a little • Power-assisted front disc brakes 
financial restraint lately consider the • Fully reclining front seats 
well-built Volkswagen Fox. ~ Invest in a test drive today. 
• Excellent power to weight ratio 
• Durable cloth upholstery Fox s9,375" 
• MacPherson strut front suspension 
'Based on rnenufacturer's suggested reta,I m,ce 
GS~ options. Ire=ght and i~re. deh~erv m,~ect~on e=lra Deal,,, may sell lot leSS 
SUNDAY, JULY 6, 8:00 P.M. 
FOrt George Park, Prince George 
e 4 k j • . •  Don't miss a great MUSIC '91 weekend J of outdoor fun and entertainment for the 
1 o~'  whole family, featuring folk-singer songwri!er John Denver. ~ "  Your ticket gets you on-site for a full day of 
w~.~,,,~ family funl . ' : 
"v * The Spirit of B.C. Bandstand will feature 
fabulous B.C. talent all weekend long, •such as Paul Hyde, 
Vancouver founder of the Payolas, a nd children's [ 
performer Norm Foote. L 
• -Amateur performances on the B.C.Tel Centennial 
I Community ShowCase stage including the Edmonton All Girls Marching Ambassadors. • StreetStuff street performers like the nine-piece steel 
Brasshoppers" from Enaland...~.. .. .... I orchestra "The ,., .......... :: , :~:.~:., ... 
• KidsOwn area with face painting,,... 
a rt and music instrument making, ~;: 
giantwalk-on syhthesiZei ~and6 ...... ~ [  
parade led by the kids Saturday 
and Sunday. 
• Foodand souvenirconcessions. 
TICKETS ONSALE NOW.CALL ~ ~ ~ l ,  TOLLFREE: 
1-800-665-2199 
Separate ticket required for each day. .. 
Children under 12 f ree -~o p.er adult. 
ORVISIT STUDIO 2880 OR PARTICIPATING MOHAWK GAS STATIONS 
IN PRINCE GEORGE. 
, l l .~bed~ For more information on all MUSIC'91 events, I
: coil the Labalt's Hotline 1-800-661-5100. 
~ A proied ofthe Governmental Brillsh Columbia. 
Columbia Auto Haus Ltd. 
3779 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE,  635-5717 • 
STAND UP COMEDY 
WITH THREE OF CANADA'S HOTTEST YOUNG COMEDIANS 
Friday- June 7th 9 p.m. Show j 
' . ' 'DOORS OPEN ATB,'OOPM , J 
. Advance tickets available at - All Season Sports-$8.00 / 
I ' , T, cketsat door-$10.00 I 
: Y:ALL SEASONS PORTS: AND CFTKRADIO, AM 6g / SPONSOREDB . . . .  • , . . . . . . .  . i . . . . . .  : ' - '  
) 
.... I FREE Consultatlor 
I ¸  ¸ • 
9ur Client 
rune Miller 
,st 1021bs~ 
' x  
xph'es June 151 1991. , ' : . :;~! ' ' . 
. . . .  " " 'i. : .464141Le~:elle iAvenue, Terrace , ~ . z:- 
/ 
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, ' Tenters  invading cit",1, . . . . .  : ' pitch" denied 
And there's not much peo- 
ple can do about it either. 
AlthOugh the most effec- 
tive step was to find and 
destroy the egg clusters while 
garden trees were still doJ-- 
mant, Johnstone said that 
won't eliminate the eggs laid 
in numerous host trees found 
in surrounding bush areas. 
All that can really be done 
to reduce the number of 
caterpillars i to cut off their, 
protective tents and dest'roy 
those living inside. 
TERRACE - -  The city is in 
the midst of a crime wave --  
and most residents don't 
realize they're the criminals. 
At the heart o f  this out- 
break of lawlessness are the 
thousands of tent caterpillars 
scarring ~ fruit and Other 
decidfious trees throughout 
the municipality. 
Their accomplices are 
residents who do not take ac- 
tion tO destroy the leaf- 
munching hordes. 
. Admin is t ra tor  Bob 
Hallsor. last week confirmed 
a little-known clause of a city 
by-law makes it an offence 
for anyone to harbour tent 
caterpillars on their proper- 
ty. 
The •regulation requires 
residents, to eradicate "nox- 
ious and destructive pests," 
he said, adding the striped 
strippers of trees• fell under 
that. heading. 
Hallsor said he doesn't 
think the 40-year old by-law 
has ever been enforced. 
" I t ' s  there if there was a 
catastrophe," he explained. 
While the present invasion of 
the fuzzy fiends might he 
• causing•local concern, he had 
seen infestations o severe 
,"the highway was slick with 
them." 
For now, the city is doing 
what it can to remove the 
tents from trees on its own 
property and is relying on the 
pride residents take in the ap- 
pearance of their own yards 
to get them to do their bit. 
~t ,k ,k ,k ,k 
This is the second con- 
secutive year large numbers 
of tent caterpillars have ap- 
peared in the Terrace area 
and district agriculturist 
Graeme Johnstone says 
worse is likely yet to come. 
Pointing out the moth lar. 
vae have been destroying 
poplar trees in the Prince 
George area for the past 
several years, he added, " I t 's  
moving west too, it's about 
as far as ~Vanderh°°f. now," 
• 2. . .  . . . .  . , !  " , ,  ¢ ~t  
THURSDAY 
Johnstone noted the in- 
crease in tent caterpillar 
numbers is part of a general 
rise in pests witnessed in the 
northwest over the years. 
Development of the area 
by clearing land has opened 
up the country, allowing 
windborne pests to travel 
further than in years past. 
More people also means 
more gardens and that, in 
turn. means more food is 
available. 
CAMPING OUT on young 
trees at the edge of Lanfear 
Hill, these tent caterpillars 
will soon crawl off to some 
protected place and spin 
their  cocoon. Hav ing 
metamorphos ized  into 
heavy-bodied, hairy brown 
moths, the females will each 
lay up to 400 bark-coloured 
eggs around pencil-sized 
branches. And next spring, 
the whole cycle will start 
again. 
. ,  . ,~  / 
FRIDAY 
JUNE 7 JUNE 6 
COKE CLASSIC, DIET COKE, SPRITE, DIET 
SPRITE, GINGER ALE OR DIET GINGER ALE 
! 
SIRLOIN 
2 L bottle Plus Deposit 
I b  
FAMILY PAK 
$8.80 kg 
CALIFORNIA 
R 
I! 
I. 
I/ TIP OR 
TOP 
-ROUND 
STEAK 
TERRACE - -  The aftermath of 
recent after-grad parties at the 
arena has led the city to reject a 
grad committee r quest to waive 
the rental charge and damage 
deposit at the facility for this 
year's event. 
Asking for the price break at 
last week's council meeting, 
grad committee chairman Jason 
Krause said the students' deci- 
sion to again hold an alcohol- 
free celebration showed a "high 
level of maturity and respon- 
sibility". 
He also pointed out holding a 
dry event at the arena provided 
a safe place for the grads to 
celebrate and avoided the 
"many problems that occur at 
small, private parties." 
But the $740 rental fee and 
$500 damage deposit levied by 
the city had forced ticket prices 
up to $15 per head last year. 
That was more than some 
students could afford and last 
year's turnout of 180 was low 
compared to other years, said 
Krause. 
If the charges were waived, 
ticket prices could be reduced to 
a level all grads could afford, he 
said. .... 
"When students do' not ~at' !. 
tend a 'dry' after-grad; its main 
purpose is defeated,,' Krause ~ 
added. ...... ~ .......... ,
Noting the $740 charge was 
already a reduced rate, recrea- 
tion director Steve Scott told 
aldermen the amount ~ wasn,t 
enough to cover the cost o f  
clean-up after recent after .• 
grads. 
Pointing out it had taken tWO 
people two days to restore order 
last year, Scott said that com- 
pared to half a day for a single 
employee following the recent 
RCMP ball. As a result, city 
employees were not eager tO 
draw after-grad clean up duty. 
Damage to doors, •toilets and 
walls had also prompted the city 
to retain the entire 1990 damage 
deposit, he added. Some of the 
deposit was held back in each of 
the two previous years. 
Council agreed with aldermen 
Rick King the normal charges 
should apply this year but, if the 
1991 grads proved the level of 
responsibility claimed, the 
policy could be reviewed next 
time. 
° 
Parker leaning 
toward premier 
delegates for the July leadership 
convention this week. 
Riding associations have until 
the end of this month to choose 
delegates for the convention. 
Skeena riding Social Credit 
Party members choose this 
weekend. They'll select 25 
delegates, that's the base 
number given all riding associa- 
tions. That figure can increase 
depending upon the number of 
members belonging to a riding 
association. 
Parker said he won't try to 
persuade delegates to follow his 
decision on who he will support. 
" I  won't even presume to,do 
so," he said . . . . . . . . .  
TERRACE-  Skeena MLA 
Dave Parker is leaning toward 
Rita Johnston as his choice for 
the next leader of the Social 
Credit Party but won't commit 
himself until all those who are 
running have declared. 
'Tve  said before I don't have 
any difficulty with Rita," said 
Parker last week. 
'Td  like to see who else 
declares before ! decide what 
way I'm going," he added. 
Parker, who supported 
former attorney-general Bud 
Smith in the last Social Credit 
leadership campaign in 1986, 
said he expects all candidates to 
be declared before riding 
ass0ciati0n's ~begin choosing 
,{i 
! 
/: 
SATURDAY 
JUNE 8 
NALLEY'S 
CHEEZE 
PLEESERS 
200 g Bag 
.! 
KAISER 
BUNS 
1 2/pkg 
BULK 
ICE 
TEA 
Reg. Price 27=/100 g 
0 
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No vacancy  +,+, . . . .  
To its credit, city council is acting on a 
solid precedent in its decisions not to 
permit rezoning for apartment buildings. 
As a matter of  fact, it's gone right back 
to Bethlehem.-There is no room at the 
inn. 
And just as the situation is with any 
:government body, council - -  at least the 
block of three aldermen who have voted 
against he two most recent rezoning ap- 
plications - -  is working at cross pur- 
poses. 
On the one hand it's spending lots of 
. money to promote the city. But on the 
• other it's telling investors and people not 
to bother with the hype unless they're 
• prepared to bunk down in the nearest 
manger. 
Council may have had good reasons to 
turn down the rezoning applications. 
And those reasons may have something 
to do with the opposition by those peo- 
ple living where those apartments would 
have gone. Yet council has failed in 
D.Day 
outlining those reasons. 
Another reason seems to  be.the revi- 
sions to the city's official community 
plan now underway. That plan will 
outline where and what type of develop- 
ment will go in the city. Some council 
members are loath to do anything in ad- 
vance of having a plan upon which to 
act. 
People who are elected to office are 
expected to make decisions. It's part of  
being a government and part of  pro- 
viding leadership. 
Yet there is another aspect of  leader-: 
ship. It's providing some sort of  vision. 
In this situation that could have been 
giving potential apartment developers a
list of alternate sites; 
Certainly council must have a rough 
idea of where it thinks apartment 
buildings should go despite not having a 
finished community plan. And certainly 
the citizens of this city should expect to 
have a council that shows a bit of in, 
itiative. : 
In thesedays of a massive public debt, 
cartoon-like 'political leadership, an 
uncertain future and a confused national 
identify,-it,'s~diffic~ttofind those things 
! whichtaet;as:~,signpost fdY t~is country. 
! ~t~Th~t% ,'why -~ i t  is imf~brtant to 
• remember tomorrow, June 6. It's the an- 
niversary date of D-Day, the invasion of 
Europe - -  the day the Allies opened up a 
new front against Germany during the 
Second World War. 
The success of that day added to the 
pressures against Germany. Already 
fighting the the Soviet Union on the 
ground to the east and with an Allied 
push from the south in Italy, Germany 
was forced to divide its forces even 
more. Less than a year later, the war was 
over. 
Canada played an important ro le in 
D-Day. Canadian soldiers parachuted in 
with others in advance of the invasion, 
i ts '~vy<,~d airforce provided support 
andits troops and tanks landed on the 
beaches. 
War was and is not popular nor 
desirable, despite those lovely TV images 
that came out of the Gulf this year. Yet it 
is a sign of nationhood, a certain draw- 
ing together for a common purpose. 
D-Day represented that for Canada. 
It's something that should be 
remembered on behalf of those who 
took part. It's also something to 
remember as the country struggles to 
survive the problems it now faces. 
Ov.erdue comment 
I 'm far from being a model 
member of the public library. 
Returning books before they're 
- overdue is. a perpetual problem 
for me, especially since there's 
no longer a pocket card for 
quickly checking the due date, 
Over the years I've received 
my share of reminder notices. 
I 've found a yoga book three 
months overdue, standing 
behind a dresser. I've reclaimed 
a 33 vinylrecord upright bet- 
ween the record player and the 
i wall, so late CD's had taken 
' their place. 
But at least I 've never added 
library property to my family 
library. I 'm linclined to believe 
some members doi 
If y9u;ve i~vef Staked out:~a 
library shelf wai.tin'g for a cer- 
tain book,-you'll know what I 
mean• Month ~ffter month:the 
book isnever in! This leads me 
to suppose someone is ignoring 
the librarians pleas to return it. 
It could:be the same personris ' 
sp i r i t fng" i  aw'ay spec i f i c  
Through 
mecca,s ! 
want to scream. "Photocopies 
are 20 cents a page, for gosh 
sakes. If you can't live without 
an article, photocopy it. Don't 
walk out with the magazine." 
Books with hairs pinched in 
their hnges, cookie crumbs 
pressed between their pages, 
and corners bent down by 
forgetful readers who would 
otherwise have to be~in again 
from page one, like Sesame 
Street's Ernie counting when 
Bert interrupts him - -  none of 
these desecrations trouble me. I 
regard them as a cost of doing 
buginess, like soap rings in a 
bathtub. 
Neither am I steamed by "in- 
tellectuals" who underline 
noteworthy passages, star key magazines tffe minute a'current 
issue is placed.on the shelf. For. words, or jot cryptic notations 
ed deeds described in detail. Not 
my kind of reading. 
Browsers who remove a 149 
book and set it back on the 1"/9 
shelf annoy me. I pluck the lost 
book from its hiding place and 
leave it to await re-filing by so- 
meone who can see clearly. And 
those who cut pages from 
books, as someone did .a 
photograph from a Mari lyn 
Munroe biography, deserve to 
be barred from the library for 
three years. But thieves top my 
list of complaints. 
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Veil of secrecy 
be ing  re m ovect.  .: 
} ::!: i :~::-i~'il/~ 7'../':: V ICTORIA  - -  Let history .. ' 
! : :  )!iif-. record that 1991 was the year : ] ,  ,,,:,:,,,,.+.,~::..,.,., ~, : : . >:,.:,, 
. : -. " . we forced our politicians to lift 1 
the veil of government secrecy | ~ ~ j ~ :  , , =  
in British Columbia. P rom the  i 
When the call to the polls Oop l to I  
comes, we should all make it 
clear that candidates.who do,  . by, Hu l~r l  .Boy.or,. : .  ,:;. ~., >,.i~ ' . . . . .  
not..comm~t, tne~nse~.es..~,~,;~ :i ... ' . . . . . .  ~ ,~!  o..q:~, i ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.stand ~p.'~':d figi't{ fdi'~;!:'~:~:.7~';~! :. ;, . :  . . . . . . . .  , , :  ~ :.r,, ?,,.:..,d,.,- 
freedom/6P-inf0rmatioh ~gisla- Association, listed 12 examples to acquire information," he 
tion are destined for the of the B.C. government having adds, 
political scrap heap. refused to make public certain The Freedom of Information 
The right of access to information over the last four and Privacy Association says 
government information is years, in one of its publications that 
such a basic tenet of The  list included government a state which is truly' 
democracy that its suppression services minister Carol Gran democratic will ensure thaf its 
by our political representatives refusing to release the flight people have maximum access 
ought to have provoked a logs for government aircraft,, to and a control over vital in- 
public outcry long ago. But the initial refusal of the en- formation gathered by:the` "'  
better late than never, vironment ministry to disclose 'government on behalf of  its 
The time has never been bet- the location of unsafe storage citizens. 
ter to push for freedom'of in- sites for PCBs, the govern- "When govern6~ents have 
formation laws in British Col- ment's refusal to disclose sweeping powers to grant or. ,  
umbia. The political turmoil of details of the sale of the Expo deny access to the vital !nfo/'- 
the past four and a half years lands, and the environment mat;on it gathers, wehave at 
has taught us that governments ministry's refusal to disclose best a benevolent dictatorship 
should not be the sole trustees how many wolveswere killed of information." 
of information, during a wolf-kill program. Another major force in: the 
A well-informed public is The items listed above may push for freedom~of mforn~a- 
essential to the democratic pro- he importatnt to some and not tion laws has been John 
cess. To keep information so important o others The Westwood, executivedire¢tdr': 
from the public is to mistrust point is though that someone of the B.C. Civil Liberties" ' 
the public, asked for the information and Association. Westw0od war~s 
The temptation to keep as the government refused to that even in a democi'fic~; the': 
much information from the make it available. And that's unchecked g~tthering ot mtb 
public as they possibly can is simply not acceptable, mat;on by the state can hold 
inherent in every government. Rankin says there are three great dangers. 
The more information the components tO any worthwhile "First, the stat.emay co ' ' -~  
public has on which to base its freedom of information law: information which it has 
thinking, the less a govern- • A clear statement of the business possessing, and tl 
ment's chances are to hood- public's right of access to in- information can bg used 
wink the people, formation in Government files, against us. Sec0nd, the sU 
Although there were many • A clear statement that the , may use information colle 
contributing factors, it was the necessary exceptions hould be for a legitimate:purpose it 
inability to keep information limited and specific, way totally unforeseca~ by~ 
from the public that eventually • A clear statement that when we originally supplh 
swept aside the Corrupt and decisions0n disclosure should the information, and the i 
backrupt governments of he made independent!y of mation can come back, to 
eastern Europe, government, haunt us," Westwood say 
And even though democratic "A  statutory right to acquire , There is one:way'to,ma 
.governments are guilty to a access to records generated at sure that this won't hapl~ 
lesser degree of trying to block public expense is vital if:~, • :. put an end to goverrhnent 
pubhc access to mformatton, citizefi~are ib participate moi'e secrecy once and Tor.,d.ll;'¢ 
they do so, neverthless, effectively in decisions affec- filet of interest,'i~nd'ethics ~ 
In a recent piece in the Van- ting their lives," Rankin says. gov.ernment wifl, no doub 
Librarians are happiest when couverSun, Murray Rank;n, ~"The government is simply playa large part i! th'¢-ile 
- electron campatgn, L~et sbooks are being worn out professor of law at the Univer- t~O~ bi~ and too:complex for . . . . . . .  " '"  .... 
through use, So am I, I 'd just s ityof Victoria and a founding citizens to know enough to freedom of in fo rmat i~t i  
like an equal opportunity to  member of the B.C. Freedom hold elected, off ic ialsacc0un-,  , . , . list of things ~e. .  ,,. ::, ,..-, ~,..d~i'fi~d J 
contribute my share of wear; in Information and Privacy table; unless they have armh t our.pohttctans, : 
inktance, ',tlie Mai't:h 1990 in margins. Vandalism comes in 
W~:lter's Di,~e~'i~l~aS b'den' miss, many forms, from the timid to 
ing forever.:'/,~::::,~... ' '~ i he ;bo ld ;  " i, ," , ' "  ' 
~Thaf-isstl~:.,ibffihe writers', : i:  (:an even overlookbooks 
how-to ~aK~6e: Contains two that  open by themselves to 
general interest:  articles , pages:grubbY with fingerprints 
Breaking into '~' i~i'int 'Thr °ugh .as a me~hanic,s work orders at- 
' : " heals" Columns, testing:to.c0untless re-readin~;s Newspal~.r .b  ..,.~ ' ' . . . .  ='"i " " ' . . . .  " ' ' 
andS!, Th¢~ ~T~Valii~,:~of, ~ Writers I don t nave to reada review 
'~/rO~ps' ~:'So:~YO:~:': can  imagine ::: of.the, book~..'i l).don't have  !to 
-.:w~0n~ I i :~su~t-: ,of  smuggling: kno~.il.ihe author.:l don't ,have 
),g~ ;ig,ifa:';g, ivof,:the, building- ~:r"::;."!~t8 ; h~¢: h~id!'th'e'~ut~0 i'~ lfiter' 
m vlewed~ ICnowll 11 find deprav ..... 
_~ :~ ~; t  I 
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TERRACE'-- Council must do 
more to provide rental housing 
if it wants the city to'become the 
northwest's service and supply 
centre, says chamber of com- 
merce president Dour Smith. 
And that means having coua: 
cil re-consider its denial of three 
recent rezoning applications to 
building rental accommodation, 
he:said. 
,:/."We ~have, and the city has 
~also, been spending a lot of 
• ~noney promoting•Terrace hasa 
i servi~:e ~d supply centre. TO be 
• effective in stimulating rowth 
yot~:also need places for people 
to liye;!.' Smith said. 
"Then:when you have three 
Ch.,amber hits at  zoning votes 
applications defeated, we find 
that a bit of a problem," he 
continued. 
Smith's comments,f~)llowed a 
motion PaSsed unanimously by 
the chamber execUtive:last week 
in which it asked council to 
reconsiderthe three denials. 
He finds icou~il's position 
ironic given that:](has just had 
printed a brochure meant to 
outline the amenities and attrac- 
tiveness Of the area and the city 
as a good place to live. 
" I f  you want the city open to 
growth and want investment --
one of the initial factors is miss- 
ing and that's housing," Smith 
said. 
Low income 
need cited 
TERRACE -- A good chunk of'  pay hydro and. the other bills. 
Janet Holden's income goes Something wil l  lifi~e to give 
towar d paying $500 a month in some place;" she Said. 
rent.~; ~:~i" If the unit is sold, it won't be 
With a part time job and the first time Holden has faced 
social/ assistance providing housing problems. 
$1;..300 a month, it doesn't leave After giving notice in the 
the singlemother of three very place she lived before, Holden 
much left over. was one day away from moving 
~:,And that leads her to say out before she found the 
there should be more affordable townhouse in which 'she is now 
housing in the city for people renting. 
with low incomes. , , ,  ~ , ,  
"It's not just single parents The Muks-Kum el  Housing 
who are having trouble. There Society was formed to provide 
should be something for all low subsidized housing to natives 
income people. You find under a federally-financed ur- 
couples who are barely making ban native housing program. 
it as well. There are a lot of peo- As such, its activities are 
pie out there like that," she restricted to natives but it has 
says. thought about developing hous- 
Holden said either the Muks- ink projects for other people,* 
Kum el Society, set up to pro- says society consultant Danny 
vide housing for natives, should Sheridan. 
expand to include other groups "There's never been a group 
or the provincial or federal formed in Terrace to go and do 
government should establish a something about (non-native 
similar society, housing), Muks-Kum el was 
."1 can see wh~re natives formed forprogramsspecificto 
should be helped and so on, but native people," he said. 
what about those who aren't And although Muks-Kum el 
natives? We're low income as has never kept track of the de- 
well," shesaid, mand for housing in the city, 
"Muks-Ku~ el can help a Sheridan said it receives a con- 
certain-,group~ of pe~ople,, but-. tinual phone calls. . . . . . . . . .  
why can't they help-t~'i or why "We know there are people in 
can't the government see there fairly desperate situations --  
is a need for low income peo- either they don't have a place to 
pie?" Holden continued, live or they are in unsatisfactory 
As it is, Holden has had to conditions," he said. 
take in a. boarder to help meet Yet Muks-Kum O! has signed 
her payments, on with a program to provide 
There's also another problem rental subsidies to people other 
facing Holden in that the unit than natives. 
she's living in is up for sale. If It's provided by the provin- 
that happens, she'll have to cialgovernment'sB.C. Housing 
move. Management Commission and 
"There's nothing available, l through Muks-Kum el  provides 
need a three-bedroom place, subsidies to eight people with 
Most of those are over $500 a handicaps or to those on low in- 
month hut I have to stick in the comes. 
"We have a problem and it's 
a problem the city is going to 
have to address and address ap- 
propriately." 
"People are willing to build 
(rental housing) and they've 
looked at the demand. The de- 
mand is there and they're being 
turned away," he said. 
Smith said the chamber also 
wants council members to con- 
sider more than just the 
neighbours when a rezoning ap- 
plication comes up. 
"Those speaking to a re- 
zoning application are a fairly 
small group. We're not saying 
they shouldn't be heard. They 
should be taken into account, 
but council must not make a 
decision only on a smaller 
group," he said. 
"Council must also look at 
the community as a whole and 
what is benefecial to the com- 
munity. We're concerned coun- 
cil isn't looking at the big pic- 
ture," Smith continued. 
He said the chamber may 
make a submission as part of 
the city's effort to come up with 
a new official community plan 
that'll outline zoning. 
"We seem to be working at 
opposite nds of the stick. On 
the one hand we want to attract 
investment and .growth to in- 
crease the tax base. On the other 
people need a place to say," 
said Smith. 
/ 
/ ,  
i \  "~l 
Doug Smith 
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SINGLE MOTHER Janet Holden finds it difficult to pay rent and raise a farnUy with a low income. She 
says there should be more affordable housing for people on low income. Pictured with her are two of 
her children, Willie and Pamela, and Foxy, the family dog. 
$500 range or I won't be able to 
No room, Can't rent? Buy a house 
no s tay   .o ,0aro u, Shori an  ,so oeo* oef 
inK homes because they can't pie would be paying in rent. fects of the tight rental market 
TERRACE - -  One local find a place to rent, says a local Those people also benefit in other areas --  the Muks 
business ran into a problem it real estate agent who is also the from recent lower interest rates Kum-Ol Housing Society's 
did, t hn,hrd,wo r d to,he oth,, n omota  ada of i hem a ,mn,  i 
people from out of  town. Estate Board. a provincial program which town house housing projects '• 
There was no rental housing And says Remax agent Gor- lowers down payments., and the Twin River Estates 
available, die Sheridan,' that factor is par- But the expected by-product senior citizen housing project. 
Theresult.is one living apart tially responsible for an upward --  more rental housing because While they've brought a lot :, i ~ 
from his daughter while the trend in the selling price of area people are buying --  hasn't of new housing to the city in the ii! 
other had to quit and move homes. 
back. "I know that last winter peo- materialized, past three years, the accom- 
"You're sort of aware of the pie who couldn't find a place to "You should have more run- modation those people left has 
problem on the periphery but rent bought mobile homes with tal housing :-- especially with been absorbed. ~ l l ~ ~  
you have no idea how serious it the idea of looking around in the lowest interest rates we've "You can imagine what it 
is until you become involved. It the spring," said Sheridan. had in years," said Sheridan in would be like without hose pro- I~  ~ ! ~ ! ~  
was really surprising," says "Those sales in the mobile pointing out that the rental grams," said Sheridan. ~;*" ~'~ 
Gregg Townsend of Northwest home area are a direct result of housing crisis here is probably He added the situation might * . . . . .  
Consolidated Supply in recall- the rental situation," he Con. greater than people realize, be even worse if the city should /[t  ~ ~?'  ~;, ;i ! 
ink what happened, tinued. "What would' happen if the ever enforce by-laws which ~J , ~ ~ j -  /,' 
The-one employee still here While buying as opposed' to rates were to rise? You would don't permit suites in homes in ~,! ~ I~  ! 
spent three 'weeks, living at renting may not have been what huge less people who would certain zoning areas, i~i~ 
Townsend's house until a place those people wanted, they are qualify. You would have more "Those suites are either il- Gordie Sheridan 
was found; . :. now in the position of- building , demand for rental ;housing. If legal or were in existence and 
:: ' .q t~ied.everything - -  mostly • equity in a homeas opposedtol there's a problem right now, it became non-conforming~." said would be hard to go to the city 
Ikrsonal!bontacts, phoning peo- renting, Sheridan added. ,i-,:, would be more extreme," he Sheridan. ' and say something should be 
pie I know fromLthe business In some cases, mortgar,;e said. "Given the situation, it done about it," he said. 
and from the chamber (of tom- ..... 
merce),!~saidTownsend.L Onlythree vaca ciesi Ap il "He did find a place but it's r 
temporary - -  he's still living ' 13 n r 
apart from his daughteri" 
:Townsend continued. TERRACE - -  It only takes trend in the north," White said situation to be any better when The results of the CMHC 
-::i The other employee spent wo three families to be looking for of Terrace's declining vacancy the latest figures are completed survey show the two units 
weeks iii:a motel and finally a place to rent in Terrace and ~rate. Prince George's figure had in a few weeks, available for rent at that time 
,moved:~/:baCk: .tO Vancouver demand will exceed supply. •doubled to3.8 per cent over the No new rental accommoda- were both apartments --  a one- 
, 'b~u~ he couldn't find a place That is what the results of the same period/ tion has been built in the city so bedroom and a two.bedroom. 
for his family. : Canadian Mortgage and Hous. " I t  seems Terrace has far this year and none is under Anyone looking for a row 
i Townsend Called the situation inK Corporation's (CMHC):. escaped any significant impact construction, house, bachelor suite or three 
i~frustmting, especially when he April survey of the local rental ; from the recession," he said. The good news is those peo- bedroom apartment was out of 
~!spent:a:lot of*effort finding the market, show, says one Of its • While,it was difficult to deter- pie able to find a place will find luck. 
;~right people forthejobs he had market analysts, ! ; '  mine exactly why that should fairly reasonable prices being Average monthly rents here 
:~ open. ,~ ,!, (i ~ i,-~ ' P ip White said the 0,3 per be, ~:mining activity further charged, were $424 for a two.bedroom 
,I: :L ~md,nowthe  city has turned cent vacancy rate reported by  inort l l  Could, he a* factor given Noting rents had risen bet- row house and $441 for a three- 
!~down~0~eez0iiingapplications. CMHC translates to just!t~v0:=/the:: situation in Smlthers was ween five and:eight per cent r bedroom, 
lf we~va'h~;tbfite'centre for:the ;.' rental units being available;,. . . . .  similar •: to Terrace and both over the past year, White said Bachelor suites cost $339 a 
nd thaPs two less than'last •commUnitieS were service cen- that was in line with inflation :: month, one-bedroom apart- 
IIETTER S 
TO THE TERRACE STANDARD 
Home come 
pro-life 
always 
gets ink? 
Dear Sir: 
Re: "Locals Form Life 
Chain" story and the 
photograph of  people 
holding "Abortion Kills 
Children" sign, May 22. 
Why are you alwayssiding 
and putting pictures like the 
one in May 22 paper. Why 
don't you build the Other side 
up once in a while. 
These people like to be on 
TV and in the paper, ranting 
and raving about abortion. 
We don't see any rush to 
look after the children who 
are not aborted! Poor kid~ 
with no one, abandoned - -  
neglected etc. because of 
people like the Pro-Life. 
They are ignorant, self- 
righteous and unloving peo- 
ple. Wanting babies in a 
world where no one wants 
them. 
And who pays when. they 
go into homes or whatever. 
Not them. Some people who 
can't afford looking after 
themselves'end Ul~ paying for 
the unwanted kids. 
We love kids, that is why 
we don't want them coming 
into a world where they are 
only named little bastards 
ahd are treated like garbage. 
Wise up you bunch of 
hypocrites. So why don't 
those who don't have an 
abortion pile the kids onto all 
you pro-lifers to keep. 
All you want is your stupid 
face on a TV or in a paper. In 
your hearts you really don't 
give a damn. 
Adriane Stewart, 
Smithers, B.C. 
Actions 
called 
twisted 
Dear Sir: *:* " = " ' :  '~ 
The immigration, proce~ 
in Canada, rrom almost all 
sources in in disarray, is 
cumbersome, and is moving 
at a snail's pace. 
l suppose, the procedures, 
red-tape, etc., are all part 
and parcel of the system and 
policies of whichever country 
one wishes or is allowed, to 
enter. 
The principle being, of 
course, is the coming into 
and the settling in, of a 
foreign nation, according to 
its requirements, laws, etc. 
Immigrat ion is very 
laudable, condusive to a free 
and caring society such as 
Canada. One •only has to 
look at the plight and suffer- 
ing of refugees in various 
parts of the world. 
This having been said, I 
cannot find enough words to 
express my total disgust and 
disillusionment towards the 
recent., announcement and 
questionable landed im- 
migrant status of the former 
Iraqi ambassador to the US, 
Mr. Muhammid AI-Mashat, 
here in Canada. 
There seems io be 
something twisted and 
distorted in the actions and 
philosophy of certain of our 
civil' servants and politicians 
in that this .man has been, 
and was, in part, directly 
responsible for the conflict 
re: the Iraqi invasion o f  
Kuwait and resultant conse- 
quences. 
• 1 can very well envision .• 
cont'd Ae 
• Dear 
Rob L. 
Dear Rob L: 
Thank you for your recent 
letter regarding the 
bodybuildin8 story which ap- 
peared in our issue of May 
22. 
' Your comments on 
bodybuilding and steriod use 
were interesting. 
But because you signed the 
letter with only your first 
name and the first letter of 
your last name, it can't be 
printed. 
If you wish your letter 
printed. ~,your full signature is
needed. 
M03,  a two-bedroom driven cost  inc4"eases fQr'~ taunts . Rod Link, . *~ ~:~. Editor,. . . . .  
~pect . the landlor~.ii.:,~ii:. : . .  $439 and a thre~,,~room $5~, 
I. 
, I! 
11 
J 
i 
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randso ; 
route to land claim deal 
TERRACE-~-Whi te  land 
surveyors got a reception they 
didn't expect when they moved 
iinto the Kitwancool area north 
of where Hwy37 now meets 
with Hwyl6 in the early part of 
the century. ' 
Thei r stakes were pulled up 
and they were harassed in their 
icamps bythe natives who lived 
in the area. 
A few of those who took pad 
,went to prison. One of those; 
Walter Derrick, spent six mon- 
ths in Oakalla. • ' 
"He madehis tatement with 
his colleagues by pulling those 
stakes," says grandson Elmer 
Derrick• 
And now the younger Der~ 
rick, chief councillor at Kitwan, 
cool, will make his own kind of 
statement at a June 15 
ceremony when the village 
presents its land claim to  the 
provincial government. 
The Kitwancool will be the 
10th native group to file their 
I 
from A5 
# ctions 
what the mood and reactions 
of the Iraqi people would be 
if the US ambassador to Iraq 
had been granted the same 
status, after having been 
responsible, in . part, for 
almost totally destroying 
their country (lraq) on 
whatever grounds and/or 
auspices. 
I ask you, why did not Mr. 
AI-Mashat ask for this status 
in the US?l?! 
Norm Lavallee 
Terrace, B.C. 
Thanks 
Dear Sir:: 
On May 251 was invited to 
plant some plants in a planter 
in front of the new fire hall in 
remembrance of my Dad, 
Wplter-Yeo: ................. "~ 
~od ble~lS~ llllO tbo~d ,;tli'~ 
w&~.i~espptisible for all.. of 
the l~lartters. 
Thank you, Dad,• for 
another one of the many 
honours I have received by 
just being a child of yours. 
Bill Yeo, 
Terrace, B.C. 
claim with the provincial 
government since it created a 
claims registry last year. They 
filed their claim with the federal 
government in 1977, 
Although the filing is a 
bureaucratic formality and is 
not a guarantee o f negotiations, 
holding a ceremonyin conjunc- 
tion is important, says Derrick. 
"We want to give everybody 
from the area an opportunity o 
see what does take place and a 
chance tO participate," he said. 
"We're inviting people to let 
them know who we are, where 
we've been,, where we are now 
and where we're going." 
"There's confusion and fear 
from people demanding to be at 
the negotiating table. This is an 
education process," Derrick 
continued. 
The Kitwancool number ap- 
proximately 800 with 500 living 
at the village• Their claim takes 
in the area beginning between 
Kitwancool and Kitwanga 
leading north past Meziadin. 
Lake. 
The Kitwancool are Gi&san 
and are affiliated with, butnot 
an official part of,. the Gitksan 
and Wet'suwet'en .who recently 
had their land claim 'quashed by 
the B.C. supreme court. 
The June 1~ ceremony is also 
a sign the Kitwancool favour 
negotiations over court action, 
said Derrick. 
It'll feature a Gawagahney or
peace ceremony once practised 
by northern atiye groups. 
• The claim • filing will be 
followed: by a proposed agree- 
ment sometime this fall on how 
the Kitwancool want to conduct ' E lmer!Der r i ck  .... ,
negotiations with the federal from: the  p0~t 0f:ec0domic 
and provincial governments, developmentliasion~ fficer for 
It's expected to be similar t0 the the provincial ).government's 
one the Nisga'a have with the north coast economic• develop. 
governments, ment region, ;i~ 
Derrick was elected as chief Derrick was also the Liberal 
councillor the beginning of party candidate foi" thei!Skeena 
May. riding in the 1984 federal elee- 
He's on a leave of absence tion. . . .  . .  :,. 
both 
, : . . . . , ? ;~;  
Overlap won't e r  ' r=: '~  L . ' .. ~ ' 
• • • 'i. 
land clair  submtss on 
TERRACE -- Although the 
Kitwancool will file their land 
claim with the province June 15 
it won't include a solution to an 
overlap they have with the 
Nisga'a of the Nass Valley. 
Both groups claim an area 
surrounding Meziadin Lake and 
both announced last year 
meetings would start to over- 
come the overlap. 
Those meetings between Kit- 
wancool and Nisga'a house 
groups are continuing, says Kit- 
wancool chief councillor Elmer 
Derrick. 
"The most recent meeting 
was just last week. The process '
is going on,', he saidii I, 
Derrick added tli~ the talks 
are going on within the context 
ori~wesl native grTups~ln 
hidm they decided 7 to..wOrk 
toward reaching agri~ement on 
common issues.., such.: as land 
claims. 
The term qverlap is used by 
governments which want defin- 
ed boundaries before they 
negotiate land claims. 
Stay warm on the 
Drysuits and liners for 
watersports, from 
Colorado Kayak Supply. 
Wetsuits for  tr iathalon, 
paddl ing, and diving 
from Brooks and 
Fitzwright 
Lifejackets and P.F.D:s 
from Extrasport and / 
Alpine Wilderness. 
k Kayaks, paddles, and lots of accessories. 
• " / 1 " 1  . 
. !  . 
I / /  
O~=_l i ty .  _u~=r , . . . com.net i t i ve  nr i res .  
Call or write for further information or catalogue to: 
site 75, compS, RR#2 Smithers. te1:847- 3678 
But native groups don't use 
the term overlap, saying instead 
the land is more correctly refer- 
red to as shared or common ter- 
ritory. The add that overlaps 
are'a government method to 
divide and conquer native 
groups. 
In any event, Derrick said, an 
agreement between the Nisga'a 
and the Kitwancool is not an 
immediate crucial issue. 
"It'll be a while yet before we 
get into substantial negotia- 
tions," he said. 
The overlap between the 
Nisga'a and the Kitwancool is 
also important becaus6 the land 
involved takes up some of the 
areas on which Orenda Forest 
Products logs and the site of its 
proposed $365 million pulp and 
paper mill. 
The Nisga'aoppose the mill, 
saying it should first pass 
through a more rigorous en- 
vironmental review than is be- 
ing considered by the provincial 
government, 
Kitwancool chiefs, who also 
claim the affected land, are also 
opposed to the planned mill. 
SKEENA, THEATRE ARTS PRESENTS: 
"~;¢'~:E'JI i ~ "  'it ' ~"n •d f "c i "  .,I -, • .~ 
i 
LATE NIGHT HORROR MOVIES 
AE~.A LAUGHING MATTER 
:'RI.SAT.JUNE 141 5 
7:30  P.M.R.E.M. LEE  THEATRE , 
' ICKETS $6($4 ADVANCE S IGHT&SOUND)  
lO FOIl A 
FREE RIDE. 
Here's your chance to test ride a new Horida 
motorcycle or scooter. ;::: 
The Honda test ride van will be here in a 
matter  of clays,The van will carry new Honda ~ 
motorcycles like the exciting 600ccCBR, the ~il;'" 
smaller but equally :frisky 400CCCB-1, the 650CC ' 
HawkGT and the dual purpose NX125. Star of the  
show will be the brand new Pacific Coast- the!~ ~ 
first motorcycle of the 90's. ' ~:: : "  
:; We'll also have a selection of other  superb ~;. 
Honda motorcycles and scooters. Plus there'll.loe 
• Honda experts on hand to answer your quest ions .  
' All you need to participate is a valid motor- :: ' 
cycleticense, appropriate riding apparel and,an :i 
approved he lmet .  . . . .  
~: JUst choose the;bike you like andgo for  a 
free ride. " 
July 4, 1991 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT SALES LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
635-6384 
# 
• Special gi f ts to celebrate 
.@l ' .q ; ;~  ' : ' ; t : '= :  . 3~[ I~119q#,~ f -~  l L f j l . I / ! i  
,:,,:~ a special. 'daY! I .  . ., "~ , :  ~ ~ 
' •;• L <!'~¸ ~ :•i •i•!•. 
'S 
SINCE 1910 .~ 
4637 Lgkelsa Ave., Terrace -- 635-7440 
Skeena Mall, Terrace-- 835-5111 
246 City Centre, Kltimet 632-3313 
5 roz ~ Ham Steak ' . . \  " " ~ //:"i ...... . J  
Trunk Restaura t 
~':i i! : !~ i_  t ~  Terrace slurnberLodge : i: i  ~: 
. I -8x i0 '  
.2 -5x7  s* ~:' ~ 
" 16 Wallets(2×1)* 
. , Q |  HOURS:  : 
19 Portraits Only $9.9-, We&, June12 10a.m':5p.m, 
' i dudes one 8x10", t~,o 5xT's* and Thurs, June13 . . . .  10'a m '. 8 p m 5ecla[ n . ~ ~.  ~ '  ' ' ! 
i6 p Wallets (2xi)* on tradltl~a! blue ba~ik, Fd,, June 14  'i I0 a.m.:gp.m. 
found only (1 p0se) One offer P e r r a t a .  Y'er Sat., June 15 10am 5"my 
l~ditional portraits are  ava i lab le ,  Custom : r ~ ' ' = ~ ' '~ '~ ~ ~ ~ Q :~ ' ~ ~ '~ ; ~ 
satisfaction Is guaranteed, $2,00 Sitting Fee ~, , I  = J m ~ ! : -  
. P ortralts zesareapproxim=e, l lVOOl IWOIP[ l l  r per person. 
UARANTEED LOWEST PRI, CE Oll ' . .  : • " G . . . . . . .  - . . . .  i i~ - i , .  ' ,4647 Lakelse . . . . .  " i  Terrace 
ADVERTISED OFFERI / "~ '  .i~i~::i)!.~!~ ~ ~ ~ .:~ i ~. ::,~ / : ! ; ~i~::~ i. 
DONALD THOMSON was just one Uplands Elementary stu- 
dent last week to experience life from the perspective of a 
handicapped person. Thestudent and Northwest Community 
College employees were takin8 ;}art in an awareness cam- 
paisn. 
Students find 
what it's like 
TERRACE-  Last week's 
national access awareness 
campaign concentrated on 
difficulties faced by people 
whose freedom of movement 
is in some way impaired. 
As part of that, eight Nor- 
thwest Community College 
employees spent several 
hem's dealing with the pro- 
blems presented by trying to 
do their usual tasks while 
confined to wheelchair or 
hav ing one hand in- 
capacitated. 
The college also gave some 
students were asked to at- 
tempt an assigned task but 
under conditions which 
would show them what some 
of the problems could he. 
For example, an exercise 
requiring them to try button- 
ing up a coat while wearing 
rubber gloves was designed 
to show the difficulties faced 
by the arthritic. 
Operating a wheelchair, 
trying to carry a glass of 
water while using a walker 
and picking out the container 
containing coffee beans 
Uplands Elementary pupils.; while wearing a blind fold 
an opportuntty to experzence were others; 1 
what it:,~'as like to ~ave~snme Itfdidn't tal~e'Jbhg:'for., the 
form of handicap: students to find out just how 
Awareness lab organizer 
Elizabeth Snyder said the in- 
tent was also to get the 
students to think about what 
could be done to make life 
easier for such individuals. 
At each "s ta t ion" ,  
difficult some of those tasks 
were. 
And their experience also 
prompted a lot of questions 
which, Snyder said, indicated 
the exercise had been a suc- 
cess. 
Accused person 
strikes it lucky 
TERRACE - -  May 27 was 
Charles Sankey's lucky day. 
The Port Simpson man.was in 
Prince Rupert provincial court, 
charged with failing to appear 
there on a previous date. 
His was the first case before 
new Terrace Judge Ed de Walle 
and, as is the tradition, the new 
judge dismissed the case. 
Carlie Trueman - -  the 
defence lawyer in the case - -  
said a judge's first case is usual- 
ly carefully selected by Crown 
prosecutors. It's usually a vic- 
tireless crime in which the 
Crown has a weak case. 
"Judges aren't appointed all 
happens it's kind o f  like a big 
wedding, There are- various 
traditions that are followed and 
this is one of them." 
Trueman said the dismissal of 
de Walle's first case symbolizes 
the independence o f  the ~ new 
judge from the provincial 
government's administration of  
• the court system. 
After the first case, the court 
turned to more serious matters. 
De Walle heard a preliminary 
hearing into an alleged assault, 
and at the conclusion decided 
there was enough evidence to 
proceed and ordered the defen- 
that often," she says. "When it dant to stand trial. 
opi ion wanted Your n 
TERRACE - -  Residents have 
the chance this Friday to give 
their opinions on the economy 
and the environment when the 
province's round table on the 
issues arrives. 
There'I[ be an informal after- 
noon session and one in the 
evening for presentations. 
Information will help what 
the province calls a sustainable 
development strategy. It'll be 
subject to another series of 
public meetings. 
The afternoon session takes 
place from 2-5 p.m. with the 
evening session taking place 
from 7-10 p.m. There's an hour 
alloted for general discussion 
from 10-11 p.m. The location is 
the New Terrace Inn. 
I 
Bavarian Inn is now OPEN! [ 
Grand Opening Special ' $1  eJ) 9 § [ 
Crab Leg Dinner only l L j 
I Returns To I I ~2~'~"J 2. ~'.T~, !1 
i TerraceAt The I I , ° ,=~=%%~=, ,~ I I  I . ifu,. I I 11.  am " 2:30 pm !! 
I Bavarian Inn! .~M~u~U-~Ou~: ,~ i ]  
I !1 
I ' I [ 4332 Lakelse Ave. 635"9161 
CORRECTION 
In this week's 'Father's Day' Flyer. the 
following errors have occurred on page 
16: 
• the tllosfration a d description ofthe 
Backboard, Goal and. NotAs incorrect. 
The sect available at $52,97 includes 
backboard, GOal and net only, pole 
system is not included, 
• the 'Noma' convertible Wagon is now 
available at $39.00. 
We apologize for any Inconvenience this 
may have caused. 
K-Mart Canada Limited 
Mc LEAN DELUXE" 
: i  
Beef burger contains only. 9% fat. &,~MCLean De uxe . . . . . . . . .  . ... ~, : .~,~ ~,  ~ ~ 
¢Orltldlla 11 grams of fat . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~, .  ~ { :~#~ ~.'.~,~ 
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Mc ~Ewan's. 
Weekly Spec,al 
19~87 MERCURY TOPAZ 
• 4 Door Sedan 
• Air Conditioning " ' 
:;tM'/~'MgoCa2e~'e2te =4 99 5 
GREAT BUY AT ONLY 
ALL TRADES ARE 
WELCOMED ON 
NEW & USED 
CARS & TRUCKS 
SUPER USED VALUES 
84 More Cougar" 
Brown . . . . . .  =I ,995 
1983 Oldsmoblle 
Cutlass Stnwgn=3,985 
81 Olds CjLt[aq~4 dr., 
Blue. ~.,~..0~.H'1,99! 
85 Metcd#j MaqUIs 
4 dl :~'~ :~T:~" ' "  . . . . . . . .  
V6, auto'i . " / .•  =6,990 
89Chev Celebrity Euro 
V6, w/air• ..=10,995 
87 Pontiac Sunblrd 
4 dr., auto . . . .  =6,990 
89 Cavaliar 4 dr., auto 
AM/FM 
cassette . . . . .  =8,995 
1984 AMC Eagle 
4 Wheel Dr. 
Stn. Wagon•• . =3,985 
89 Pontiac Firefly 
Red . . . . . . . .  =5,995 
87 Mercury Topaz 
4 dr.. A/C . . . .  =6,990 
89 Pontiac 6000 
ve, auto . . . . .  =9,975 
89 Pontiac 6000 V6 
4 dr., w/air. .  =11,990 
88 Topaz 4 door 
'Air, cassette..=8,995 
86 Pontiac Grand Prix 
: Full load Brghm . . . . .  
Reduced . . . . . . .  :~,~l~lO 
89 Tem( l~n 
Auto, ,iP~..-~ ,,,,990 
84 Chev Cavalier 
4 door . . . . . .  =2,995 
83 Pontiac J-2000 H/B 
auto., 51,000 = 
kin, reduced ..... 4,995 
i 
85 Chew Spectrum 
4 Door . . . . .  J4,980 
89 Pontiac Sunblrd 
4 dr., air 
auto . . . . . . . .  =9,976 
88 Buick Rqgql~Llmltod 
2 dr., _4~O~,.~;~ 
coupe,~=~..'=13,995 
86 Pontiac Sunburst 
4 Dr. Auto .. . .  s5,975 
87 Chev Cavalier 
4 dr,, Auto . . . s6 ,990  
82 Chew.Camarqi~.; ~ i i  
Auto •• , ,  ~. .  s4;580 
88 Char S-Blazer 4x4 
New tires. =12,980 
88 Chev Crewcab 4x4 
Auto . . . . . .  =13,995 
90 GMC Cjr.gg.,¥on 
3/4 to~Ot , .p . ,  
Propan~"conv.=12.980 
87 Chev S-10 Eat-Cab 
4x4 . . . . . . .  s10,590 
85 Ford Ranger 4x4 
W/canopy . . . .  s8,995 
17' Empress 
Motorhoma 
67.0o0 km... $9,995 
87 Chev Pickup 
AM/FM cess.. =7,985 
87 Dodge Caravan SE 
7 Passenger. =10,990 
89 GMC Slerrs SLX 
4X4 Pickup. $15,980 
89 GMC Ext. Cab. 4x4 
Auto 3/,;•..=16,950---- 
89 Chev SIIversdo 
Full load 
Low kms. . s17 ,995  
89 GMC Ext-Cab S-15 
4X4, Red•, ,=12,990 
90 GMC Ext. Cab 
1 Ton, 4x4 
Full Load• . .=21,995 
89 Crow Cab 4x4 
Brown . . . . .  =16,995 
i 
i ALL TRADES ARE WELCOMED ON 
NEW & USED CARS & TRUCKS 
The Bright Spot on Highway~ 16 West 
ili!~ O.L. NO. 81113 
~ ~ f ~ TIME MAGAZINE ~'~' ,~ '~ Out o Town Customers 
~ Piano c~l co l~t  QUALITY DEALER 
~:~ 636-4941 AWARD WINNER 
• a 
[ 
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L RUSINESS 
Nis.ga'a market I ' ' l  Sandwich :ShOp 
claims software elm ,.rd Dell .Me i ~ its • Grim s 
TERRACE - -  The Nisga'a What the system does is pro- 
Tribal Council wants to market vide information such as tree : AtUn 
a computer-based information species and quantity to a par- , , , , ,  . .P" 'es"  
system its developed for land ticular piece of land and attach 
claims negotiations to other it to a map of the location. 
tribal groups. Those using GIS then haven [ T ] 
It's Nisga'a GIS (Geographic better and ~ faster idea of the " his Week's Rsherman's Lunch Special: 
Information System), and it forest resource on that piece of • [ 12 Submarine Sandwich 1 lunch box punoh I i 
permits fast and accurate gives land. I i piece of fruit . .  ;.,, ~ 1~ I~ l :  
land use and resource details. "Land use planning and long. 
The system was demonstrated term planning requires informa- [ 1 baked g0odie OU~t ~ . v v  ' l  
at a native trade show called ItCh, par t i cu la r ly  with H NcH OX D L at SANDWICH 
Nexus91 two weeks ago in Van- forestry," said Robinson, T E LU B E I 
In add i t ion  to forest  SHOP couver. 
"We have five other tribal resources, Nisga'a GIS can also No. 104.4716 Lazelle Ave. (Beside Central Flowers) 63~-~9~ 
organizations already in- beused to record mineral values 
terested," says Gary Patsey Jr., and Cultural uses on a particular 
one  of  two people .who piece of land. z 
developed the system. "What we've done is enter in- 
Patsey, trained in computer formation about the 9,600 
use, and Ralph Robinson, a square miles of our traditional - 
J o b  search forester, adapted three software territory," said Patsey. 
packages purchased from a Those  three so f tware  
Richmond firm to come up with packages purchased took the 
NEW AIYANSH resident Ted Gosnell gets a better idea of Nisga'a GIS. form of two on geographic in- " In today's fast paced world, formation and one on satellite 
working for the provincial ambulance service when James there's'/l need for fast retrieval imagery. The result" is what 
Wedel, an emergency medical assistant Class II, put on this of information. Paper, maps ;Patsey and Robinson call an in- 
neck brace. Gosnell was one of those attending a careers day and rulers' are too archaic and tegr.ated system. ~ | 
sponsored by the Kermode Friendship Centre, too slow," said Patsey. Patsey estimated the system I I "Nisga'a OlS facilitates that cost approximately $200,000 for information by having it in one software, hardware and training 
A B O U T  place' the c°mputer' at °"e in the last year" k PUBLIC FO RUM J OUT time," he continued. Nisga'a GIS, when marketed, i~ p g / I  AND , .  important to know what will enable other tribal groups 
you havewhen you negotiate (a to buy the whole system or rotectm the environment... 
land claim)," Patsey said. specialty items such as maps. II . \  Developing the  econo  my.. . ,  /A I 
TERRACE - -  A Prince Rupert manager Bobble Phillips is in"  II I~k  
company is planning on in- London, Ontario, for a week 
troducing river rafting trips on long management development 
the Exchamsiks River west of course. 
the city later this month. It 's taking place at the 
North Coast  He l l -Raf t  University of Western Ontario. 
Adventure Ltd. will fly people "* "* * * "* * 
up by helicopter so they can A local business is branching 
drift down in unguided two- out into Prince Rupert. 
person or four-person rafts, Glen Saunders of the Ker- Environment and the submissions on any related 
says spokesman Barry Prince. model Trading C.ompany is Economy needs topic, either by writing to the 
He said the ]lelicopter trip up opening a kitchen and gift store your help to create a address below, or at a public 
will take 13 minutes and the trip in that city's Cow Bay area later provincial strategy for forum scheduled for this area. 
down four to four and a half this month, sustainable development. Pre.registration is requested 
hours. It'll be called Cow Bay Gift but not required, and the • 
"We figure we can do eight Galley with the expectation of . . public is invited to attend. 
(heli~6pter trips a day) and we attracting local and tourist traf- ...... , ~,,,,. ~, , ~ . . . .  
-~ already have 300 people':in fic~fithaVarea. : " : ~ ~ ,~, '; ~.,! ~,: ,,.;~i: . . . . .  • . . . . . .  
PHnce Rupert ready to go," * * * * * * Terrace . Friday, June7  
said Prince. Multiply 500 cases by 12 
The Exchamsiks is a slow- boxes to a case and 24 cookies The Terrace Inn ~ 2:00 - 5:00 pm Open House 4551 Craig Ave.. ' . 7:00 - 11:00 pm Public Forum " 
flowing river and the rafts are to a box and you'll end up with 
designed for more stringent the number stored for the girl 
• *****  It's the first time Clark ,: ~ '~.~j~£~ i . . /  
Tomorrow's the day for the Freightways tored the cookies " I IADP~' ,  . t r~LE  
Terrace District Chamber of for the organization and it : ! ' i, 
Commerce's annual elections, helped when it came to the May 
2 . . tet s ~ l  a Eoner zmy Those chosen will be official- 1 selling blitz night, said a girl 
ly installed at a chamber ban- guide spokesman. 
quet June 22. That banquet also * * * * * * For more information contact: 
features the announcement of The chamber of commerce 
this year's business executive of wants to do its part to increase British Columbia Round Table 
the year. the business of B.C. wineries. , on the Environment and the Economy 
The meeting takes place It's semawayforcardsthat 5UPE=liO=l ,o Suite 229-560 Johnson Street 
beginning l 1:45 a.m. at the New people going out to eat can fill Victoria, B.C. V8W 3C6 
Terrace Inn. out.and leave at restaurants. Wedrlesdoy 1-800-665-7002 
• *****  The cards state that the peo- V I D E O  ~ 
Tomorrow's  chamber  pie enjoyed their meal but 
meeting will also have a guest would have appreciated a 
speaker, greater selection of B.C. wines. 
Roy Stewart; the founding The cards are the creation of I 1 
chairm~n of the University of Okanagan chambers o fcom-  1 SPRING FIX-UP TIME! L Northern B.C., ~vill speak on merce members and were on or  new construction that institution's plans, hand at the prov inc ia l  . . . . . .  chamber's recent annual general 
Still with chamber news. meeting. O•O O• • • • • • • • • t QOOO•O 
• SPECIAL PRICES IN • 
Nor thwest  Conso l idated  • EFFECT NOW! ' : O O0 O O O O O O e O O OO O O O,,O,O 
Su Ltd. 3.5  P ieces  per'sq/ft  
. Colour Red2.grey& tan 
SUMMER HOURS T~ ~ Grey 0r C01our Uni-Stone 
, -  . [ '  ;11" , , J  . .~ .  4"HighGrey:oiColour 
...Beginning June1 . . . .  L, ,;J." ".ILl t=:~=~,c' "uni-stone Pavm , 
' ~ FULL END 
CLOSED SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS I ~ ~0 
_ --CONCRETE SLABS I 
~~cored lP la ln  . .1  ZJ • ~ ' " "  . 
• GreyOrRed/Tan /~ l~ l~ ' ' ' j /  G~.,.24 x30'x'2 D$ 
'~;;~!x2'/.u...~.,..,.j_/ .,,o 
.m.- 5:30 p.m. . 
I , I  ~"ii;~ :~!~: MONDAY TO FRIDAY ; "~'~-~"'~"' ~ ~ '~ ~""'~'~" ~'- 
! :[ i:;!~:, " Emergency  Serv ice :  [ I L~; .~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ q ~ C . I m n . ~  L 'r& I '(for one S,M,X. Tire) "" '(Serene 10 S~. Tire) 
" ' l i : / l '~ :G~gg:s35 .2913 A l lan -638-1157 | ~ . . . v - . . - - . - - - -  ---- ,--- i  . - , ,u~ : . ; , , . : . :  ~-:~ . , 
i ~ ,on . ,~o~ ~ ~oou~-~-l~ I ' ', ~,~ ~NOW OPEN TOSERVE YOU , .  
. '~ Harold:- 635-5033 • I 
n n 
Steel, Cement, Lihle;,.G~(It;!Sono Tubes, Blasting Sand and ~. _ .  __  _ . . L '  . . . .  
[ ?/'i"li:i : :// :i Wlth...iBrlcks; ':i"ioc~i;~i:!~'~nry .Chimneys, Relnforclngi;( 10 % off ~ with payment  at 
Many Oth~ ConstructlonSu~PP ties. A so Avel able Sand and Gravel ,n ine  a t  urgnmm,  I 
/ i . . . .  _ ,I ECHb CbNCRETE & BRICK I/ll i v  v :ICUIN SO'I U AT E" ;SO Pri ' |  tTD' I r ' ~ ' 4 + . . . .  L ~ ~ ' ' ' ' ' 
/ SigOK.,t,~... eas . , , - I  I ~ ~: :  4.,OKeithAvl.,Tortloe, B.O.i (Fo~e~laomr¢o~ct,t,), ~6a59191:' 
• ;:/~ Council shorts 
i va ,l 
ing the c,ty . . . .  Cost  - " "  
~:T.;,F-;R ,I)~,C ~ , . -  Carnival-goers : " ' ''' ~: ~i:'!i~:i Muks-gum-Ol Housing Socie- "very difficult", one be use;.[i 
i ma~ ~,"tb~enjoyall.the funof ty's next8-unit .development. was adjacent o a steep escarp- 
. . . . . . .  Under the agreement, he rear ment. . . . . . . .  -; the fair,:but the events have 
:: been. pr~vihg~ a > financial of the.building may'be within And given the development 
headach~"for ~he city.: 25ft. of th~ backyard4ot line in- was intended to house the elder- 3,  
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/ 
911 proved a proposal frQm permits quirement on the east side of the .the society had convinced her ';~' ' director .Bob .Lafleur that •:'apartments has been reduced committee it would not need as \ visiting~i.,(:*arnivals-amusement front five to'zero feet and the many parking spots as one ac- ! parks.will in future have to number of parkingspaces has commodat ing "growing • '  . • • • come up with a $3,620 deposit been cut from 12.toeight~ families." • m order,~3~.,obtam a hcence to Alderman Ruth Halleck ex- Alderman Danny Sheridan, 
operate. ':" ' " . plained the setback changes who is employed by the society 
• ,Recalling. past fairs had took into account he.location as a' consultant, removed 
b~0ught ~/ith:ihein traffic, park- ;of the lot -- fit the foot of Birch himself from the table during 
ing, dust and garbage problems, Hill and bounded by Atwood discussion of the issue and ensu. " ' ' G R A D U A T I O N  S A L E  
Lafleurpointed out there were St. and Little Ave. -- was a ing vote. 
.>...costs assoctated w=th solwng 
each of these. 
He wants a deposit on which ~ ' ~d '~~" ' - -  "~ = ~'~'4~ ~2~ 
the city could draw as andwhen "~ _~'~t,a~-!;. Panasonic. ~-sp,~ ¢ would be retui'nedt0 he licence " / RO-VR20 "~ ~:  
holder..~;.:;,:~' " Pan son ic .  
• The,$3~620 ;]s~ bi'oken down 
into.~$:t';~":'fgr :site: clean-up, RQ'V~I~}'" 'i~'~ ' 
$1,7~0.J'gr dust control, $420 - StereoToGo '0uchConU'als 
fo~/~g~'rl~ge,- binL washroom - AutoAM/FMReverseDigital Radio erse 
, : ,  , , ,  ,~;~; . - ;s System 
,.f.actUtteS',and tempo.raw traffic - Headphones t~s i "" 
; e~.~fiSrcement-pohcmg.costs. /x/~A,~ 4,  
, , ,  , t ;~-.) , ,  ~ .:~ :' . , . .  . ~., ,- ....... ~*** . ** .  . 
, ,':;' ~.i~he'~.C!~:!.,Wtll: tackle par kmg Sp,~ F- 
Pr°b~'¢his ;'°h~ McC°nnell A~/e' I ~ r '~ ' |  
near the. Christy Park soccer WQ-T380 
fields but~that, will not include - AMIFM SWl.2 ~(~J~ ~ 
installing!~,"'!residents parking - Detach, Speakers - Surround Sound -- Compact Disc 
only'".signs . . . . . . .  - Extra Bass System - -  Soft Eject Cassette 
:., Neighbourhood resident Lily - Twin Cam Double Gags. -- X-Bess 
Nielsen had asked for a - High Speed Dubbing - 4 Speaker 2 Way 
residents-only policy to be en- 
forced near the intersection of $199~ g . . . .  -- $239"  
SparksSt. and McConneli. i . , ,  
' In calling for the action, she Open 7 days a week. Lunch Men,- Fd. - I 1:30.2:00 p.m, Dinner 4:30. l l:O0 p.m," 
vehicles-attending soccer mat- FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 630-0644 or I ~A~aD~SoC Player 
ches is often more than the 638-1503 t l ,=~, ,  ! -Remote Control 
capacity of the Christy Park lot. - Detach Speakers . -  Timer 
The result was "bumper-to- . . - X.Dass - Favourite Channel Sac. 
- Double Cass Mechanism - Auto Search Memory 
bumper" parking on McCon- - 4 Speaker - Two Way [ ]  - Channel Flashback 
• nell which meant residents 
Couldn't park outside their own $399"  $329"  
dealth°mes":with. TANNING   SOLUTIONS BY :RP" Council told Nielsen it will ensure .infractions under its S H A  
street and traffic by-law will be ,~- ... .,1~ I"~"~n ~ 
_~I -~. .~-  . "  l® ,Ov~i~  ,i~ i ~.:~,-, "~ 
After consideration of fire ~ C U S Z "  ~9 .R~! . . ' . i  - On Screen .... / ' ' : " . : -  , 
';*~-~'^-ere~F~!~'..L - i -.Timer • :hief Bob Beckett's proposal to " 
~: expand the number of. covered -'650 Lines Res. - Stereo Audio Out 
.. ~arking bays for emergency -S-Video,Input $89909 
vehicles, the finance committee -- 41 Function Remote 
" ,~ . . . . . . . . . .  ~N'~ ,ernalhas referred the matter t° the in" YAMAHA - , , ,  review committee which ~_  
will, in turn, appoint a new 
committeb to study the depart- :~-I... S4O 
..ment's overall building re- [ t,u^'uou -'ff~k~,~ [ CDC-615 r~f~l~ 
quirements. - 8x 0versample/20 Bit Conv. 
- Remote  Control - 5 Disc Carosele 
The proposed expansion of _ p . . . . . . .  -Remote Control 
- Play Exc~nge 
',the fire hall is part of a three- - ~-  - - - _ --1 Bit Technology 
,'year modernizat ion plan $28999 ~ , . m ~ . .  -Rand. 
B@kett has drawn up for his 
• ~ .  ~:~~- ' - - - -~_  $329°°  ~ 
~Meanwhile, council has now 
app'(wed Beckett's recommen- 
dation,~ols¢c be awarded the 
contrac:Pto install a new phone 
system at  (he r i te  hal l .  The  corn,  HAIR  GALLERY 
p iny  was  lo~;~'bidder at $3,775 - High Speed Dubbing - Music Search - High Power 18Wx2 
for the system which will 4711 D Ke i th ,  Ter race  - HX.Pro - Feather Touch Controls - Pull Out 
- Music Search replace the present rotary dial -CD Input 
one, 635-3729 $399 o. 
A, GK Te lecommunicat ions  $399" 
has also been awarded the con- 
tract ioinstall a new telephone- 
radio link at a cost of $3,225. f " - ' " "  DLES , <*****____  LBUN., )DEMON DCP-50i ( _c0 .  .. coun(:il"has agreed to relax 'k'N 0 F -- 4X- 20 Bit 
b~ilding regulati0ns for the "~"~'~ ' - 
- Remote Control 
B ! - ' \  J0 rave  . ,c,0c 
us  ii : . > TERRA(~E -- A bit of Canada i ~,~ 
rolls into town next week when , ~j, _ ' - - - . , ,A  ~, ,  m 
a federal government travelling i ;/ 
. . _ . _ , , .  
exhibit sets up shop. ~ :i!'" Baby's Sam: Brette Morash 
• Bat. 811 . . ,m.  A,,. 29, 1991 at,o37,.m. 50Ch03 
'three large trailers, with ~ Wqht: 7 Ibs, 1Sot. Sex: Femae - -  21" Stereo T.V, 
- ~ ?. Parents: Jim & Barb Holland displays, looks at the ( - Monitor Input/0utput .~lb op;~t~ ~ > 
geography, people, communica, ' SeW. Name." William Benjamin -- Audio Output 
-Dalo & !line Id Bifll~ Apd 30, 1991 at 5:55 a,m 
=tions. /systems; i  entertainment- • : .  "!'L ! 'Wqld: e',bs 15oz  Sex: Male " $499" 
'and accomplishments of the . . . . .  ! Parents: Jeanette McMillan 
.,country. ' ~ se lq ' l  Name: Ryder Edward James Gordon 
Batl & , l lm M Birth: Apdl 30, 1991 at 2:30 am ~ i , - - - -  
The  trailers, financed by the L ] ~ ] SA~Yo Tederal S@retary ofState, will " ~;;:Wl~t: 7 Ibs. 3 oz. Sex: Male I 
' Plrentl: Terry and Lorraine Gordon ~)~1~ ~>" I 
be set- up in the arena parking . .l)alf= Name: Breanna Lynn Wl lk lns~ 
lot . . . . .  .- L |)'ts*"m))Bi"h:Apdl30, f991 VM'EB8 .~  0,,~'__.~ ,__< 
;~lncluded in .the exhibit :is a • WMpl: 5 Ibs, 12 oz, Sex: Female - "Zeema" Camcorder ~ ~)ODu ~,.~-~ 
;~dl,,  theatre.. , There are .also Prom:  David Wilklnsoq and Becky Schuster - Fuzzy Logic Technol0~y "-.'["~.~ • k k,JUl¥[ ~ 
~ideodiscs highlighting current - VM.D6 , - vw,~,  
- Comcorder  ~ - 6x Zoom 
Canadian enter ta iners  and. a - 8x Zoom i ~  ~ L  • - Digital Super Impose 
computer-based ) quiz~, on en-  ~ - Time & Date Encode ~ - Super Compact Size 
.v i [onmeqt~ issues. ' ~ - High Shutter Speed ~ / - Auto Close Up 
The exhibit opens June !1 ~ • -Low L ight  ~ / -LowLight 
, with times;of I-6 p.m. and 7-9  SALE $799" ~ s  ~ $999" 
p.m,' ,  From June 12-14 it'll be PARTY ~uno ~.,,. ,09 ,  upp, 
ol in from ~9:. a,m;-noon, 1-6 - ~ ¢  ~ 1 5 %  K d / ~  "..-P.m. and frd '7~,9 p;lh; Adniis. OFF BULK 4645 Lakelse Ave. 
:~ ,Bravo Cait~l,isalso touring ~ ~  PARTYwARE i 1 
Pdnce RUl rt:  '*Kitlmat i. and UAe. , - -  -.,,,, " ' " ' - '  I n / 
;KEENA 635 523(   t>i t~  ~ tri~eufa=, cXhibiu ,which 
i l i ii (i ' i ii ~ ~ I I I i f 
.( 
I q 
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.DUaiK.indergar en'entry_ abandon d. . : , nn s 
T~n~er~gaCrtEen syT~ id~a~? try °~:rt;Jh~d';n:September inthe January. If he remains m kmdergarten 
But parents of .nearly 100 ,year they turn five.: next year, he will end up a year 
local k!ndergarten students who 
started school in January, want 
to know what will now happen 
to their children. 
- The system. - -  designed to 
allow children •born early in the 
year. to start in January --. was 
~ed'  by the.education ministry 
last Thursday.. It had been 
criticized ' by parents  and 
teachers. 
Under thedual-entry system, 
five-year-old children born 
from Mayunti l  the end of Oc- 
tober would enter kindergarten 
- ,  now.called.first-year primary 
- -  in September. Children born 
between November and the end 
of April could start in January. 
Last week's move by Victoria 
retui'ns the school system to the 
'•'I. don'.t~ know what's going 
on;"  said Terrace resident Patsy 
:Kenned~!il ,;whose fiveLyear-old 
son. TyJi/ri'started school in 
Janua/-~'i.!"They don't  know for 
,sureff lle's going to continue on 
in kindergarten for the whole 
next year o~" if he'sgoing to start 
Grade l ' : |n :September. So I 
don't evef',know what's going 
, on . "  . ' ;  " 
T~: Tyler could end up being a 
ifull year b~hind Other students 
his. age because of the govern- 
(mentN flip-flop on dual.entry. 
Since his birthday is in 
~December,' he would have 
started k indergarten last 
September under the old 
system. Under dual-entry, 
however, he started school in 
Women's survey 
ready to start 
TERRACE - -  You may receive 
a telephone call or printed ques- 
tionnaire this month as part of a 
women's needs survey being 
conducted by three local 
groups. 
Bea Richards, the survey co- 
ordinator, said she plans to con- 
duct a random phone survey 
and hand oui: confidential ques- 
tionnaires tarting June 10 and 
continuing for three or four 
weeks. 
The survey, run by the Ter- 
race Women's Resource Centre, 
the Ksan Hoqse Society and the 
Kermode Friendship. Centre,. 
will determine what services 
(such as daycare and resource 
centres) are needed that don't 
exist, which services people are 
aware of, what barriers prevent 
Some women from using such 
services and what people feel 
are the most important issues 
facing women. 
Richards already has infor- 
mation from 60 local social ser- 
,~i4e~qr,,gai~ization.s, .... " .. ~.,~ .~i~, 
j "'Theme~is-qf.,.wo~n~rt.in, ~ , .~
do~dhity air ~ah6& ilth0ugh/: 
common themes have emerged 
that are c lear ly shared 
c6ncerns," she said. " I  don't 
think it would be fair for me to 
make a statement on that before 
I've interpreted the data. i don't 
think there's much room for in- 
dividual opinions." 
As the needs of women are 
universal, she said, the same 
problems exist everywhere. 
"Different communities that 
are doing the study I'm sure are 
going to find that what Burns 
Lake (determines as problems) 
are already being addressed in 
Terrace." 
Richards will have a final 
report ready by July !, and her 
findings will be used to decide 
upon further grant requests. 
While Richards was warned 
.tO expect some resistance to her 
survey, she has faced none yet. 
"1 have found the service 
providers in our community to 
be really receptive and suppor- 
tive;" she said. "So far so 
good." 
I ,,Zhe $I0,000 for tl,t¢ six-~..c.ek,, 
• ,~ .~.  ~, ~ .~ 
,.sdr~ey ~comes. from the prown ,,' 
:ciabgo~ernment. , *:. ,',',," 
For further information con- 
tact Ben Richards at 638-0994. 
behind where he would be had 
he started last f&ll. 
Schools uperintendent Frank 
Hamilton says the school 
district doesn't  have any 
answers to the parents' ques- 
tions yet. 
" I  don't know," Hamilton 
said; "We're going to wait and 
have a look at the legislation 
then we're going to sit down, 
study the question and make 
some decisions." 
School board chairman Edna 
Cooper is demanding Victoria 
agree to provide money to the 
'school board next year for the 
126 January students as if they 
were full-time students. 
If  the province only provides 
money for  them as half-time 
students, the district will either 
lose more than $200,000 or be 
forced to make the students do 
another fu l l  year of  
kindergarten. 
"The children that started in 
January must be considered as 
September children," Cooper 
said. "The' government must 
recognize them as full-time 
children and fund the districts 
as such." 
"That ' s  very important,  
otherwise we could be forced to 
keep them back, and I definitely 
don't think that would be 
right," she said. 
Frank Hamilton 
"They shouldn't be held 
back. The January kids have for 
themosl part fit in well with the 
older kids and they should move 
on now as one class." 
Education minister Stan 
Hagen said the move came after 
the B.C. School Trustees 
Association, the B.C. Teachers' 
Federation and numerous ad- 
ministrators aid the dual-entry 
system was hindering the star- 
tup of the primary program 
phase of the Year 2000 educa- 
tional reforms. 
He maintains the government 
has not reduced its commitment 
to school system reform. 
CONGRATU LATIONS! 
REGAL DISTRIBUTORS 
Lustre Craft Cookware 
Would like to congratulate 
Adena Sherstabetoff of Kitimat 
Winner  of a stainless steel griddle and 
Warren Campbell of Kitimat 
Winner  of • stainless steel griddle 
The free draws  were  held in May at the Regal 
13ist'r!b~toPs'/:Lustm Craf t  Waterless Cookware  
~,:,~ ~ display in the Skeena Mall. 
; i. •,;.2 
TERRACE - -The  'Reform 
Party's Skeena constituency 
association'hold its annual 
general : meeting here :this 
Saturday. 
The meeting gets under 
way at 2 p,m. at the Happy 
Gang Centre and Will feature 
guest speaker Dick-Harris, 
chairman of the party's na- 
tional finance administra- 
tion. 
It will also include-the 
local organization's annual 
report, election of officers 
and videos of the party's re- 
cent convention in Saska- 
teen. A picnic and games for 
children will follow. 
Executive member Jolene 
Seidlitz said the local associa- 
tion was formed 18 months 
ago and now has a member- 
ship of approximately 250, 
mostly residents of Terrace, 
Kitimat and Smithers. 
. "  i 
ii 
DOWN 
Lease 0rPurchase: 
Rates As Low As 
5 9 0/'0oo, 
" d Factory Financing On e 
Models 
CARS- TRUCKS 
VANS:, 
Ford -- Chrya or -- GMC -- Impo.rte 
All Manufacturers Rebates Available 
• Call Steve Or Mike Collect For Prior 
Credit Approval 
671-1791 
TRAOE8 WELCOMEII 
DEUVERY ANYWHERE IN B.CJI 
Canadkzn 
i:-, TRAVEL  • , 
Canadian Airlines International 
4736 LAKELSE AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. VeG 1R6 
"FOR PEOPLE 
GOING PLACES" 
635:2277 
HIRE A STUDENT WEEK; JUNE 3-9 
MOUNT LAYTON 
HOT SPRINGS 
RESORT LTD. 
798-2214 
O 
635-2662 
® 
, S EWAY 
City Centre Mall, Kltimat 632.5000 
' Skeena Mall, Terrace 635-4948 
tl 
 ,Nn,nQ.m 
Count  On Us : 
. ' : i  ~.: . '  4621KeithRoad~Ten~' ' :  i ' " .  
" Rzon¢ 635-7144' 
I , i  
Government of C a a d a ~ G  ouvernement du Canada 
Minister o! State for Youth Mlnlstre d'l-'tet ~ ia Jeunesse 
Proclamation 
Let it be known that I,. J^e~ r,~LSfU, Mayor of the City ofTen'ace, 
by the powers vested in nre do hereby declare that: 
l likuena 
CELLULOSE INC. 
WHEREAS thane ant maaff 4teoadaaq and po~t ~geoada~v tadent~ 
~eekln 9 tmp~ovmen¢ daaia9 the SummCa mofleh~; 
kgP WHEREAS i t  ha~ beta e~tabti~hed that wZth ¢he p~ope~ 
oppo~tun~tp and taaining to devetop the~ ~k~tt~, ~tadeat~ can 
a~iat emp£oqea~ enaleh thela own edaea~ionat devgtoPmeat and 
benefit the Cit~ o~ Tesaaee; ' , 
ANP BHEREAS the Canada [mptogment Centre 6o~ studeat4 a~e / j~  
eeneat~ ~ta66ed bg atudeat4 which;encourage ~tuden¢4 to obtain 
Summea emp(oqment to deue~op:theia ahi(ta aegated to She wo~td o 
~osh and p~ovidt atudent~ w~th ~inaae~at ~tane¢ ~o~ theia 
continuation O~ ¢dacatio,; ~: "!~'" ' 
ANP ~HEREA$ at  th i6  elmS', th~ Canada Employment Ctat4e ~o~ " 
Stadent~ a~e needing'the ~appoat o6 tat pubtle, both emp~o~ea~ and
at~ Te~aaelte~ at ~aa9¢, to o~ea!~emp~o~mtnt o ~tudent~ th~ 
Summea, ~tudtnt~ who ~ive ~nanddontaibute to Teaaace a~ a whole 
and ~ho need oua harp. -. i~ 
.OW rneeerO:e JACK rAtsraA, Uavoa o6th¢ a i rye6  rtaaatg, 
VO HEREeV PROC/A|M t~ week. 06 • , 
andc,~ta.ndJ.a.g ¢o ¢aJ~ p~0gxaJ~¢ wh.Ce.k wJ.t..e, ut,c,Lch, and b~ooa~ea~ 
4620 Lakelse Avel  
638-8141 
Department StoLe 
r" 
Call the Canadian Em 
,<ff,~'b L. , . 
'!~5 !:~!~'"" ~ ~  : i ~ 
i 
• ,+: , . .  
Do~'I' 
CART Mr: AWAY 
~4t ' l  IS  f i t  ~ ra  00, 
When you'~ ~L~hed your 
.~  it iust sl4~ng, 
So, ~III~, don't 
;~"~" ,m~t- 'F '~ , - ,~~:~,  ~-~-~:~:-='i :~'~ - ~ ; ~ t ~ - + + ~ ~ , ~ .  ;++,,-,,+.~=+~,,+,;~..~ +=.+,~.,: .... . ; . . . . . . .  ...., . . . . . .  . ....... . ;...:.. ;-, .........  ,. ......... _ 
m 
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. ! : .+, . .HEALTH&BEAUTY. . : .  ~ 
70OraL, 4 Ravoum ......................... i ,qq '  
TaMe Sail 
~$7o ...................................... 3/1 44 
r-r.. S,~d Qd 
84OraL .................. . ..........................  v -it 
~ne : q /1  `4`4 
204m: .............. ,....... .....~ ....... U / I .  -w-w 
Rncllpp41= 
w, ,  =, ,~4o+ ......... 3/2 .44  
Rodl.  Tomctoell Q .4  
?96mL ..............................................  v.-w 
S~Ohe~ Sauce 4 AA 
R~. & Mush. 706mL ...................... I .-1,.,ir 
Lunch,go Melt 
.o, ............................................. 1.44  
u~, , , ,  m,,~ e~, 1 ~A M ~  
F~H Snacka 
0 Pack, App~ or '11 AA 
A~d~nn ........................ ; .......... ; . I  ,"It "It 
K,m~ Cam ~14 am~ 
19911 ...................................... t ) / I  .q~t  
7unc 
Rakld or Chunk Io ~/~ AA 
Wlllr 1040 ............................. L /L ,  "I' "It' 
• GARDENING : : 
CHILDRENS WEAR 
SPORTINGGOODS '- : 
CANOY : 
~:,;~.+..:.. .............. , ..:...1;44 
Com Nuti 
4F,,.u.~ ................... :. ..4/1.44 
MmhUiow Candy 
2000 Peind, hnarm "li AA 
Sbaw~ny .............. ...................... II ,"I"11' 
FndUand C~ws 
C~,  sevlnld hdt lucks I ' j  AA  
Sblw. & L '~y  10O. 7.Nk .......... , L .=9~p 
Soft & Chewy Cook, s A I4  AA 
2 .Pick, 4 Ravwl  ................... ~1|  .~t  
' '  PETS  &PLANTS 
== .44  ,o'~'~ ,.3o ......................... .... 1 
illopl Coaldos 
3OOO Reg.!.60 ~/d l  AA  
4 IhlVeUn; ............................... L I I  mi~m~ 
Peanuts . ' . )  `4 .4  
.7009 Reg. Z.00 .............................. L . - . - .  
-mul ,lap" 
Bub~e gum 57, 01"tl AA  
e~. 1.3o ........................... : . . . .=[ - ,~-~ 
: Scotch Tape AI~ AA 
Reg. 1.19 ................................ q /& ,q~ 
~v~qxe 
,o.s,,o.om. ......................... 1 44 
WdUng Paper 
SxO or 8x10 
, , ,eru~ ................................. 1 44  
Alumkm Foil 
=o'. ............. : .......................... ,1.1111 
P, as~ ~ Wrap 4 JIJ I 
18m .............................. , ............. l .q l l  , 
~e~ PU~s 
20 Pack. P4g. 2.$7 ......................... 1.44 
ham Cu~ - ,41 A'A  
100 Pick Rig. |.87 ........................ I . ~  
Vise Piper Tov~ QI4  AA 
hg. ,OG .................................. d~l l  .qq  
~ahmore ~Umlom ~sllu~ ~ AA 
0 R~ Reg. 2.90 ............................. +r..,,~ ~ 
¼ La. Beg el ScOoens '11 AA 
11111. 1.97 ........... ,.......................... I .¥ ' t~  
lO .15  Pack R~. ,09., ........... 2/1.44 
Treats 
AlSl., 4 ~k l l  .............................. :1.44 
Certlbll~n Piper ~ A 'A  
!00 ~. ~.  3.0° ........ ;...,,.......,...K,.~"t 
~i i~ 8~m.  ~Jlql A A 
:Reg. ,70 .................................. ~!1  ,qq ' -  
Scndwtck Bege ~ ld l  A A 
26 pack. Reg. 1.39 .................. 4[.11 ,qq  
H~ Pho~ AHmms 
Hokll 130 4x0 t J  ,dl A 
Reg. 4.90 ...................................... s ) . i~q  
Corm & Crest Toot~allte '41 AA 
Reg, 1.90 ...................................... I ,q 'q '  
Scll~es ~ssuc 
,o s~.,,, Reg. 1.. .............. 2/1 .44  
PenpecHve 8hereto 
2L 7 VcdeUell I]1 AA  
Reg. 3.00 ............ . ......................... & ,~q '  
Trav~ Pack l~scuc . I  AA 
9 h~hos  Per P~:k,: .......... ; ........... I .ql"1[' 
Aeso~ Tm. I  8izc . . . . .  ~J I4 A A 
S~mpool, LoUOnl, Co~dnl rL .~/ I  .q~l '  
Jemnc Soap . ~ A A 
10 Pack ................ ; ....... ..;.., ........... ~. ' t '9  
='  ~;..=...".. . ........................... 2 44 
O~ck Cacnlcl 
Galen HOSl ACCOl~el I~ AA 
Reg, 2.99 ...................................... L ,~q l .  
Hmen Wmdeg Cans ~J AA 
~'1. 3.79 ...................................... L .~qt  
Idllll Pin Rakes Q AA 
Rq. 5.00 ...................................... ~." l ' t  
Ca~l~nD Gloves - '4 A A 
Reg, 1.99 ...................................... | , ,~t+t 
Black FU, House & 611rden 
Bug KEer 4000 Q AA 
ReG. 3.94 ..................................... :t.). ~t qP 
S~n~rs 
2 An. nq. s.se 9 AA 
. . . . . . . . . . .  .A .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  w - - , " l "~ 
3 Arm ~.  4.49 
.................................................... 3.44  
Ga~on Solids 
,eg.®~el.. ...................... 2/1 .44  
Igtly Utter 
,OL~.,.,.oo ............................. 2 .44  
oq ooo r-god 
G, ,~o,  ............................... 6.44  
Cldllr Shevlngs A A A 
1.2 K0. Reg. 0,90 ........................... ~l ' .  *ll, qr  
Wlkl e~nl S4~I 
G ,,. ,,,. 7., .............................. 5 44 
Jo~s Planl Spiku 4 AA 
Reg. 1.70 ...................................... l ,q l l  
12" Ranl P~s 41~ JI JI 
lh~l. 4.00,....+.+, ........ ~ ........ ; ........... dr--, 11 11 
4 Peck L~hH~ ,,I JI JI 
40, 60 & 100 WlH ......................... I i i i i ' I  ' 
4L, Rq, 2.34 .................... ,+, ......... ,.44 
Esse Pm~c Motor OH 
10w30 1L 
,eg. =. ,  ...................................... 1.44  
WdpeW d~ A A 
Reg. 7.99 ...................................... U .q~ 
Pacldnll Tlipa 1 dd 
Reg. 2.7§ ...................................... . - , r=  
MIsUn9 Tape 4 AA 
ZSCls ........................................... I .qq  
Plastic Xini~ 4 A A 
10 Pick RID. 2.49 .......................... I .~ IP~ 
Laser NklL, m Ba~dae IJ A A 
2 Pk.. C & ~ 4 Pk. AA or 9V.. . . . . . . , .d~.qq~ 
Fukr Scmvddver 
5,n1~ 4 . .  ........................ 2 44 
6 Pack 8poegac I ) / '1  AA 
R~. 1.89 ................................ L ie  .qq l '  
P~ma .41,1+1 
5oo, ................. :., ......................... , .q4  
Pec Shelf 
~r ............................................. 2'4'4 
CNMnmli, Menu; & L~I  wil AA 
Thongs Reg. Z,13 ........................... , ,qq~ 
P~llk~ Mdee 
L . , ,~ .s , .  ............................ 2 44 
Runner Money Pouch 
~. ,~n~, . ,  ........................ 1 44 
Slnox Tllnl ~so~ll 4~ ,a JI 
l~Ig. 3.82 ...................................... d~,414  
SAVE 24.44 
REG. PRICE 
ANY B IKE  IN S ' I 'C~K 100,00 'OR MORE 
Huge Assortment For The Entire Family " 
ALL SUMMER CLOTHING 
IN THE STORE WILL BE 
24% OFF REG PRICES 
During 1 .44 Days Thursday & Friday 
Resin Lawn Chairs 
Quality 5 Yr. Warranty 
Reg. 16.99 ................... ..................... 
All Fishing Tackle 
Off Regular Tackle 
Excluding Rods and Reels ....... . .................. 
Beach Towels 
100% Cotton 
Reg. 10,00 .................... .......................... 
Ni~ TmOe I.ap Trays Q AA 
Reg. G.|g ...................................... ~l.q l 'q l  
Sk~A-R~D 0 AA 
~.  3.~. ................................... £.qq  
CaldW Bkra~ lOta i j  A A 
neg. 3.. . . .  .............................. A,qq  
SUck Jmap n~e I~ AA 
~.  UL....~ ............................ £ ,qq  
13.44 
24% 
7.44 
Hm H~ /} a la l  
GIO. 3.11 ..................................... &.qq  
Fdma 
4cm ~ , , ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  2/1 .44  
Wat~l  Cans ,4 A JI 
I IN. ~.71 .................................... I ,m i lq  
3 hk  H~. R~& . "11 AA 
8blV~ 11111" t+3| ........................... " .mla l  
PumMq b lmm . I /4  AA 
Geg. 1.00 ................................ I / I  .qq  
Pmndu 
,,,. ,+off .................................... 1 44  
• mNr .em~Bem 4 AA 
R~ 1.$| .................................... I ,$1"9  
f•fqlSWd•l• ~ A A .3.07.....: ......................... ; , . .&.qtq~ 
3 piCk OOMbl~ lJ A A 
Geg. 3.20 .................................... & ,qq  
3 Pack Tmds Ga0s 
~.  3.. ................................... .+:.11q 
6 Pick D~dm~ D~es 4 AA 
|.go ................................... I .qq  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . . . .  2.44 
Sk~ n*pel ~ a lA  
Reg. 4.10 ................................... d~.qqP  
Rake ;|~ Cal. L.R. ~ ~l~J  AA  
Reg. Z.O0 ...................... :........ & lO .qq  
m. ln  ~ ' 9 dd  
HO~.  Reg. 3.20 ............ . ............ - - . - . - '1 ,  
,4.79 
.............................. i . .... : ........ 3 ,44  
o.. 5 .44  
I 
All Canning JarsAnd Supplies II v__  , _  
o. ::: !!+: ::::!i:::: i:: i 4 % o.11++'"-" 1.,,.......+;,,+ 4.  .................. . . . . . . . .  2.44"'"" 
9 pick Cm iBmac ~ A A 
All Fans , o . . ,  , .  ........................... . . . .  
Includes 6", 12", 16" 14% " - -  ~, . , .40  ............................ 2.49  
Oesk Fans. Off Reo. Price. ......................... O f f  ~ ,%~ ................. 2.1 .44  
All Lawn Mowers , . , : :  
,ncludesRearBagoer&Electric , ' 1 "  #U I :A 0 /n01  f i - - , - -  ~AA 
Off Regular Price ....................................... . !u , .  ~ ................................. ~ . , ,eq  
e81 "M~J ' '4 A A 
. l .O0/I I k  m ....................... l qq  Ladies Dress 
PumpSRog  499 ...................... 
d~q'  q 'q  ~ ~II. ~I ~I ,,,~"+'°"pe'''"-- ............... -,,.,3"44,, 
I~  ~.0! ....................... ,... I I l ,q ' t  
Assorted Skimmers 
White or Black 
Reg. 34.09 ......................................... 
[ I~m • 8V~" Geg. 1.40 .......................... 1.44  
24 44 " "  " "  Reg. Z,O~m hr  b~ ..................... O. ' tq  l Asst, PItltiMIO 4 AA fteg. 3.00 .................................... l .~* l  
Ladies Sweat Tops Or Bottoms " "  " " "  l lq.  s'.00....... . .............. : ....... ~. l  ,q 'q l '  
Asst. Co,ours. Reg. 13.90 .......................... 9 . 4  4 ,~o,,.,,,,.,n'""'"': . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  211.44  
ne~ 7.is I tAA  ............................................... , , , . , . ,  
Ladies Bicycle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.44 
...................... 14 .44  , ,  , .  .....................  .44 
I~  8mlml~ ftd~ 4 .44  
l lq .  Z.011 ................................. . . . l  
~.'. s~.~:~ ............ 2.44•  
VnldllM llace .41 J I J l  
,~  1.. .................................... , , , ,  
Mm 100~; Cam Hese ~ Aa l  
~ 3Pk. f~ ,m :' 
no. 4.so +'41 d`4 
0,1O~k.... . ..................... ;~  . - , r - ,  r 
~ 3 Ft. PNk I~  IJ A A 
I I ~  llq+ l . l l  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  K , ,q 'q  
mmys qw~r mm~ 4 A A 
8, M, L I~  1.11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i .~ l 'q '  
Mm Werk I ~  I )14  AA 
N¢ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  L I I  .q" l  
Itm~ Alm W~ l~ ~ A A 
llq. 2.U . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~. .q~qt  
i~# Sam~ Nm ~ A A 
t~.  3 ,N . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  & ,~q 
A~ P~dW Pd~ l~ts 4 A A 
A. t .  f l~  Iq .  L f l  ................. i . ' l q  
GldS Wab~ IM~ 4 Ad l  
81zu 4.Gx b~.  , . i l l  .................. 11411'11 
i~  Wmu lddl 4 al A 
lure 44x llq. 1,13. ................ l ,q 'q  
Gep 3 IqL W~ IkM " ~ AA 
f l int  +iX ~q.  4 ,H  .................... ~) . i l l l  
• ds Warm Grids 4 J~ l  
IUls 0-14 ~ |.O~ ................ J .II111 
~ AssL IF~ ,ql A A 
L M, L Rq~ 1.11 ...................... l .q~q 
~"~'"~'~ :. I d .4  .BID. 1.31- ~.3S ........................  . - r - , r '  
t t~c~ ~. ,  ~ aa  
I~  3.~ ........ . .~ ....... . ............ ~ .q .q  
L l~ llllm lldlll .. ~ " a a 
lleg. 4.41 0/L: ................. ......... O.qq  
+LaI~ PIm lM~ ~J A A 
L I~ L ~ 3.69 ...................... ~ .q~q 
~,,~, .c~ ~ ............ 2/1 .44  
~eq~PndemmP~mT~  , , i l l  
Oh. Pe, I~ ,  4.45 ..................... ~ .q~et  
i ,m t~u 
1.. ............. 2 /2 .44  qm.~nq~ 
EvoqdayP~Kmt~ .11 Ad  
R~I .01 .................................... l . e fp~ 
Em~ tmtm.mm mm H~ +J al A 
6 h .  Pk Reg. | . I L  ..................... L ,q~ql  
' . '~ . .~  P i '~"313.44  
~, . , , .~ .~.  . . . . . . .  , .1 .44  
AacL l icks 
, , , .1 .5+ . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . .  311.44  
llldl AlVdl lUk l  " '41 A._4 
+ AlZll H5  l lq.  ?..41 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I .ql 'ql '  
lldseU G~ 
. ,= 0,5, ~. 4.4,., ............. 3 44  
G~¢i~ca=.  " ,~ aa  
0.4 me. ~ 4.41 ................. t ) , ,q l 'q  ~ 
Gldl Sllll4111cll . ~ A A 
7.1~ b~ 1.111.....; . . . . . . . .  L ,q lq  
Lldac lpld lNu ~J A A 
3Pr. PL Reg. 4.3tl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ .q~q 
Ladm ~m~ Sacts ~ A A 
I~ .  ~.OL ............... ,~ . . . . . . . .  & ,q 'q  
$ Pe. PL Izac ~11 ' ~J AA  
R~ 3.01..: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . .~ .q~N 
c ~  Wstmt  
lUllS ~ 4.G1~, HI~ " O' l l J  JD A 
• 7~ I1ol. 1.M .................. & / .£ ,~ i tq l  
~". .~. . .~  ............ 2/2 .44  
~. .~. .~ ......... 2 /1 .44  
~: .~.~.~.  ............. 2.44  
e~ad QA 
While or Brown ........................ • . r ,ar  
Luncheon 00111 114 
12 per beg ....... ,.. .................... v  , 
Mini Doughnuts !8's I QA 
re I I .  I,/=T Powdered, cimn., & 0 ......... 
Ham 8teakll 2.04  
o,, .  =c.  ................................ 2 14
wle,o,+ 99A s., ............ .---. Reg. 12's or 600 
Gouda Cheese 
Spiced, meal., & mlkl OA*  
Per 100g ................................ " ~  
Annll~on 0 Cheese 
rod, meal., rand. +. OA 
madde. Pe T 10O...,,,: ............... . v "qr  
Moz~m~ C~lSe, .............. 2,84 
. . . . , . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . , . .  
Freer V lV  Cheddar '7 .4/I 
WM & Mid. 700g ................ , , "T" I '  
Koolald Keglers 
250ml ddnk boxes, ~A 
five flavou~, 3~llk .................. ,,.e 
,,.,ogre 7/1 .44  § flevou~ .................... m 
Fark,y Steam r-deal QA 
Noodle, .................................. , ~.-1. 
Dal~matd ApSe Juice OA 
1L .......................................... ,~ '1 '  
P~,v,+,,,= .84  
MHk 308mL ............................ 
smuc G,u~d 9 AA 
000 ................................... " " ~  
rune-s01 _9 AA 
600 mL .............................. ~ ,~ ' -w 
Easy.off 9 AA 
Oven ¢~llncr 475mL ........... ib. -w'-w 
Pulm~ve | lh l l sh l f  
Liquid 1.4L A A A 
RN. & ~men ...................... '~ . '~ '9  
:P~, ........................... 211.44  
Jevex S~nawuy ~ dA 
Tdg~r. 600mL ................... " • ~ 
P.~;,..I ............................ 1 84 
........ : ...................... 4 44  
15~fldln , . ,  .................................. 2 44  
J,,~,,pi,, 91t .44  12Pxk ....................... ab le  
ABC Oetlrgent f~ d IA  +, ................................ : - , - ,  
Tm oaurpnt Q A A 
§L Reg. & Fi l l  .................... Ve,,tr,-e, 
~" ='tc 4 4 A 
S~l,fluanl I rm ................ • -i1' 
suqm Laur~ A A A 
Oetcqpml IOL ..................... e / ,  = l r ' !  
Ulba l'lde 
~' ' ' " "  7.44  Or Fm 4L lies. 11.90 .......... 
~:. '~: 
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WHAT'S  
UP 
APRIL 16- JUNE 25, 1991 - -  
Adult Bible Study~ We invite all 
who are interested in a women's 
bible study to join us Tues. mor- 
nings 9:30 =, I1 a.m, at Knox 
United Church, Free cfiildcare 
Will be provided, 
***w*  
JUNE S. 1991 - -  Terraceview 
Lodge Pet Visitation Program is 
looking for interest pet owners to 
voluntegt for the pr.ogram. There 
will be initial do8 screening sos. 
s igns to be announced .  
Volunteer orientation will be 
provided. For more information 
contact Tammy 635-4881, Pare 
or Doris 638-0223, 
JUNE 5, 1991 --  The Terrace 
747 Air Cadet Society is holding 
their annual inspection on Wed., 
starting at 6:45 p.m, in the Air 
Cadet Hall at the Airport. We 
Would like to invite the public to 
come and participate in this most 
important event. Major Moll 
from Chilliwa¢k will be the In- 
specting Offcer along with Mr. 
McLeod from Sydney, who 
represent the Air Cadet League. 
We are looking forward to seeing 
you 'there. 
JUNE 5, 1991 - -  Ksan House 
Society cordmlly mwtes you to 
our open house ! !:30 - 4 p.m.. 
Come and see our new offices 
and,  how we refurbished 
.' Terrace's old jail. We are located 
i at 3224 Kalum St. For more info, 
please feel free to call 635-2373 
. 8:30 - 4:30 Mon.- Fri, 
****w 
• JUNE+S, 1991 --  Ksan House 
. S6¢iety will be holding it's An- 
~! nual Genera l  Meeting on 
~:::!Wednesday, at 7:30 p.m, in the 
~ hew 6ffice at 3224 Kalum Street. 
': . . . .  ' k** 'k*  
i' JUNE $, 1991 - -  The Royal Pur- 
• ple'Annuai Senior Citizen Tea at 
the Elks Halt at 2822 Tetrault 
~,,.St.; Terrace. Wed. at 2 a.m. 
• Free[ Prizest All seniors in Tar. 
race welcome. For further info, 
.:. call Beatrice Parnell at 635-2178. 
" JUNE 7 - 27, 1991 --  Babytimes 
for 18 month to 23 month old 
:.,children. Thursdays 10 a.m, 
~"-i'Free', .Terrace Public, Library. 
: '  Registrati0n now.-638:8177 
• A'****  
. t)UNE'9, ..,., ~.i~ l  -- You are invited 
".'in'ass'age C"The Victor" by J!m, & 
i Ca~dl;'Ow~ns)~ pr~hted bythe 
Northwest Baptist Fellowship 
Choir (Terrace and Prince 
• Rupert), on Sunday evening 
June 9, at 7:00 p.m. in the Ter- 
race Chr i s t ian  Reformed 
• :~Church, 3602 Sparks St. 
~JUNE tO. 1991 - -  Terrace Child 
• Development?.~entre is had'in8 
their annual ~en'l~ral meeting" on 
Mon. at tee Centre (2510 South 
Eby. St,), Open House, display 
:viewing and renewal of member. 
ship commences at 7 p.m~ with 
the meeting at, 7:30 p.m. All 
members and non-members 
, welcome! . 
*****  
JUNE 14. 1991 - -  Support group 
meeting for persons suffering 
; f rom:  M.E (Myalgic 
!:Eficephalomyelitis), also known 
'~'~;as CFIDS (Chronic Fatique and 
=' Immune'  Dys funct ion  
Syndrome). Wc will be meeting 
in the dowmtalrsmeeting room 
. of the Terrace Public Library at 
7:30 p.m.'For more information, 
: please call Kathleen Talstra at 
635.2718. 
• t * ,k  ~*  
: , ' JUNE IS, 1991-  The Terrace 
- Travel lnfoeentre would like to 
:invite the entire community to 
Come join them on their • open 
house f rom lO.a.m, to 6 p.m. 
This special day is the official 
: opening of  another busy touristic 
~eas0n. Come in and see what the 
i lnfocentre has to offer you, it's 
:; residents, as well as theirvisitors. 
i VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR 
:",'Child-,Health clinics" for 
• :~.Tuesdays. fr0m~:30, a.m. - 12 
' ,;m. and from 1:30 p.m. - 4 p.m. ~,P r 
:-Thursdays. h30 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
i" Dullest. rincldde' ~,eighlng .& 
~, .measuring children. No lifting 
~:nec~sary. For more information 
:'; :' call Debra at'638-3310 
'readers and, community 
OrpllinflOfis, ,. • 
• ,This' cOlumnls Intended 
i: :' f0r~ "~,o..#rom oqpmlU- 
;':, fleas and those eventi for 
";which th6re~is no admls- 
:~on'ehaqle, • 
~:-;i~-To'meet. Ore' prod uction 
:deidllhes, we i ik  thai any 
!~lttmi,:/foe: What's Up be 
;~,'subndtted ,bY noon on the 
. TRIDAY, preceding the 
i ~e  in which it is to ap- 
": ;: For contributed articles, 
the':dMdllne Is S p.m, o~ 
~ ,tii6';.~iP~edinll THURS' 
:.:",;~:;,~W ~li~ ini~ thJit an sub- 
'i, I=llJ|O.m, ~e typed or 
rack 
"IWO YEARS IN TH~.MAKING, the Skeena Model Railway club's huge layout representing the run from ! " 
Prince Rupert to ~~ithers is Slowly, but surely taking shape. The club held an open house last Satur- 
dayt0 aiioVvthe.publictosee the progress made over the winter months. Above, a CN train rolls 
through moutainous terrain made realistic by the use of rubber moulds of actual rocks. The layout in- 
--dude~l~5ft.~of.mainJine:track and more.than double.that again for-the rail yards:-The~,!ub meets.Mon- - 
day evenings at its 5OlO Agar Ave. headq ua'rters and is always ready to welcome new members. 
am-bassadors !Afr!eClam n
stu en e n " TERRACE dts  w re upbeat songs about coming of age a d marriage. 
treated to a taste of Africa last week, as Suka The most popular dances were solos within 
Sihambe, a group of singers from Zimbabwe, 
visited the northwest. 
The 12 men's strong voices filled the 
auditorium of Clarence Michael Elementary as 
they clapped and danced to the rhythm of their a 
capella songs. 
The performers began by filing into the room 
in identical sailor suits and then singing a prayer 
song. The repertoire included songs of celebra- 
tion to which the men danced in a line, and 
songs where the dancers moved their feet with 
lightning quickness across the floor. 
The school surprised the group by asking them 
to perform an encore. Half changed, the per- 
formers climbed up on the stage and were greeted 
with cheers. 
After the performance, the men broke up into 
four groups and spent ime with grade six classes 
answering questions about Zimbabwe. 
They did us proud 
Several young Terrace artists returned triumphant last 
week from the provincial arts festival in Vancouver. 
"The competition is stiff and we did quite well, and we're 
proud of ourselves," said Carol Zucchiatti, who accom- 
panied the students. 
T J :  MacKenzie came frst in senior brass, Tina 
Hovenkamp laced first in senior voice, Jennifer Zucciatti 
was second in junior voice, Mark Tessaro was second in 
junior speech and Joshua Fonger received an honourable 
mention in piano. 
Trumpet player Keith Griffioen of Telkwa was chosen to 
represent B.C. at the national festival in Winnipeg this 
August. 
Representatives from festivals across the province compete 
in the four day (CHECK) event. 
Terrace students participated in the instrumental, speech, 
voice, dance and piano disciplines both as competitors and as 
alternates. Alternates take part in workshops at the provincial 
festival and perform on the last day. Should the competitor 
from their area be unable to compete, the alternates step in 
for them. 
"The thing I noticed was the kids that went down as alter- 
nates the previous year went down as competitors this year," 
Zucchiatti said. 
"It 's kind of nice to see that. I think going down as an 
alternate or observer is an inspiration, They get used to their 
community and then they go down there and go, wow." 
Volunteers needed 
If you've got a few hours to spare on a Tuesday or Thurs- 
day and like kids, then Debra Zorn would like to hear from 
you. 
She looks after the Skeena Health Unit's baby clinics and 
says there is a "desperate" need for volunteers to help out 
with weighing and measuring the infants. 
Although the clinic is currently getting help from "some 
wonderful ladies", Zorn says the shortage of volunteers 
means they are carrying a heavy load. 
And with summer holidays looming, the centre urgently 
needs some extra helpers. 
The clinics are held every Tuesday, 9:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m. 
and 1:30 p.m.-4 p.m, and the first and third Thursday of each 
month, 1:30 p.m.-4 p.m. 
Zorn said no lifting is required -- the mothers do that -- 
but people are needed to record the weights and 
measurements and to do ensure the whole process flows 
smoothly. 
How much .time .volunteers put in is also up to ,them, she 
emphasized, ~ 'q'm.very-flexible.. Even.if someone can only 
help out one Tuesday morning a month, that would be fine," 
To volunteer or for more information, contact Zorn at the 
health unit at 638-3310. 
Degrees awarded 
Seven northwesterners were among the more than 4,000 
students to receive their degrees during last week's graduation 
ceremonies at the University of British Columbia. 
From Terrace, a Masters in Education was conferred on 
Ric Hannan while Bachelor degree~ Tere accepted by Valerie 
Philpot (Physical Education), Lisa Godin-Leblanc (Social 
Work) and Fred Yanderboer (Science-Occupational 
Therapy). 
From elsewhere in the region, George Hamilton of Stewart 
received his Bachelor of Law while Bachelors of Elementary 
Education were conferred on New Hazelton's Louise Lacerte 
and Carol Polok of the Village of Hazelton. 
Long way to go to "hail" a taxi. 
hot later. The first part of the 
road was good too, but the 
fresh gravel made it very noisy 
in a few places. 
They got to a bridge which 
was not connected to the road 
yet so had to detour. There were 
anxious moments fording the 
creek with water up to the runn- 
ing boards, but they made it 
across. 
Fromthere to Hazelton the 
road wasn't very good and they 
got stuck. Jack and John 
managed to get the car out but 
were covered in mud in the pro- 
cess. While they were doing 
that, Odette and Alice got some 
lunch ready, but all they had to 
This week I have a letter I 
received and would like to Share 
with all of you. 
It was written by Odette de 
Kergommeaux 47 years ago this 
month and recounts a road 
journey she and her'husband 
John made to Vancouver with 
Jack and Alice McCullock. 
The reason for the May, 1947 
trip was to buy a new Nash car 
for John's taxi service; It also 
meant ackling the new Terrace- 
Hazelton road whi~:h ~ at that 
time was not quite complete. 
Odette describes the journey 
like this: The start of the trip 
was very nice, the weather cool 
in the morning hut turning very 
drink was some hol beer which 
had to do. Fortunately, they 
came across a little creek further 
on so stopped for a drink of 
cold water: 
The rest of the journey to 
Prince George passed without 
further problems -- except for 
arriving there at 10 p.m. with 
nowhere to sleep[ 
However, John remembered 
a Mr. MaeKenney, a police of- 
ficer who had been transferred 
there from Terrace. So off they 
went to the park up in the lot 
reserved for the police. 
Immediately an officer 
emerged and cast a doubtful eye 
over the party. Telling them 
"Horo 'It 
Thore" 
by 
Yvonne Moon 
they couldn't remain there, he 
threatened toarrest hem if they 
didn't move on, 
John askedfor Mr. MacKen- 
nay to be told it was his day off. 
However, a phone call later, 
MacKenney had managed to 
find them two rooms at a hotel, 
Early they next morning they 
headed off again. Because they 
did not have enough fuel to 
make Vancouver and gas sta- 
tions closed at 4 p.m. during the 
war, they refueled in Hope 
where they also decided to stay 
the night. 
The final leg to Vancouver 
was uneventful except for hav- 
ing to pull over to allow a regi- 
ment of soldiers complete with 
cars, trucks and tanks to pass. 
After a couple of days in 
Vancouver, they headed back to 
Terrace in the new Nash on the 
front of which John had 
painted "John's Taxi". As we 
drove home, people would call 
out "Hello, John's taxil" Quite 
an advertisement, 
Odette says she hopes you en- 
joyed sharing that journey and 
A surprise 70th birthday par- 
ty was held forJoyce Olson at 
the Happy Gang Centre on the 
afternoon of Sunday, May 19. 
Family and friends were there 
when Joyce arrived and a 
wonderful afternoon was en- 
joyed by all. Donna Orr, the 
pastor's .wife, played melodies 
from 1926 to the present and 
Debble Toovey also entertained 
everyone with some of her love- 
ly songs. 
Also at the party was a huge 
gorilla who gave Joyce a big 
hug, two lovely pink !ongstem 
roses and thendanced •with ei'l 
A special guest was Joyce's 
grandson Blake who was born 
on Jan. 6. 
Born in Saskatchewan, Joyce 
came to Terrace in 1951 with 
husband Pete. 
A belated birthday greeting tO 
Flora Kerr who was born Ma), 
29, 1948 in the old Red Cross 
hospital. 
Did.you take in the first Fie& 
Market last Sunday7 If not, you 
TAXll John deKergommeaux [right) find twin brother Bob pose with the new Nash, 'John's Taxi', The 
photo Wastakenon !l~e o d Skeenabr dgein 1944, just after John had driven the vehicle back from next to herdaughter Hmfletta phone Lena CImpplew 
Vancouver. : ~ . . . . .  .i: ~ . - " : ' " : "  . . . .  '-" '" . . . . . .  and hu~ba~M e-Win Hughes. .... 635:5740."'"'~' ~'~ ............. "':- 
sends her fond, remembrances,to., can do so every Sunday beginm 
Alic~McCullo~k 'who still live~ z~ :in8 at  IO a,m, for the rest.of ~l~e 
in Terrace. ' summer. 'If you'want moie in; 
odette now lives in Courtnny formation on the new markeh 
at 
t~ 
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,:.. ' Courtesy Skeena Health Unit 
.... By SHIRLEY TANK 
:.. Did You Know.., camping 
is a healthy recreational 
choice? . 
We, in the north, have the 
outdoors, a t  our fingertips. 
We needn't travel far to find 
mr  special camping spot. 
There are commercially 
developed campsites 
avfiilable or we may prefer a 
secluded natural site we have 
discovered. 
Whether it be camping 
with a tent, camper or luxury 
recreational vehicle, a feeling 
of freedom exists! Leave the 
workp lace ,  te lephone,  
household chores and regular. 
daily routine behind and 
strike out on an adventure of 
relaxation, fresh air, exercise 
and enjoyment. 
When you are camping 
there is no schedule to 
follow. You go with the 
flow, as they say. the 
pressures and deadlines are 
non-existent, stress is reliev- 
ed, and you will find yourself 
unwinding and enjoying the 
outdoors without a thought 
given .to the other world at 
home, Is this not healthy for 
you? 
Camping can involve exer- 
cising without a structured 
programs.  For example, 
healthy fun 
gathering firewood can in- 
volve walking, stretching and 
knee bends as you pick up 
those fallen twigs. Oh, yes, 
and let's not forget a form of 
weight lifting as you carry 
your load to the campfire! 
Other forms of  exercise 
could involve a hike or, if 
you have camped by a stream 
or lake, fishing, boating or 
swimming can all be enjoyed. 
Camping is exercise while 
you are having funl 
Camping can improve • 
your sense of well-being. A 
friendly soothing atmosphere 
exists among campers as they 
sit around the evening camp- 
fire. This is a time when con- 
versation flows freely bet- 
w~en family and/or friends 
asthey gaze into the warm 
glowing coals. But, if by 
chance you have struck out 
alone, this is your time for 
ponder ing your own 
th'oughts and setting your. 
goals. 
For fresh air, exercise and 
enjoyment, 'let camping be 
one of your recreational 
choices! 
What are your questions 
and concerns? Write us at: 
"Did You Know That...?" 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 
Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4T2 
Helping out 
HARDLY IN a flap over these flapjacks are Michelle Monkman, Miss 
Photo Specialties, and Andrea Arnold, Miss Fabric Boutique. They 
and other contestants in the Miss Terrace pageant spent last Satur- 
day morning helping out at the Happy Gang Centre's pancake 
breakfast. 
Student play gives ,,,s,o,, 
HURRY, B.C.? 
horror com,c twist .ou..o=.o....  ,c,c 
Under Jekyll's Hyde is a far- 
cical version of Robert Louis 
Stevenson's classic tale, Dr. 
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. In the 
• play, Dr.:-Jekyll experiments 
with the evil side of man's 
nature and 'produces Edward- 
Hyde, who incites horrible' 
hilarity wherever he goes. Ac- 
tion is riotous in the true sense 
of the word. 
lnNightmare High, six high 
school students join forces one 
stormy night, staking out their 
school auditorium to discover 
the identity of the mysterious 
Locker Stalker. 
What begins as a half-hearted 
joke turns into a rollercoaster 
evening of thrills, chills, and 
side-splitting laughter as each 
student's nightmare comes to 
life onstagel 
The three plays include an 
ensemble cast with many per- 
pino, Carolyn Craig, Mike 
Duarte, Joel English, Glenys 
George, Marshall Graham, 
Robbie Grewal, Troy ..Hail: 
Shannon Hamhuis, Leanne 
Hidber, Nichole Hobenshield, 
Christian MacLean,'" Fraser 
M~Kay, Romy Maikapar, 
Byron Mikalof f ,  Lucy 
Milhomens, Tony Misfeldt, 
Tina Nelmes, Nicole Page, 
Jackie Palmu, Louie Pelletier, 
Shauna Prest, Ryan Prinz, Kris 
Puge, Chantel Ropbertson, 
Chrystal Sparks, Dawn 
Thomsen, Rebecca Van Herk, 
Lisa Van Hulle, Brian Vincenzi, 
Leah Wilson, and Kari Wold. 
Never before has so many 
unusual characters (50) been in- 
cluded under the banner of one 
production. 
It's a Scream will be 
presented Friday and Saturday, 
June 14 and 15, 7:30, at the 
By BRIAN KOVEN 
Skeena Theatre Arts will be 
presentinglt's a Scream which 
spoofs horror movies, old and 
new/The tg'c and a half hour 
comic production is comprised 
qf~,.three, plays: Frankenste in  
Slept Here, Under Jekyll's 
Hyde, andNightmare High. 
In Frankenstein Slept Here, 
Baroness Frankenstein has 
thrown open her castle doors to 
all those who can't cope with 
the outside world. What an 
assortment! A descendant of 
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, a 
young Medusa with snakes in 
her hair, Vampira, the Mummy, 
the mad Igor, a Phantom Bride, 
and the Invisible Man. 
The Baroness does not own 
the castle. It belongs to an 
American society matron who 
has been sending monthly 
checks to pay for the staff she 
foolishly imagines is working at 
the castle. She is due shortly to formers playing several dif- REM Lee Theatre. Tickets are 
inspect he premises, ferent roles. The performers in- $4 advance at Sight and Sound 
What to do? elude: Eric Allen, Gino Car- or $6 at the door. 
TELEVISIONS THAT PLAY AS HARD AS YOU DO 
, t j l~  
,"  V .~ ! J .  ~' ;  - 
it's Hanky Panky . . . .  :, 
" AT CHILl CHALLENGE! GRE c;,m out,with Hanky Panky's ' : "  
• ' Chili during the month of June . 
12 p.m, -2p ;m.  Every Wednesday !n June 
' . I I I , 
Wed,, .June 5 : , - -GR INGO CHILl mi ld-  ' 
• " enough forthe most timid of stomachs. 
Wed,, June 12:- -  HOUSEBROKEN CHILI 
Recommendedfor those who enjoy chill, 
but still like to play it safe. 
A Bowl and A Bun $ I t  I t  
with .all the Toppings for only O • U U 
See next weeks Issue ~" ~:"  
4620 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-8141 
" ~ ~ % 
REUM MOTORS 
LTD. 
1 988  Olds 2 dr. loaded. . $14,995 
19'86 Pontiac Paris Brougham . . . . . . . . . . .  $11 ,~00 
1982 PontiacGrand Prix 2 dr. • $5.390 
1980 Chev 4 dr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . .  $1,995 
1977 Ford T-Bird 2 dr. HT . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  $950 
1980 Dodge Mlrada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1,650 
• TRUCKS & R.V. 's  
1991 New $15 Pickup 
cassette, 5 sp, overdrive . . .  : .... : $12,850 
1986 Chev ½ ton, natural gas . . .  . . . .  : . . . . .  $5,500 
1977 Skylark Trailer . . .  $5,995 
1977 Trailer & Camper . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  $1,995 
1974 Dodge Winnebago Motor Home~. . . . .  $12,995 
1973 Curb Van 1 .ton RV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $2,777 
1971 Ford Crew Cab 4x4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1,175 
8 ft. Camper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . .  $777 
3 Specials Under (good transportation) . . . . . . .  $500 
YOU CAN LEASE OR BUY ANY NEW MAKE OR MODEM 
REUM MOTORS LTD. 
4521 Lakelse Ave. 635-2655 
" t  - - I . " ,  
' * ' , '  ' "  ' "1 ' :  ' ,  
" ount | 
rself In 
lune 4th 
i: ~ i: 0 
: -• , :  
: . .  " , . ,  
Put Canada's Cereus To Work 
For You. 
il 
If you're looking for the  name In Televi- 
sions that you can depend on to work as 
hard and play as hard as you do -- 
you're looking for Hitachi. Hitachi 
Televisions are built for those of you 
who demand nothing less than excep- 
tional performance every time. 
The amazingly clear, high-resolution 
picture with MTS stereo and surround 
sound, along with every one of the many 
advanced features, will tell you --Ahls Is t 
When you complete and mail your Census form June 4th, you help to 
ensure that your community gets its fair share of government funding 
for schools, hospitals, vital social services, housing, efficient public 
transit and roads, community parks, day care, effective law . ,~ 
enforcement, and new industry. Any information you give on your .~ 1 £ 
Census form is protected by law and kept confidential. . , .: ~, : 
The Census only happens once every five years, That's why it's so / : ; :  .~: " 
important hat you count yourself in. Please complete and mail your : . ,::::::~!~::~ 
Census form June 4th. Because, with you, the Census makes good : :~:~;~: i: ~ 
sense. - 
If you haven't received your Census form, please call 
!-800-267-1991. Call for HELP from 9:00 a.m. to9:00 i,i~ii :
May 30th through Friday, June 7th (excluding Sunday). , :!~ 
,. Terrace  
HITACHI  ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P ~ ~ ~..rr i "800"267"1991 
theTe lev is lontos t r lve for .  
, .  _ , ::i i ii!!i,i  ii!i i:i 
Greig Avenue 
Phone 635-6347 
Ter race  runner  up  aga in  . 
The td.city Fitness Challenge :
is over for another year and 
despite an Increase in the 
number of local residents 
answering the call to action, 
Terrace had to settle for second 
again. 
Recreation department 
spokesman Shawn Kdenke said 
44 per cent of the pop.ulation 
registered as having put in their 
15 minutes of physical activity. 
Noting that was six per cent 
higher than last year, he added, 
" rm pretty pleased with that 
resu l t . "  
However, Prince Rupert sue- 
cessfully defended their title 
with a staggering claim of 70 per 
cent participation. "We might 
have to have an Investigation in- 
to that," he said. Kitimat was 
again third with 40 per cent. 
Krienke maintained the Ter- 
race result did not mean Ter- 
raeites were inactive. 
"Everybody does something, 
it's just that they don't 
register," he suggested. 
Next year, therefore, the 
recreation department will look 
at ways to change that in an ef- 
fort to push lhe figure to at least 
50 per cent. PARTICIPACTING PUPILS from Uplands and Thornhill Elementary, 350 of them, did 15 minutes of 
aerobics last Wednesday in an effort to help boost Terrace's total in the annual tri-city Fitness 
Challenge. That's recreation department instructor Joset Graham leading the enthusiastic crowd. 
Tail duplicating 
century-old totem 
:Af ter  many setbacks, Nisga'a 
master carver Alver Tail is com- 
pleting the first pole to he raised 
in the yillage of Gitwinksihlkw 
(Canyon City) in over 100 years. 
It tells two stories, Tail said. 
The first is about a mythical 
bird called the Nox-Nox. 
'.'During the volcanic erup- 
tion' this mythical bird was 
afraid the lava would invade its 
domain so it went up to a point 
and, extended its beak to stop 
the lava flow. It  didn't succeed. 
Then it flew up to a point just 
abqve Canyon city called Git- 
winksihlkw. 'That's where this 
mythical bird was supposed to 
have stopped the lava flow." 
The second story, one belong- 
ing to Baxk'ap family, will not 
be told until the feast at the 
pole's raising. 
Although the village decided 
in 1980 - -  when Tail was 
teaching carvng there --  to ask 
him for a pole, actual ~:arving 
didn't begin until November 
1990. 
It was hard going for Tait at 
the beginning. He had only 
worked on poles before as an 
apprentice to his brother Nor- 
man Tail, also a Nisga'a master 
Centre 
events 
carver, and nobody in the 
village knew about pole carving. 
"All they did was drag it up 
and say, okay, there you are. 
The only guy ! could com- 
municate with was (George 
Gosnell Jr.) the guy who wanted 
to learn. So it was like the blind 
leading the blind. 
" I 'm grateful that my brother 
taught me to think things out 
for myself and not panic, not 
just go in there and chop it up." 
The 55-foot pole is a 
duplicate of one carved for a 
wolf tribe chief named Baxk'ap 
'!12 years ago. The original is 
now in Paris, France, and 
""another copy stands in the 
Museum Of Civilization in Ot- 
tawa. 
"1 saw that one," Tail said. 
"I never thought for a minute 
when I saw it that I'd be doing 
it." 
The pole will be raised amid 
great feasting and celebrating in
its recognition. 
"When you raise a pole off 
the reserve it's not really 
recognized by many people. 
When a pole is raised in the 
village all the chiefs are 
invited," Tail said. 
The carver will perform the 
Breath of Life, dancing around 
the pole with his tools on his 
neck to signify that it was he 
who brought the pole into be- 
ing. 
"It 's not just a decoration to 
impre'ss people. There are a lot 
of old people in other villages 
that would just love to have a 
pole." 
This pole will depict the unity 
between the four tribes now liv- 
ing in,the village (killer whale, 
raven, eagle, and wolf ~ the 
main tribe), as well as honour- 
ing a common ancestor. 
Tail has carved several poles 
in the last 10 years, including a 
60.foot pole for the Field 
Museum in Chicago. He also 
carves everything from talking 
sticks to headdresses. 
When a pole is raised, the 
carver has mixed feelings, Tail 
said. 
"That first pole (in Chicago), 
we wanted to cry when we seen 
it going up. It was like when you 
carry a baby for nine months 
and then it's born. That's what 
it feels like when it goes up." 
TRAVEL TA 
COSTA RICA 
ARRIVALS AND RESERVATIONS: 
Costa Rico is becoming so papular that it is recommended that I ,  
you call months ahead for reservations in the (In/season. You "~ 
can change money at the airport until 5 p.m, Taxi services into 
San Jose is about $10 per taxi. A bus ($.20) goes into San 
Jose, but you can't take much baggage on it. 
CURRENCY: 
The currency unit is the Colon (¢). Bills come in denominations 
of ¢5 to ¢1000. and coins from 10 entimos to ¢20. ~" 
You can use Visa or Mastercard to buy colones at the banks, il 
otherwise travelers checks are acceptable. 
The larger hotels are authorized to change money' and travelers 
checks for their guests. 
CUSTOMS ' - 
Tourists are permitted to bring two cameras, binoculars, and 
electrical items that are for personal use only, like a small radi( ,, 
~- 
a hair.dryer, etc, Personal computers, electric typewriters and "T 
other applioences ore sometimesheld in customs and taxed, To~q 
avoid that, you mu~t prove that what you are bringing is for per-%a a 
sonal use, The items in question will be noted in your passport 
and you must have them in your possession when you leave the 
countn/. Check with the consulate nearest you Ior latest reoula. 
lions, 
TRAVELLING EXPENSES: 
Costa Rico is not as inexpensive for travelers as sire Mexico and ,e 
other Central American countries. Althoooh public transportation 
is cheap, restaurant and hotel prices are relatively high, but . 
variable. .,~.~_ 
WHEN TO COME: = " 
Tourist season is Christmas throuoh Easter, which (:orrespondsl 
to the dry season, You can 'almost depend on clear, sunnyl~ 
WeatheL but there are occasional unseas'onal sto~ms fr~n the ~ 
north, Which can last for days. . . . ..- 
• ' The images of women pro- 
jected by the advertising world 
is the subject of Slill Killing Us 
Softly, a f i lm to be shown 
Thursday, June 13 at the 
Women's Resource Centre. 
A fast-paced and amusing 
Commentary ,  a centre 
spokesman it looks at how the 
industry sells its products, pro- 
motes "negative images of 
women" and the power adver- 
tising has to shape attitudes and 
bahaviour. 
Other events planned for this 
month include a workshop on 
effective public speaking to take 
place Thursday, June 20 and the 
showing on Thursday, June 27 
ofR~th, a woman's own story. 
of a childhood of physical, 
mental and sexual assault, her 
work as a prostitute and her 
determination to stay off drugs, 
For more information on the 
above or to learn more about 
Lhe centre and  its .activities, 
pho~e 638-1551 .... 
Correct ion  t :~ PEOPLE 
The "Three Comedians and a ~ PLACES" 
• Mac" performance at the REM 
• ~Lee Theatre takes place June 7, 
'." ' not "Juni~ 9as stated .in the May ~ELSE AVENUE 
-29 issue. !, B.C. V8G 1R6 
' I J l l=  g"'"g I 
Thanks 
Dear Sirs: 
The Terrace Little Theatre 
would like to extend a heart- 
felt thanks to the patrons 
who came out to support he 
recent benefit performances 
of A Chip in the Sugar. 
Because of your generous 
donations as well as financial 
support from the Skecna 
Zone and TLT, Chip has 
raised enough money to 
travel to Mainstage in Nelson 
where we hope to wow the 
audience and do the Skeena 
Zone proud. 
Again, thank you. 
Merry Hallsor, 
Chip director. 
. . . . .  , ; i  . .  , - .  
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i COSTA RICA 
From Toronto 
=45000.  • . 
air only , 
r )  *Som Restrictions Apply , 
~ . ~ T  C~~E L "FOR PEOPLE GOING PLACES" 
4736 LAKELSE AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1R6 
635-2277 
TERRACE 
) 
SHIRLEY BOWMAN IS PROUD TO BE A SALES SUPERVISOR AT 
TERRACE'S NEWLY RENOVATED SAAN STORE. NOT ONLY HAS 
SHIRLEY WORKED FOR THE SAAN STORE FOR 5 YEARS BUT SHE'S 
LIVED IN TERRACE FOR 23 YEARS. 
AS SHIRLEY PUTS IT, "TERRACE IS JUST ONE OF THOSE TOWNS 
THAT YOU JUST DON'T WANT TO EVER LEAVE." 
- ~ ~, .~ ~1,,~:: -r '~ ' 
u m ! Djpt ,v i  ~lmtllllL'# I p Jr lq[g-"  F~.W ~1 |11 t= l ]Z~l~l~i~ im ~ 
I l l l  - - " 
SUPPORTED BY THE CITY OF TERRAc~ , :"' 'r: ~ D : .~ ' '  
TOTEM FORD 
90 FINANCING 
On selected 1 991 Ford vehicles or 
u.,o =1000 CASHBAcK 
cA c., o 
On selected 1990 vehicles 
OFFER EXPRIES JUNE 30 
i Consider "The Smart Way To Get A New Car" 
Don't forget to ask about 
THE PLAN 
i 
TERRACE 
, . . . , "  . ' '. • 
635-4984 4631 Kelth Aver, Terrace DLR NO. 5548 
. , , . ,  , , • , - ,  i i  i i  • i 
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OO ig t O nl h mystJqu 'e t 
:: Lines and circles: a series o f  
Short lines .form an arc across 
.the hard, wood decking of the 
bridge. The evening sun flickers 
through the spars. 
• Below, the Skeena is grey and 
swollen, running in a more or 
less straight line to the sea: 
! : 
i 
stage in tl 
I lo0k Up 
zle and s¢ 
through i 
luminat  
moments 
calm no~ 
and whitefish rising with deadly some fish, he fills the net i :  :~ :i 
accuracy to intercept the hapless ' The hatch is;short;.~By~,eleven: 
duns ' :  : : .  : ii i s :a l l  over-save: f.ori a fe~! : 
the river with a fish in his evening; some have he'tin tii,, :: •' It,s:time.;I slip into the river i isolated rises. '!Can, t see my : flY: :: : : 
talons, f~rst art of their n 'lous di.lft ' and catch one of the ephemeral anymore, I call,to .~lnlayr, ~ . . . . . . . .  P er i  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  : ' . . . .  ' ' "  "h  . . . . . .  
Predator and prey: the cycle • downstream'. ' Long:  shadows > . . . . . .  : insectsjust . . . . .  to confirm that :my We wade cautiously throug ...... ........ ~: ::~, 
starts me thinking about time stretch out over the*river:d~,.: ~mitation is:closeenoughincol, the shadows and:the.,shall[ows : :: : 
and progress andthelinear Way wind drops off. / :  : *':::~" our andsize. It i s : '  : and USe our fla'sl~iighiS: : ' ,t6 ::: :: 
modern man "defines. history. 1 a~a,i~= n~ a~; .  ~.~i../,,~.. ~,. ~ It's a full moon. The extra navigate thetra i i . :  Mo0n! igh. t : :  
wonder whether we haven'i th~v=a~'w'avs~o~om°~b~oun: l ightwil l :give us 'a few more f loodsihela"dsca~i As:wgp~it':: ' : 
made aserious mistake in seeing o f f 'h : '  5 : ; "%'' : • " ' minutes on stream .I  cast ~ our rods in th'e'Car, thelcall'0f: :/~ :i:: ~ 
pi:ogress as a continual march e s ;~lurjacuet~li~nerJ~V~th °lay. around for: the largest rise A some geese::ech~0dS :~down the: 
of technological advancement. ;ge~Sr; waft:. ~:.'[a' :!,*~L~ 3sa!~ large trout'sh0ws only 20 }eet valley. An0th~r!bt'~.l~:'ci~cleS: 1 
There must be great risk in mov- The- lie nenaTth~ntts~a. ! eyes" away After three casts and  that spin around iJ~"c~ht[niially:? 
ing away from natural direc, sionYally rising a: little ~ 't°C~n a'  three drifts, I makea convinc- , 'Canada 'geese,', bbser~f~: 
tions. ' " " t . , . . . . .  :. ,'. " ing presentation. ' " : :  F in . .They must benesting, !:  t 
Mayfly nymphs have,been erceptaan~tmgnympn, • : Up he comes: head and eye, a , I t ' s  nice to  he~/r'/thi:m 1: " 
stirring along the bottom all The mayflies reach the next silver flank, a broad tail. I try tO again," I say.  ! '::;' : '  ~ [ 
I 
SPOR :S NEws : : : : : v :  i ' : •  /: :: : : : : : :  go l fe r i :  :::::: 
:::: Page: iB6: ::: 
We park In the place where 
not so long• ago the distances 
were obscured by dense forest. 
Now that the old trees are gone, 
the landscape stretches before 
us like quilted prairie; a new 
generation is starting'to poke 
out of the stumps and fireweed. 
linear but actually part of a cy- We take some comfort from 
cle, like the straight running, that. 
Cyclic salmon that will run hard There are a few new turns, 
against i t  after the water has and the bridge across the creek 
:dropped some and summer :haS 'has  been swept aside by fall 
begff, nthe month.of the greenest [rae~' tbhUt's:~:P~f°t twh;~' ahst 
greens inltheseasonal cycle. The season and the season before. 
wheels rattle against he decking We arrive at the river. Fi~nlay 
of the bridge, then hum onthe starts in immediately. I Sit on a 
asphalt o f  Queensway. A f te r  s tump'and watch flycatchers 
the hill we speed along the road dart above the riffles~'-,,, 
to the lake. Gravel spits from An os¢rev win~s downstream 
beneath the tires, ac loudof  and lights on a branch. Iwatch 
dust spews ont behiindus.The, him for a while then look away. 
tarmac at theairport strikesout When I look back I see the 
in a straight line to the east. splash then see him rise from 
---CALENDAR-- 
 , ra: mee oo, Northmen unbeaten in six 
athletes from across the city TERRACE - -  The Northmen 
will: be  heading for  the are continuing to dominate the 
Skeena Jr. Secondary school northwest rugby scene after 
field Saturday for a track dual victories last week extend- 
meet. ed their unbeaten record to six 
Track and field events are games. 
to run from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 Terrace's rugby club mangled 
p.m. and spectators are the Smithers Camels 19-6 and 
welcome, hammered Prince Rupert 23-9 
At least six schools are ex- in action here May 25 and 26. 
pected to participate, with The Rupert game saw the 
teams coming from Clarence Northmen charge to a 12-3 lead 
Michael Elementary, Thor- by halftime. When. they switch- 
ed ends it put the wind at Ter- 
nhill Elementary, Cassie Hall race's back and the team ex- 
Elementary, Veritas, Centen- plotted the advantage to pack in 
nial Christian, and Uplands two more trys and a penalty 
Elementary school, kick. 
II ,p~l~, .g f f  i The foot of Doug Wilson was  oftba s ~;.~rg, sp.o~ible~ for screen-of those 
I '." 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : ; .  po ln~'O~' tW~t iccess~t~]  conve£-  FHE BALLFIEL-DS will be .~ 
~busY:. ~l/is~veekend. sions and a penalty.kick. "i 
. . . . .  The next game against 
: Terrace's bantam boys Smithers was more of the same. 
softball team will be playing "It  was a case of the three 
off against competition from W's , "  said Nor thmen 
~round the northwest for the spokesman David Hull. "Wind, ii: 
right to go to the B.C. Sum- Wilson and Warcup." 
mer Games. The stingy Camels defence 
The other Summer Games allowed no scoring in the first :!ii: 
playoff this weekend will half. and the teams entered the 
feature bantam girls teams second half tied 0-0. 
from Terrace and out-of-- But Terrace got on the board 
town. first with three points on a 
Terrace's peewee girls Doug Wilson penalty kick. 
team will also be taking on That was just the start of UNDER PRESSURE from a couple of Smithers rugby players, Ter- Coast Rug'by Union; Warcup scored two tries that game, picking uP 
Smithers in a playoff for the Wilson's performance. A few race Northman John McGowan looks to make a pass to teammate bouncingiballs deep in the Smithers end. PHOTO., [ORNE 
right to go to thepeewee pro- plays later he blasted through Bald Warcup. The Northmen beat the Smithers Camels 19-6 two CLARKE. 
vincials, the Camel tacklers and ran the " 
ball into the end zone for the weekends ago to collect their sixth straight victory in the North 
OIdtimer soccer game's firsttry, and thenkicked . 
his own conversion to put Ter- Camel defenders couldn't corral running it in for another Ter- for a 19-6 final score, with their one pre-season ex- 
AN OLDTIMER's soccer race up 9-0 at the 15-minute theloose pigskin; Terrace's Bill race try. Hull said defence has been hibition win and 2-2, tourna. 
tournament is being organiz- mark of the second half. Warcup cruised in to snag the "Warcup probably had more the key so far this season, with a meat record, gives them a 9-11 
ed for mid-June. Willie McCleary--  perform- bouncing ball and run it in for scoring there in 10minutes than trend towards low-scoring rectbrd overall this year. 
Players 35 years old and ing like an amazingly accurate another try and a 13-0 lead. he's had in four years," Hull defensive battles. They're iu Prince Rupert,this 
up can compete in the Scud missile launcher -- kept He repeated a couple plays added. The wins give Terrace a 6-0 weekend for an0~t'her double- 
tourney here June 15-16. firing booming kicks deep into later when anoti~er deep kick by Wilson converted thetry for a record in North Coast Rugby header against Smithers and 
Team entry fee is $250. Smithers territory that paid McCleary bounced in front of a commanding 19-0 lead. Union action. That, combined .Rupert at Seafest: .... 
Winners and runners-up dividends all game and set up hapless Camel defender ,  The Camels broke the 
will receive trophies, medals the next scoring play. ricocheted off the goal post, scoreless' drought, scoring a try ==l~ 
andcash. For more informa- McCleary's kick dropped and went straight into his arms. with an impressive drive . that  Mann p r e e n  
tion phone Nick Kollias at deep in the Smithers zone and Warcup made no mistake in started deep in their own zone ..... I 
at tennis tourney 
Torch Run Biker races in Quebec 
CITY RESIDENTS are be- tennis scene at the tennis club's recent ournament; winlilflg 
ing invited to "adopt-a-cop" 
on June 18 to support the TERRACE --  Terrace biker [ l ~  ~,~.  ~=~.~.. "Whiterock is good for me- -  the singles and doubles titles. 
l l~mml~.2 i~.~3~:  there are a lot of hills. I hope to Mann beat Ema Motschilnig 6-1, 6-4 in the May 18-20 
B.C. Law Enforcment Torch Mike Christensen took of f  for Run. Quebec last week in preparation ~ make the Pan-Am team. It's a tourneyto nab first place in the 'A'-flight women's ingles 
The event will involve for the national team selections ~ ,  really good opportunity for competition. 
about a 16-kilometre relay this summer. ~ guys to break into the national In the doubles event, she was Joined by Nancy Condon. 
run, with local RCMP of- He had just returned from a program." ' They defeated Motsehilnig'and Ada Sarslat 2-6, 6-2, 6-1. :. 
national tournament in Calgary Chr istensen has already She teamed up with husband Swam Mann for mixed 
fleers taking part, as well as benefitted from some national- doubles, but the couple fell 6-4, 4-6, 4-6 ina  three-~tlo~ 
Special Olympic athletes and where he finished as top B.C. -:'~ in the final to' Terraee's Hester Flewln and Richard 'Kri~l, • rider, placing fifteenth overall, calibre training. His B.C.team- 
local sheriff,~ probation and "Calgary went really well. "mate, former Terrace resident 'B' flight action ~w~Else Holkestad and SheUa Caddy 
corrections officers. My fitness was right on track," Paul Henderson, is a national win a second.set tlebresker "/-4 to knock of f  Shannon ¢~. 
:Money will be raised he said. "Quebec will be the real team member and the national Butler and ,Inekle Thomsen 6.2, 7-6 in women's doubles. 
through various events and test." pursuit champion. And at the In women's 'B' flight singles, Nancy Condon eame0ut 
activities, but the focal point He said riders returning from tournament in Calgary he had 'victorious In a 6.4, 6-2 win over Butler; 
will be the run's ~tdopt-a-cop Quebec "come back just flying, some help from the national 'B' flight mixed doubles aw Butler and Gord Woodd 
program, where sponsors going really fast, Or they come women's team coach, defeat Caddy and Don Henry. 
choose a runner, and make back just dead." " I  have to wor'k on sprinting. On the men's side, Alex Kotal had to go to three sets, 
pledges. All proceeds are to Christensen has ridden in At the camp we were working before defe~ling Dean Boueher 6.:l, :/,-6, 6-3. 
support Special ,Olympics Quebec before and likes it. on our weaknesses and I got to And in 'B'  flight singles, it was Mike Gyori, also of 
programs fo r  handicapped "1 really enjoy riding there. Mike Christeflsen do the sprint (exercise) twice. So Kitimal, eruiflng past Jack Kegler in the final 6-1, 6;2. 
athletes. It 's really ahnost a different "1 expect the racing there to that was a bit of a hint." The 'C6-flight men's tingles final wits an ~ll-l~ltimnt if- 
'The Terrace run will be coiantry - -  it's more European be a lot tougher--  probably the The Calgary exercises may fair, with Emmanuel Roberts coming out on the w!iining : 
one in a series bf'ibrchi'tUfis and you tend to get a lot more toughest racing I've ever done." have paid off, for on May 19 he end of hl~ duel with Gurdev Pnnnar. " 
province-wide,'.witha grande people out watching the races." He hopes that tough racing i won tw0:primes (sprints in the l~iqll and flwllm Man - -  shut out on the singles Side - -  battled through the doubles action to narrowly defeat 
finale at B.C. Place stadifim The competition will be better will whip him into best shape middle of longer races) at a race 
in Vancouver July 4 . ' / i  - in Quebec, he said, especially fern tournament in White Rock ~in Sidn~ey, B.C. His teammate lfllimat's Kotai and Smithel~ player Matt Caehla. The Ter; 
• '~ n ,. race  duo  won the first set 6-:2, then dropped the second set 
Anyone intei'e.~ted inhelp: because excellent Ame}lcan later this summer, where scouts ,~wo four - -between them, he 7-6 0it['i.7-fl Iie-bi, eaker before storming back for a~6-3=: 
ing out;oc:sponsoringarun- teams from the eastern will choose the four national :~and Henderson won six of the 
her cim'caii ~6nst;.Jatle'An- seaboarcl ome up for the*'races, team members for the world ieight primes. . . . . .  t~  ~ win toput  It away. ~ ::,;,::~! , 
drew:at the Tefrace;RCMP and because the Canadian na- championships ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ~aitlamraCe hein. plth:~'inSB~w0nfllghtin thed°Ubles'final, defeatlnllTerraee'eBaoGUYDlepKihuldaridan'd Bill'Re 'Mitt hll 
detachment,' i ~ ~.i@ ~ tionai team riders will be home racers for the P~-~ilps 
• ' , ,t'rom Europe to ride there. L:: ;,.:. ,Games, . . . .  '~ • , , , ' . . . .  
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II 
: ,  . . . .  c;{~;7;:~:7~::~: ,. .... 7~: : :~  ....... ::~ Visit Vancou 
race  par t i c ipants  " 7: ; • • 
: : . . . . .  , i "All:Suite Hotel TERRACE- -Ter raceres idents  say (2/22:03), Shawnee Love I I  
olaced first in six of the nine a~e (8/25:42), Christine I Skinner 
 59÷*ax I 
• Minimum 2 night :stay 
• Based on double occupancy 
. plac  fi t i  i  f t  tg  
categories for the 5km portion 
of this year's Kermodei Classic 
run. ' ' "  , 
' Sue S impson won the 
masters'.~vith a time bf 21:06; 
more than a minute faster than 
her record-breaking time of 
22:17 in Prince Rupert's Glory 
Days V!,[un~ May 12. 
"Fh~e * 3~/-'~ea~-old Terrace run- 
ner made the remarkable run 
just two months after giving 
birth to her third child. 
" I  didn' t get a chance to do 
very much training ahead of 
time," Simpson said. " I  should 
be able to'run a bit faster after I
ge.t back into shape." 
Overall. winner for the 
women's 5km race was Kelli 
Maskiewich of Smithers in 
20:44. • 
l"errace teacher Ed Ansems 
was first across the 5km finish 
line in Terrace with a time of 
16:55, also faster than his Glory 
Days win. Ansems, 43, is taking 
it easy i.n preparation for the 
Canadian Masters '  Ha l f  
Marathon in Varicouver next 
month. 
Terrace's Megan Reid placed 
'first in the female age 16-18 
category with a time of 27:54, 
Jennifer Bartlett won the 
under-13 division in 28:04 and 
David Shepherd won the male 
age 16-18 run in 17:46. 
Whizzing past everybody was 
Paul Clark --  the only 
wheelchair participant -- who 
finished in 14:23. Clark is a 
former world-record holder for 
wheelchair races. 
Overall winners in the 10kin 
run were Prince Rupert's Rose 
-Marie Cheer in 40:49 and 
Smithers' Richard Harrison in 
33:58. 
Turnout for this year's run - -  
(11129:05), Maureen Gordon 
(13129:45), Jan Hart  
(14/29:53),  Pfttti Lawior 
(15/34:07), Debbie Sab0urin 
(16/34:08), Erika Tycho 
(17/36:37), Karin Clark Mol 
(18/36:43), Pat Whitten 
(19/38:29), Melba Colborne 
(20/42:42), Connie Knoedler 
(21/46:07),. Pamela Jones 
(22/46:07), Susan Weissner 
(23/47:50), Mary Anne Cage 
(24/47:50), Bonita Mercer 
(26/52:29). 
Masters women (35 and up): 
Sue Simpson (1/2h06), Susan 
Springer (2/28:25), Cathie 
Frezell (4/29:55), Debra Zorn 
(6/36:18), Rosemarie Goodwin 
(7/36:28), Judi Anderson 
(8/36:36), Sherrie Hamer 
(9/39:00), Kathy Netzell 
(10/39:44), Maggie Hodges 
(11/39:45), Gayle Heenan 
(12/39:57), Cynthia Northridge 
(13/39:58), Bernice Randrup 
(14/40:52), Kat.hy .Tycho 
(15/42:33), Chris Nygaard 
(16/42:44), Rani Parmar 
(17/49:30), Marion Dickens 
(18/time not noted), Sharon 
Ansems (19/time not noted). 
Under-13 boys: Nathan Nor- 
thridge.(2/23:39). 
Age 13-15 boys: Quinton 
Rafuse (2/22:56). 
Age 16-18 boys: David Shep- 
pard (1/17:46). 
Men's open: Bob Sheasby 
(4/20:09), Gary Pettipas 
(6/20:11), Murray Warner 
(7/20:49), Scott Nels (8/22:03), 
Bruce Easton (12/25:20). 
Wheelchair: Paul Clark 
(1/14:23). 
Masters men (age 40 plus): Ed 
Ansems (1/16:55), Mike Reid 
(3/21:32), Jack Worobey 
(4/23:39), Keith Goodwin 
(7/36:43), Nirmac Parmar 
#rg~ by the Skeena Valleys; :..(8Lt!mf: not ,noted) ,  Harry 
kun~ers' club --  was the best Dickin~;(9/time not noted). 
ever, Ansems, the club's presi- 
dent said. 
Close to 60 children ran or 
walked in the lkm event for 
students at 10 a.m., and 123 
people participated in the 5 and 
10km runs at noon. 
"What we're trying to do is 
get more than Prince Rupert," 
Ansems said. That city had a 
turnout of 180 for its Glory 
Days run. 
The results for Terrace run- 
ners are: 
Five llilomelre 
Under-13 girls: Jennifer 
Bartlett (I/28:04). 
Age 13-15 girls: Cynthia Ke- 
nyon (2/24:42), Kathie Wilker- 
son (3/33:55). 
Age 16-18 girls: Megan Reid 
(1/27:54). 
Women'S open: Donna Lind- 
Ten kilometre 
Women's open: Diana Wood 
(3 /43 :24) ,  Becky Easton 
(6 /49 :47) ,  Gal l  Sheasby 
(6 /49 :47) ,  Lynn  Nor ton  
(10/1:22:06). 
Masters women (age 35 plus): 
Rose Schibli (2/51:41), Jeanne 
Wakaruk (3/1:22:06). 
Men's open: Colin Parr 
(2/35:18),  Gord Buxton 
(5/36:53),  Dave Cater 
(9/42:09), Larry Bolingbroke 
(11/45:06), Robin Gr/mt 
(13/49:36), Martin Vanlierde 
(14/49:36), Phil l ip Pitre 
(15/53:53),  Rod Gowe 
(16/58:17). 
Masters men (age ,40 plus):  
Geoff Phillips (3/43:28); Allen 
Wooten (6/47:41),  Kurt 
Schlegel (7/50:18). 
TERRACE RUNNER Ed 
Ansems was the fastest 
man in the Kermodei 
Classic five-kilometre race 
here ,with his time of just 
under t7  minutes, The race 
- -  called the Spring Run in 
earlier years - -  was reborn 
this year with more spon- 
sorship under the leader- 
ship of the, Inn of the West's 
Debbie Mc!ntyre. 
WHAT'$YOUR 
HURRY, B,C3 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
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10 
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Minor 
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Friendship 
Society 
11 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Z Assoc ,  . Hockey Society. 
i . . . . .  i 
;16'  i,: 117 : 18;  
• Te,,.,w'r""'{'~ l, Terrace Kerm~le 
" Athlat e ' I Minor Frlendsh p 
i ,'A'~"S~: ::' Hockey Society 
23 Terrace ~A • I t~  ' 
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terrace ~ Kermode Assoc. 
Family ~lt ' l  Minor . Friendship 
Bingo OU ' Baseball i Society 
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!5 Terrace ~ I -~ ~r Cadetsi- 
Peaks ' i  - ~  " 
Gymnastics I Search & 
, ', ' Rescue 
112 13 Or,~er 0,
Terrace• Royal Purple 
Blueback ..... Shames Mtn. 
Swim Club ~ i~.Skl Club 
r -  
19 ~ , 213#.47 : ,  
Terrace '"' " ,'Air Cadets 
Peaks ' " -' Terrace 
Gymnastics ,~ ,:,i .Scare h & 
.. .-I ~.Rescue ' 
'26 27Or.ro~ 
Terrace'.,, ~ Royal Purple 
81ueback ' i  :'Shames Mtn, 
I Swim Club Sk i  Club' 
1 French 
Preschool 
Kinsmen 
Terrace 
Figure Skalino 
Canadian !8  Teirace 
Paraplegic Uttle 
Association Theatre, ...
N.T.C, Parenls for French 
Terrace ' 
Local 
4 Canadian 
Paraplegic 
Association 
' N.T.C. 
Terrace 
Local 
Big 
Brothers 
1 5 Monless°d 
Terrace 
Soccer AssoC, 
Terrace 
Figure Skating 
21 c~'= 22 ,e,ra. . , Paraplegic Little 
ASsociation Theatre 
N.T.C. Kiooltes 
Terrace " 
Local Brothers 
~(~ Canadian JP)O Fleoch 
.,r....~.eparaple(;i c z . . / _  . _  
Association' nescnoo~ 
" N.T.C, 
Terrac5 Tmrace 
Local FiGure Skaling 
:'i~iSai.;Afterooon Games ' Doors 11:30d.m,<:;~"~ iGame, 12:45 ! 
, i Evenlq eamas ' Doors 4:no p;m/~;: -Games 6:15 
• ~ Fd;~;;.SIi. L~le night Games ~!,, ,~,,, " Doort 9:31J p',m, !: i.~-~ : :!i'Olnles;lo:oo p.m. 
• ; ,  • , ' : ' - .  ~ ,~  ' ' , ~ • ' ' " :,  ' /  "~ i !  ~ ~, : '  W : ' < ' ,  , 
: T.y.  MONI'ii, ORS •.,:  SMOKE REMOVAL;  ,,)I:~!!~AiSLE~cONCESSION 
~ ~ I ~ I ~ ~ "~ I !~ l  * ~: I ~'" I i  I "  " ' " Y T.' " I =': ' •  I " ~"~- -  ~ I ~ " " ~ I I I  I I I  I ft. [ I I  I 
i 
* Friday- Saturday or 
11  , Saturday- Sunday only 
• Complimentary 24 hour airport shuttle 
• Indoor pool & jacuzzi, complimentary membership to Fitness World 
• Tivolis Bar & Grill, cozy Executive Lounge 
• Within.walking distance to two large shopping malls,. "~. ' 
theatres, restaurants, etc. 
• Gov't, corporate, oroup & tour rates also available • 
1-800-663-2878 I 
7211 Westminster  Hwy,  R ichmond,  B .C .VGX 1A3 
, . L 
IROflLUORH$ FEATURES 
V 
CALIFORNIA FITNESS FASHIONS 
HEALTH SUPPLEMENTS 
• ~'~.~,~,~,  . %,~,~ • .~  
I I l i t  
4545 Lazelle Ave. OPEN 6 A .M.  635-4130 
Terrace Auto Dealers 
present another 
• Car & Truck 
LJC .F D 
;i+ 
~ ,,~; ~ 
Sat., June 8, 11 a.m. 
Terrace Arena 
3320 Kalum St, 
on the block will be 
75,80 1990 Models & Older Cars, 
Trucks, 4x4's, vans 
f rom dealers of Terrace 
"V iewing  Friday, June 7191 ~~:~ 
: " I II I 
: Sale Conducted By: . - '~ 
Professional Auctioneers . ; ~'~ 
~:'~ ~' Mike & Monty Aldoff of ; . ,  , :  
FRONTIER AUCTION SERVICE LTD. 
i :i; ! :K~ml0ops ' B.c.  Phone 37 :2 '0560 ..... 
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I: !' THE NEW GUARD trium- 
I::,phed over the old last | 
I :,: Wednesday when Tar- 
I::" race's under-16 select 
'~" bOys defeated.the Ter- 
• i:;race Oldtimer Selects 
L.'!'4:1; Thb :younger set ] 
~i:Went into halftime •with a ] 
:-: 1-0 deficit, but exploded 
:• backtOwin it on 8eels by 
Jason Dvorak, Tom 
tMack;':~John Shepherd .• 
• "and Curtis Bretherick. It 
was a warm-up game for 
i the under-16s, who face 
competition from Prince 
Rupert and Kitimat in a 
tri-city tournament this 
weekend for the right to 
represent the zone in 
Prince George. 
I I I 1 "  - I ~" . . . . .  
Rosengren ' : !  . . . . . . . . . .  
w, nsgOIf '1, r , , __ : , ,  
tourney m I wm.ve,ou: gem.., me.. 
Sr  : | CHIMOBELIVERY' 'avings ass'ass° I smither 
SMIT i lERS  "~ Te: ac $:uper sgolfer Dan .Rosengreni~ Was 
the undisputed' k'ing "~f the i 
course atthe Smithers Mixed 
SpringCla,sicla'stmonth.. '  Super r e s u l f s ,  He was the Overall ow 
gross winner am0ng the men 
in the championship flightat .- 
the Victoria Day long 
weekend golf tournament. 
LoWnet i n championship 
flight went to Terrace's Jim 
Rifler. " " " ! 
Women's division overall 
low gross winner was Prince 
Rupert's-Sandra Comadina; 
and overall low net was turn- 
ed in by .'/Jane Wall o f  
Smithers. 
Nearly 200 men and 
women competed in the tour- 
nament. 
. . . .  ." : ' . 
...... ORE B0 
::: ' - Terrace Speedway street Stock 'n' 
Youth Soccer Scores: 
May 21 - -  under 14 
Northern Drugs 2, Bavarian Inn 2 
Sanberry 7, Rotary 2 
May 22 - -  gifts 
Tide Lakers 4, Richard's 2
Crampton's l, Pizza Hut I 
May 23 - -  under 12 
Northwest Sportsman 6, Bandstra 5 
Cedarland 6, Finning 3 
Sight and Sound 4.  Brady's F.C, 4 
May 25 - -  under i0  
Skeena Sawmills 2, Surveyors 2
Co-op 7, A.G.K, O 
Shoppers 8, Carlyle Shepherd O 
Skeena C¢ilalose 8, Centennial Lions 0 
May 27 - -  under 16 
Braid's 3, Manuel's l 
May 28 - -  under 14 
May 25 Race Results: 
Sportsmnn Class 
Trbphy dash - -  Albert Weber 
Heat - -  Albert Weber 
Main - -  Albert Weber 
Hobby Stock 'A'  
Trophy dash - -  Don Pearson 
Heat - -  Don Pearson 
Main - -  Phil Trascott 
Hobby Stock 'B' 
Trophy dash - -  Paul Fleming 
Heat - -  Paul Fleming 
Main - -  Trapper Hanson 
Street Stock 'A '  
Trophy dash - -  Dave Reinhardt 
Heat - -  Dave Reinhardt 
Main - -  Dave Reinhardt 
Street Stock 'B' 
Trophy dash - -  Dave Bruce  
Heat - -Ke i th  Marshall 
Main --. Gord Klassen 
Hobby Stock 'C '  
Heat - -  Sharon Fagan 
Main - -  Sharon Fagan 
Street Stock *C' 
Heat - -  Wanda Frlesen 
Main - -  Shelley Reinhardt 
Bump.to-Pass Winocrs 
Trophy Dash - -  Keith Marshall 
Reverse Race - -  Keith Marshall 
Two-way Race - -  Keith Marshall 
Bump-to-Pass'-- John Bevan 
To get your team or league on 
the Scoreboard, drop off scores 
Northern Dtu~5; .RotarY .  3 . . . . . . .  :._ . . . . . . .  ~ Trophy  dash - -  Oord glassen . • ; qF: standings . to.., the .Terrq~e 
t~ .Lqzel~e S,anber ry l~a; ; raang~r ;sn l  }Hvlea~tn--L°rdeKBIr~ n ':" f~ ~ ":':' ~ St'at~'al'd o f f i ce  0 ,  ,,,:o: 
- -  ut l  , i " "  . . . .  ,";  . . . . .  : .......... [A 've ; "or  .hone  rhem in ' tb Tide Lakers 4, Pizza H r:/ ! ~ r Hobby Stock C - "~: " - 
• Ma in  - -  Sharon Fagan " 638-728~, Richard's 3, Crampton 's  0 
May  30 - -  under 12 
Sight and Sound 2,  F inning 2 
Brady's F.C. 5, Bandstra 3
Cedarland I, Northwest Sportsman 1
"-. " Men,s Slo-pitch 
• :- .League Scores: 
May 24 
Rudon 7, Thornhi l l  Pub 
Westpoint  Rentals 12, A & W 11 
May 27 
'Terrace Inn 8, SKB Wreckers 5 
:Westpoint Rentals l 1, Rudon 10 
• . May 29 
. A & W 18, Terrace Paving 5 
.Westpoint 11, Thornhili Pub 9 
" League Standings: 
TF, AM W L GBL 
T,i~,*,, .  s o - . .  
W~.. l~Int -K~nta ls  ..... 4 - -0  "" :½ 
s~j~ ;~,'reckers 3 1 IV= 
A'a.W' 2 Z 2v, 
Tbomhil l  Pub 1 4 4 
Radon 2 6 4V~ 
Te_r tace  Pav ing  ! $ 4Vz  
Men's Soccer 
League Scores: 
Sk~na Hotel $, S in jur  Masonry 0 
North Coast Road Maintenance 5, 
Skeena Hotel 3 
Sinjur Masonry  I ,  Nor th  Coast Road ' . - 
Maintenance 1 
Sinjur Masonry 4, Skeena Hotel 1 
GA PTS " , . .Team GP W L T GF 
North coast Road 
: .  " Ma[ntedance 2 ! 1 0 6 
. " :S in jur :Masonry  3 i t t S 
• . - Sk¢¢naHote l  3 I 0 2 9 
Street Stock 'C '  
Ma!n - -  Tracy Reinhardt 
Terrace Speedway 
May 26 Race Results: 
Sportsman Class 
Trophy  dash - -  Albert Weber  
Heat - -  Albert Weber 
Main - -  Albert Weber  
Hobby Stock 'A '  
Trophy dash - -  Brian Copeland 
Heat - -  Phil Truscott 
Main - -  Don Pearson 
Hobby Stock 'B' 
Trophy dash - -  Randy• Kerr 
Heat - -  Randy Kerr 
Main - -  Blain Kluss 
Street Stock 'A'  
Trophy dash - -  Clayton Kerr 
Heat - -  Clayton Kerr 
Main - -  Clayton Kerr 
4 3 
7 3 
9 2 
BRITISH COLUMBIA  PROVINCIAL  
ROAD AND. BRIDGE MAINTENANCE 
This year, the Minislry 9! Transportation and Highways is renegotiating contracts 
in ils 28 ~:ontract areas. /his proposal call is tar 2at'these Contract Areas. 
Companies may make proposals on as many contract areas as they wish, but a 
serrate proposalis needed for each. 
The successfu conlractor will be responsible for direct delivery of specific 
maintenance services and for ensuring that business opportunities For small 
operators are retained through competilive subcontract'ng. 
The schedule below outlines when Request-for-Proposals documenfs will be 
available and dosing date for each Contract Area: 
Lakes 
Nicola 
June 17, 1991 
June 24; 1991 
July 5, 1991 
July 12, 1991 
# 24 
# 14 
To be considered, Project Of f i ce  
propose~of a can ,act AreaOnYmust Highway and Bridge Maintenance 
be rece./ved 5>,.2 p.m. Ministry of Transportation & Highways .- 
on its ceasing dote at 3D - 940 Blanshard Street L * r~ 
the {o/Iowing address: Victoria, B.C. V8W 3E6 ~.  ~ ~" 
Phone (604) 387-6931 Fax (604) 356-7276 ' ~' 
Request-fo_r-Proposals documents, casting $.500.00, include a General C0ntract 
'Information Package and a Contract Area Inbrmation Package. Companies who i' : 
have already purc'Sas~ the General package at.the Febru.a[y 21st Inf0rmotion 
Conference neecl, o.nly 10u:~ the Contract Nee Package, at $2:50.00 5:)r each Area. 
.These prices include G.5.. . - ' 
Request-for-Proposals docurnenls can be purchased from the Projed Office by 
co.sh or no_n:r, efupdable cheque/payable tdthe Minister of Finance and.Corporate 
Relalion.s.: lhe documents can I~. co ur!ered (pre-paid) upon reguesf. Cheques 
torwarded prior to fhe date on which documents will be a,~ailal~le will ensure 
prompt dehvery. • 
Province af . - 
British Columbia .. ~- ?..::!~,i./i . '.. / 
and H ghwevs , r " ' ~ ":" '~  ' ~ :  ' '~: ' :  " . . . . .  " ' "  " ' " 
. . , : . . . , ; i l ion. Lyal iHanson:MlnlSfel ' ;  ,~.;~, : '~i ' : :~?i~.~:i; . . / : : ,  :. :.. 
I I li ] i I ' I l l  . . . . . . .  I [ ' l  I l l  
SAI/E 
FOR JUNE 
$14 1 . .  
(Includes G.S.T.) 
........ ~: ~ ~,:::i~,:~;.::~::i!::~ :~ • : ~:i!~. :::.::::. !.~:.~:i.~::~ ~i~::::.~::~ :::~:i.~'! ~i~;.~.:i~; :..;: ::~: ~::...:.::. ~ . i:. : ~ :~i';:~ ;:i::~.~ :~:  ~. ' 
On Weight Watchers" new Personal Choice" , 
Program, members are losing weight like neverbefore:: 
Personal Choice allows you to eat deliciou s fo~.s at : :: / 
every meal without feeling deprived. And the super 
:savings end June lbth. So join today! 
To br ing  Weight  Watchers  to  your  
workp lace .  Cal l  1 -800-663-3354 . 
Join by June 15th at these convenient imes and Iocations~ 
Inn of the West: 
: : 4620 Lakelse Ave 
if:: : :  :Tun. 5:00 & 6:45 
t 
l / Fori"formatlonontbemeetinosnearoetyou, please I i  ! 
I " Call 1 -800-663-3354 'l, ,, i - 
vixen sste~;;er,laC~e ~eUo~ab" Io~ ~i ~ned. ~Lh h~ 
Warche 'ademhrk. ~iol~'Wdtclle~l"~rBdha~ ~k)n~Ma!L'tS-(m~ I aOC~I  ~n|s 
fogef~d. . . " • : . ; 
SUSAN OFTEN BRAGGED 
I !  - -  Ill '111 
SHE COULD OPERATE A 
- - ' _ _  - -  I - -  I 
PUNCH PRESS BLINDFOLDED. 
I I I  ( r I • 
~:ii: i:.: :~:~ : 
• : las t  year too many B'rlthh Columbia workers lost fingers, hands, even limbs operating heavy machinery.There wasn' t a single 
worker Who suffered from a lack of confidence: For soma it's too late to choose between being safe or sorry. Please be',¢'a reful. 
I IIII I 
• . , , . 
v,v v v -  ~ . ' ,  -" • - - -  r - -  - -  " ' ' "  -- " - -  e~.n..la.p dll.e.Anncloae,TnennoneGom~nr,nc,¥.fzoflTerHtor)d~alnollolLusour.lSnSlnlSlt;ounCiiola.th.t;enaglagei! I Otl re ormemmn,t;unaoum 
Sockly of Safetr [nile-finS' Canadian Stmltrdt A,ocittion. Council of Forest Indntbtes" Minin| Association of R.C.. St.lohn Ambulance. Union el S.C. Municipalities 
• Wo!kere' Compensation Ilcefd. Geof|e Pearson Centre ' Phys!cal Medicine Research Foundation' Ministry of Libnur and Consumer So,vices. Labour Canada. 
1leA% 
', ~ / IA t  comPENSATION 
r2 
T" ";•~ " ~ ; ~  ~ ~ ~ TL ~.~  3 " ~--.:,:-J;- -7. ~ ~ :.`.~`~ :" ;.: :E`--:-~. ; ~:~ : ."~.~-:~:c ~" . :~==`: - - ` :~-~.<~``~`~•~~ ~ ~ •  ~ ~ . . . . . . .  ~ •" "-" '="'" '= •~'-"~ ........ " ............ " . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ "•'•~ ..................................................... ~ . . . . . . . . . .  • ............ 7 
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4606 Graham Avenue 
bedrooms,  master  
bedroom has 3 piece en- 
suite and wa lk - in  closet. 
Large entry with double, 
c[osets.- 
Natural gas heat & 
water, fireplace, formal 
dining area as Well as 
eating area in the kit- 
chen. 2 decks, large win- 
dows throughout•pro - 
riding lots of natural 
light. Double paved 
driveway and carport. 
Don't miss this'value 
packed home at this 
reduced price of $9:] ,500. 
Call Laurie today 
635-5382 (H) 635-6361. 
Priced for quick sale. 
Lovely, like new Cedar 
home ~ubstant ia l l y  
reduced ~-- as owner 
must leave.. 
10 yr; old 1,400 sq. ft. 
plus above ground 3/4 
basement, completely 
finished as family room, 
2 large bed.rooms, full 
bathroom, and large 
bright finished room 
present ly  used for 
storage, but plumbed for 
a kitchen. So the base- 
merit can be used as a 
separate self-contained 
suite. 
3 bathrooms,  5 
- / ' .  
Of  Ter race  :~ - ~°: 
638-1400 
-; • . 
The Ulasslne .. 
f;}4[ A bargam * ......... JUST L ISTED ........ "~ ' J~ :~.~ bre Uouy r 48,RsplitteveLover2,100sq. ft m ~ i i l i  AEWHOME,  a quiet area of the Bench. 19 x 33 No GST on this new home for you in 
family room with fireplace. Formal iv. 
ing room, natural gas lireplace, dining the Thornheights Phase III. You'll love 
f o r  ' = " e ' s  room&kitchen nook. Semi.private room,the foUrdoublebedroomS,garage, andfinishedlhe deckfamilyoff 
patio & yard area. Double attached the dining area. Owner transferred. 
garage & lots of parking. Owner and "eller" ! o c, transferred. Asking $148,500. C a l l E v a n s  (MLS) " / Priced to sell at $127.500. Call John MLS . 
FAMILY SIZE 
4800 BLOCK SOUCIE large home in a good area of the Bench. 
. I - le]p fo r  A i l ing  Budgets  Executive styling over 2,600 sq. It. plus Home has been recently recarpeted 
, m Our  Va lue-Packed  Pages  unfinished bsmt. Recent upgrading to both throughout living area and painted recent• 
exterior and interior of the home. ly. Largesundeck ova|carport addsto the 
Spacious 18 x 24 living room, dining room features of this home• Priced at $99,500. 
)and breakfast room. ~.ai,n,~lo.o[.-Jami~£, ~, Call John MLS 631~;140Q ,, ,p. 
Make  mon e~b.~:ee l l ingwhat  y.qu,n.oll.qng.er ':~' ,..-,: . . . . .  . fooid. 'Two foil I~{h~.pl~s pnsui{e wlt~ . . . .. 
you've been look ing for at  a barga in  ~.1 Call Dick Evans (EXCLUSIVE),~ .~,'- t'. located inDREAM!Dejong HOME,..Crescent. So many' ' " 
. price It's the marketplace of mill .~: 
ions, where hundreds o f  sales and pur. ~ STARTER HOME maculatefeatures' onlYnew eeinghome isis abebevmg'pleasure ThiSto own.ira" 
chases are made every day. Jo in  the ~., 3 bedroom home on a 59' x 128' lot in the Features include: 4 bedrooms, double 
crowds who shop and sell in the _~ hospital area, Vacant & ready to move in. garage, vaulted ceilings, haldwood floors, 
Classif ieds, I t 's  good business! p~, . to. Asking $47,500, Call Dick Evans just to list a lew. Call John at 638.1400 
(MLS) MLS. $164,500 
\ For information, call 
!_~ TERRACE sTANDARI ~ 
JOHN EVANS 
""  638-8882 " ' - - "  
DICK EVANS 
- - -  6~.7o60 - - -  
ERIKA PELLETIER GORDIE SHERIDAN TANIS SUTHERLAND 
i Re¢ept !on ls  t 
L 
•  Eli! 
YOUR NEXT HOME 
- 3,000 sq. ft. - 3 yrs. old 
- 5 Bedrooms - 4 Baths 
And Much More 
Asking $145,000 ML s. 
PRIME THORNHILL LOTS 
Two residential lots Iocateffin Thor- 
nheights Phase 2. These lots have 
hydro natural gas and water ser: i 
Vices available. They are c red, in 
a prime location and can be sold I 
WANTED -- HOBBY 
FARMERS 
It you've ever given any tllought o 
owning you own little hobby farm 0r 
would just like to own a small 
acreage, then this property could be 
just what you're looking lot, The 
property is approximately 4 acles of 
relatively flat fertile ground ideal for 
growing vegetables, Located in 
town, water available. Asking 
$39,900 MLS 
RESIDENTIAL LOTS ' 
Close to downtown core we have lot 
'sale two 66' x 122' and one 85' x 
122' cleared andlevel residential 
lots, ranging in price from $14,900 
12 x 72 MOBILE HOME 
4 bedrooms, 12 x 53 addition. 
SPECIAL FEATURES: 
2 sundecks 
Expaedo package 
$25,000 MLS. Call Ted. 
GREAT FAMILY HOME ON 
ACREAGE 
CENTRAL LOCATION 
A large 1,800 sq, It. home sits on a 
84' x 100' lot. Has a chain link 
fenced yard, a double garage and a 
15' x 20' workshop. This homo has 
many more features including, oak 
cabinets in kitchen, a pantp/, 3 
bedrooms, and a sauna• Reduced to 
$1051000 MLS. Call Shaunce for an 
LUXURY EXECUTIVE HOME 
If you are looking for high quality 
construction and a large family 
home, look no further. Check out 
this attractive 2 storey lull base- 
ment home In a prime IocHioo. 
Features large spacious kit:hen 
GOOD VALUE 
- 1.140 sq. ft. - N.G. treat 
QUIET LIVING - 3 Bedrooms - 67 x 144 
This 3 bedroom recently renovated J 1/2 Basement 
homeis inexcellentconditionandis ~ Asking $84,900 MLS 
only a short distance item I ATTRACTIVE SMALL 
downtown. Listed at $84,900 MLS I ACREAGE 
Check out this 1.74 acres close to 
Lakelse Lake and the Hotsprings. : 
This home and property offers lots J Great spot lor mobile home. Call 
I Go|die Olson for more details. Pflced i ~ el room for y~r family to grow. The 
home otters over 1,400 sq. ft. with 
~ separately. Combined pr!ce j I a~ ~,o~=uu ~1=.o • 
$27,000 MLS. For more Iorma. to $19,000 MLS. For more intorma. Large 4 bedroom lamily home with adjoining family room, vaulted tour bedrooms. Features living room J EXECUTIVE HOME : ~- * 
i .,,,~0~,~  nn . . . .  ¢ ~.~t minutes cedar ceilings, sunbeam living room with ro:k lireplace, family room For the family looking tor that" 1 • tion, call Ted 635.5619. . lion, please give us a call, =""° . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r " " ' ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  tr-I brick and central brick fireplace. Fo more with wood stove and has two specml home, this 1 year old sp it. [ ]  , ' f rom [OWl l  ruatUtUb ~CII t~ TRUCKER & WIFE'S DREAM' MOBILE HOME PARK • "" . . . . . .  tt nlormation a d your appointment to bathrooms. Natural gas heat. Pro. level home could be lust the ; : i  • |ireplace aria open coumry sryJe • • 
Fotlhetrucker, a2haY, 161t. door, nt or cnen/nere are'z ru oa;nsru yuu • • ~ growing family, The property has $189~070=MLS=,.,,,,,..,,,.,~ , and greenhouse. Call Jim about his levels plus a full basement, Three; [ ]  , WORLD . been partiallyclearedwithlotso! nunm. . Ivn .z l ccb  house prlced at $73,000 Exclusive, bedrooms. Three baths, Family = 
" [ ,HE  r= ,or .,k,ng and a  4,70. Jest.ortb of ,e ce we have for L,GHT ,..OSTB,AL SPEC,AL room. den, douh,e garage..=a,  [ ]  
• , " , covered storage area. Don t sate 2 acreages. One of the is 16 Level, 1.98 acres ot light industrial in qu et subdivision on a large lot "~i  : YOURs,../F i overlook this great buy just give , p,us acresin size and the secondis land, in gocd Iosation tn town. Van. which backs ontoparkland. Call Jim 
Gordle Olson a call for your ~pO~f l l '  r I 10 plus acres In size. Fo¢ maps or do| may consider carffing some today to make your appointment to [ ]  
merit to view, Asking 199,800 I more information, please give Hans financing. Call Go|die Olson lor more view this home priced at $137,000 • , YOU KNOWTHE MLS / ] ,a call: Asking $20900 each MLS. Information. Pdcedat$92,500MLS EXCLUSIVE , . . , i  i 
rTw =er, lver you move Ihe Welcome 
! W|Ii°n h°sfeSs is the riiM pers°n t° i 
.htlp Iou'find':".i place in:y~ur new i i 
= m,, i t ' / :  : : 1 Sten Parker Jim Dully Gordon Olson Carol McCowan Laurie Forbes Hans Stach Shaunce Krulsselbrink Ted Game [ ]  
i ' i i i l I~7604 '  ,! 
. . . . .  ,+ . , - ,+ , .+ . - .+ . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , - , -  , ~ , r m ~ , ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  +, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : "  - ' - - : - . " -~ ' - ' ,  - . . . . . . .  
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-+  HOMEPLAN 
I II 
~ ' 1 , ~ , , ~ 1  .~l~li •r~ll ~11~ .Ig~J~:lll,~ 
~ I , I ~ ~ ~ "  ~ - .  N ~~?,~,~+""  ' 2:"~'= "" , 
i ~ ' " d ' ~ P ~ + .  "". ,+-'~+--'+ %,/" / "Z f , / ' _¢  C ~ K  ' 
" DESIGN NO.  X .130  " " ;  
SUNDECK 
ml.t...aat ~ho,. m 
CarDor t under 
: I ,~] '3  ~ ' o',,,;;, ,s, . 
. ' .  "< :I 
. . . .  v' " • . ! 
~+ ~ D,m+ I:n~:tll==:l. rs-o x|s-s ~1 I 
J:l"'e~""l a hi , -i~...:~ 
'-- -"I L__I II I IP'/J~ 
l ip ' _ _ . +  
%,:.;.+: ~, +:. + 
Width: 52'-0" 
Depth: 28'-0 n 
Main Floo~: 1093sq, ft .  
~!~i ;:Two-Bedroom 
i+,:~,~:!,; -: Cathedral 
i:'; Th is  contemporary  look ing  
k~i? i~- two bedroom cathedra!  ent ry  
~/ : ; : - .home has some spec ia l  l ea  ~ 
- tu res .  T ired o f  a p la in bath :  
room. . ,  here is a corner  tub 
' i /~  that  adds a touch  of  class 
' : : / :} to  Otis des ign .  The  combinat ion  
k i tchen  and d in ing room provide 
p lenty  of.room~ for  e i thp~ ~[amily,. 
~.F . i . L ,  .. or . fo rmal  dining...,You ++..wil~ 
en joy  many summert ime mea l+ .+ 
' in  the  coo l  comfor t  o f  the 
la rge  covered  sundeck  just  
o f f  the  k i tchen .  
-louse Plans Available Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
635-6273 
COME HOME TO THE 
• COUNTRY' 
Four year aid two storey home'an 
2.28 acres, 2 bedrms., plus poten. 
Ual of 2 more up, oak kitchen, 
separate laundry & storage and a 
newly built 24 x 24 ft. shop. Asking 
$79,500MLS - . '+ - 
LIVE DOWNTOWN ' 
Completely remodelled Old time~" at 
4505 Greig Ave,, 2 bedrooms, nat. 
gas heat and hot water, 3 pce, bath, 
oak kitchen cabinets and new floor-, 
]no~,throughout Asking $49,500 
MLS , 
, g L  
Ralph Godllnski 
6364960 
2 storey A.lrame cabin on 10 acres 
WIUI  d yUd l  IU I J I IU  I~ l lb '~ lh .  £; UUI J IQU l I I  I 
2 bath, 1',100 sq. ft. approx. & 
basement. Drilled & creek wells. 
Wood shed & roothouse. Sattelite 
dish available. For more inlormaUon 
& map el property, call today. Ask. 
ing $59 900 MLS ' 
HIGH PRORLE THORNHILL 
. . . . . .  " L O T ,  . . . .  ' 
Excellent exposure and access 
'available to this just Under an acre 
lot, located next to Thornhill Subaru 
on the Highway access road, Site is 
cleared and ready for development, 
Asking $98,000 MLS 
HOME 
I ,OUU 5q .  I L  nome n f l l sgeo  up  ago  
down. 3 washrooms, 4 bedrooms, 
rec room, games room, natural gas 
heat and 32 x 16 ft, sundeck. Pav. 
ed double driveway. MLS 
PRIME COMMERCIAL L O T S '  
High visibility . Prime location 
development property. N ine.  33' x 
100' city serviced C1 lots, Ideal 
location for retail, etc.' or:holding 
property. Four lots front on Lakelse 
Ave. and Five lots front on Greig 
Ave. Priced to sell. " : 
Rusty LJungh Sylvia Gdffln 
R.I ,(B.C.) 
es6 .e754 630 ._o~.~ 
MLS. 
SOUTHSIDE RESIDENTIAL 
Well kept home featuring large dou- 
ble fireplace in living'and dining 
room, 1,067, sq, ft., 3 bedroon s, 
1.4 Pce.bath and large 81 x 1 t2 
ft, attractively landscaped lot,, I x- 
cluslvely listed with Terrace Rea ly 
Ltd. 
COPPERSIDE RESIDENTIAL 
3 Bedroom borneunder $40,000 on 
quiet strebt in Rend sulodivision. 5 
minutes to town situated on treed 
rot with Wired •garage, Excl~isive 
~ith Terrace Realty,Ltd. ' 
I P iVCOl in r l i~p l l  u l  e u . , v . . , .  • 
Downtown,apartment  block 
remodelled In 19U1., 11 • u.u 
bedroom suites with 4 pce. bath, 
frldge & stove in each, Basement 
has laundry area, storage and fur. 
thor potential for development in the 
unfinished area, ;  Financial 
statements available, Vendor willing 
to look at a house as part of pay. 
mont, MLS ' : 
9.67 ACRES 
Treed acreage next to4he stack car 
track Located at the'~nd of Munson 
Road. Small buitdino:sffe cleared 
with road access. Asking $29,900 
Chdstel Godlinskl 
Joe Barbosa ' Ron Redden 635-11307 
63e:eG04 638.1915 
+ . . . . .  I!Z l I I  
I~ '~"~'~m'~ . . " 
i ~ , ~ ~ , ~ ' T ~  
KITWANGA COUNTRY KNOCK-OUT RIPE FOR RE-DO 
18.56 acres. 1,600 sq. It. 3 
bedroom, 1 bath log hobse, 18 x 24 
shop, barn, fencing. $58,000. Call 
Joyce Findlay Ior details MLS. 
635-2697 (910061) 
COTTONWOOD LOT 
Treed vacant lot on Cottonwood 
Crescent and backing on Laurel 
STreet. Thornhilrs prime subdivi. 
sign..All services available, Great 
neighbourhood Ior your family. Call 
now MLS (900094) Brenda 
EriCkson 638-172,1 
4I;IVABILITY ~:" ~':: 
Exciting 'sO'uth ~ side residence with 
geneious kitchen. Carpeting, family 
room, fruit trees, deck, 3 BR/1-4 
Pce: bath. includes Iridoe, kitchen 
range, clothes washer & dryer. 
*$59,500" Call Veme Ferguson 
635-3389 (910079) MLS 
BUILDING IN 19917 
Need a place to start? Try these: 
Lot 50McNeilRd. .. $11,500 
10 acres Rosswood.. .$13,500 
3 acres . . . .  $27,500 
Lot 46 Johns Road . . . . . . .  $9,500 
9,53 North Sparks• . $25,000 
No. 15 Cottonwood Cres, .$13,000 
Check these out with Brenda, MLS. 
638.1721, 
Smart buyer will be excited by its 
step.saver charm. Remodeled. rats. 
ed ranch bungalow. Corner lot, barn, 
pie.shaped lot. quick possession. 
Large shop al rear, *$63,500* 
(910064) Call Brenda Ericksan 
638-1721 
MOBILE HOME 
1974 12 x 60 Mobile Home located 
in Boulderwoud Park. This mobile 
has a 8' x 54' addition with a tamily 
room and extra bedroom, It is in 
good condition. For more ioforma. 
ti~n .call. Gordon Hamilton at 
635:9537 MLS " " 
WHY RENT? 
~2,000 down payment. $339 mon. 
thly payments. 4 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms includes appliances, 2 
acres. Call Joyce Findlay for details. 
635.2697 (900216) 
Super.sharp Horseshoe ranch-type 
offering real comfort. Gas heat, 
carpeting, European kitchen, 5 BR/4 
Pce., 3 Pce. down baths, partially 
finished basement, tricing. Move in 
immediately. "$74,500* Call Veme 
Ferguson 635-3389 (910089) MLS 
ROOM AT ROSSWOOD 
160 acres o~;;cleafied land to build 
your hameste~l. With ,Aater rights 
and four springs on property, the 
hardest parts are over. Owners are 
anxious. Make offers on asking 
PriCe .of $40,000. Call Brenda 
638-1721 MLS [910032) 
HOUSE & SHOP 
3+ 1 bedroom homo with natrual 
gas heat, 2 ~aths, wraparound 
deck, 1,050 sq. It. Shop 19 x 28 
with 13.6' doors, wired and in- 
sulated. $92,500, Exclusive, Call 
Joyce Fiudlay 635-2697 (910054) 
SPLENDID: ESTATEu:,,: 
Mountain jet.set retreat. Newly 
built, fastidious upkeep, bungalow. 
Large view deck, 3 DRI2.4 Pce, 1.2 
Pce, jacuzzl baths. ALSO 
*Carpeting *Patio. Oeluxe light lix- 
lures, Casablanca fans, 
*$139,000". Call Gordon Hamilton 
635.9537 (MLS) 
Verne Fergoson Brenda Erickson Gordon Hamilton Joyce Findtay 
636-3389 638-1721 635-9537 635-2697 
Terrace Bench raised ranch ranch. 
type dream. Skiglully sited on 1.6 
acres. 3 BR/I.4 Pce.. 1-2 Pce. 
baths, barn. Large sunken living 
room with circular fireplace.' 
°$116,000" (900087) Call Brenda 
Erickson 638-1721 
..... j
AMIDST MTN. BEAUTY " 
Space galore on 20 acres enhances 
this Old Lakeise Lake Road 2 storey 
bungalow. Mountain views. Great 
family area, electric heat, carpeting, 
Only a few minutes from town,, 
*$85,000" Call Gordon Hamilton • 
635.9537 (910081) MLS 
+ I VENDOR MAY RNANCE 
2 storey boasting a spacey 101 
acres. Sun room, new kitchen, 3] 
BR/4 Pce. & 2 Pce. baths. Uniqoe~ 
home. Vendor win sell as is or finish ] 
1or you. (900176) Call Joyce 
Findtay MLS 635.2697. 
i 
• . | • 
I. A.ew I 
' l ] . l l iB i  ~• gi, ing I 
,~,U lVl D 15 l~ 
i LODGE . . . , , , . o  Located close to hospital and MOVE iN , D A BACKGROUND FOR THOSE 1 240 s ft Ho ': schools and within walking distance and enjoy the many fine features BEAUTY, WARMTH AN MAKE ANY OFFER PRICELESS ANTIQUES , q, . rseshoe home. 2 x 
! . of town. N.G. heat & hot water. At- this home has to offer, You'll find a VALUE m this estate property situated 30 6 laming, twin seal windows, 3 
;, : : ' TERRACE ' tached garage, storage shed. Home real dream kitchen where If you're looking for a solidly built 3 mL east of Terrace on Hwy. 16. This charming dd house has been brms, 3 baths plus ensuite, full 
• is in good condition, Asking everything is at your fingertips, bndrocm, fullbasementhamewitha This 22.acra parcelhas fabulous completely renovated to include basement with family,room and 1 
• 4702 Lakelee Avenue ~ a v e .  Ceramic tile in the main bath makes touch of 'character and Iols of sun mountain & Skeena River views, new twin seal windows,' wiring, brm in.taW suite. N,G. heat and hot 
Phone 635.6302 cleaning easy, 3 large bedrooms + then you should look at this gem. Small creek runs through property, steel roof and beautiful Cypress kit. water. Attached • garage, paved 
~-~L ,~ Located in the Horseshoe close to 2 bathrooms and a full basement chen cabinets, A pleasure to show drive, For more details,•call Dave, 
I I schouis and town, 1,100 sq. ft, make this 2 year old home a good Located on nicely landscaped pro. House needs lots of work, Asking petty offering privacy and a .bonus j $33,000, call Joy, MLS at $69,900, MLS, Call Joy, , ,  $109,900 Exclusive. 
of separate 16 x 24 foot shop on co. • " "  .7/]/.)/W)"~tJ':: • [ ]  Main floor has 3 brms and has ust buy n todays rising market. Call . . . . .  • 
~ -  ~ ' " I I been repa nted and has new l oor. Suzanne. tel: your pr vale showing ment pad, On the market for a I : RURAL ACREAGE' ; • A RARE •JEWEL ' nua. r rv  'unuc ' 
,rig ov,ngroom ,oa,uras n,ce .y  P r .  teso. a,$97900 +s be.fu acre p . t  is • ' reasonable pdce of $65,000. Easy I 10. minutes from downtown, This ' ' . . .  na imelocalJon Ouah . : ~ ~ "~/ . '~ l  l ,repace ~sement,s,,n,shed with ., sim1~ ab .  an .e.  ,,. oua  0 .5  ....... ' .... ~teat.ros. to view, Call Suzanne today. MLS I wooded 5.76 acres Is situated In an 
' * ' " ' ' ' " ' • + ~,#VV bq ,  I I ,  g l  l iV ing  area 4 . . , ' • I established subdivision of line ~ m~.:,  ' ~l  • family room and 2 brms. $85,600 . . . .  " quiet street in town, Speatacular brms n n "he-* nuln.,,,',,m 
J homes. Out of town owner is looking : ": Ji~,.~,~~%~.. ~,~ - - I  [] ca, gave. MLS BRING BACK'THE SPARKLE view ~:thelnorthem oun!alnran.Qe fireplace, I~: m~'e"i~fo~at'i'o~ ~call 
~i°+J '~ ~ CHOICE LOCATION is exmlaranP ] A spec a s ze ror ,,vE A LmLE, , '  'Or o,,.. Ca,, ,or more,,,orma- • -~ ~.B;_~"+'t..; I ! Aod you will have made a smart in. "o '  "~C= 'home Call Jnv Ex Dave. Asking$153,50O. MLS' 
; Jk,,i'd'#'.Z,,~'/~.'~,,,..,. ,-., ,, .t>J • [ ]  This 5 brm home is located in the vestment on this 3 bedroom home WORK'LESS! , lion. MrS $19,900 ' c"7"'us ve"" " ' ' -~' ' ' . . . . . . . . . .  " 
, 48o0 o, ,,o _.oo .a  - -go  ,o o . ,  ,0 - - - -  ,,v,+ , , , - -  
• ~' ~ ~ / ~ ~ - ] !  :[ I '  I large lot. 3 brms on main floor, at. Horseshoe area, Re':ires someTLC INl:W ! . , , , ,nu  - -  ~ lhs4  ONIHm E B Es~C~ e er 1 4 0 0 b e d r o o  m townhOuSe Is conveniently 
. ,.---~ . . . . . . . .  . " " '  " ;  +"  I i tractive centra f rep.ace n argo Iiv. p us a few repaim but could, be a located within walking distance to' COHDOMINIUM OH WALSH " ~Ablllrl~C,Ol~ll.l¢ o111 S~,O .t| _no -':tM m:zln . . . . . . .  r,---fiber P"onl:'e o
' "  r~'. -- .;, . : . . . . . .  ~ ,  • [ ]  ingroom, Basement is lully Un|shed real barga n for the da.d.yoursel schoCs and shying,  AIfordabty n. ve,y.gse¢:ej~ft[o4[1v~ baths WESTVIEW AREA LOT f nshed bsmt, efficient n,g, heat 
;ii' ~,.~...~:.,~..~.u~...,,-J~;"~l~fl)l][]f~lllllJl:,..,.,.m,,.., l • with lamlly room and 2 brms, H,Li, buyer, Call Suzanne today an this priced at $29,000. Call Suzahne, led deta!:lfj~'l~gil~jeW~ro great Larger lot in secluded part of the and water, 2 baths plus ensuite 
• v ' • • heat and water. Double carport & new sung Make an offer on . . Bench which needs a little fill ' Plen~ of park ng with double car. )fuses. Llst]~r at $39,000, MLS. ; . u 0o0oo~',o' ' 'o ' ,o m m,  weuKeptnome, oa, uaveAsKingpaveddrive'Formoredetails°n'lhls $53,500MLS, " : . Lb  , Cal l  Joy Ownerprepared to look at all offers Port puus workshop, Largosuodeck, ~' 
, i  ~ WEDNESDAY I S  z [] , • ' " t0514,900, Ca/-MLSJoy., . " CallDave. Askl. ingI935OO, MLS, 
I i (7976)LTD. ' 4650 LAKELSE AVE.+ 5i§14 }? ' ' 3 21  
I I I  / I 
,~,,,+;;;~" '~ ' I 638 91590 ' 6|11-7070 13641111 6315 605 
• ' "~ -]. ; . i : ' ,  ($poelals Exempt) ' 
~I Monday to Saturday . l  l lW J i . ,  ~ , ~  - - - - ~ I 
~a.m.. 8:~o ~.m. I I ~ ~ft~l  3948 Old Lakelse Lake Drive ~ ~  I 
'"~ ~'~ +:8a.m 3 pm I Saturday ,  June 8 
i I~,,~Mni=mqv DINING AT I I John Currle . ~J~ ~v~r ~ k = = r fr ~ ~ ~'  11.003 .m.  1 O0 p.m. , k.~ ~; - ;  .-Dave Reynolds Suzanne Gleason I 
' 'Jl ~ LE PRICES , : : , .  : JOY DOVER IN A'ITENDANCE , , .  ' i '~ ; ~" .... ' " " ' • 
L . . . .  -.L _ - _ ~ ,  - ... ~ :~. o~ ,~ . ,~ .......... _ i~ -~. - ,~ , ,~. . , ,~ .~ . . . .  
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NES ,S DIRECT:.ORV 
/ i~ ' i  ~i .... i' :i ::!~ii !TERRACE'I~XPERTS_ IN A GLANCE "~" i 
BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
I ::;:ee|D e.TEBPRlS~,~[D. I 
i ...:' .'~.~,f'.:!:;::.SPEClALIZING .IN ALUMINUM I 
:1 ''~ ;" .i:~;,; i . . .  & MANUFACTURING ' I 
1 CUSTOM BUILT BOATS --  BOAT REPAIRS - -  EVINRUDE DEALER I 
.n ' ' ALUMINUM FABRICATION -- GAS TANKS-- TOOL BOXES I 
I ~::;"v"~"'"°'°~'"~w°'~:;'~:"°"'s'l I MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
~!1 ~ ~  : ' ~,..E,O I 
,~~-~-~ / ,,o,,o,.~,,,  / i SERVICES LTD.  
' : .~- ' -~  "- . . . .  . .. '" ' ' . .| Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
! " " Direc fors :  
' : i  : :  " JAMESWESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE ;I SPECIAL' SPECIAL' SPECnAL. I 
:!1 i $ ~ A 9 5 ANY3 ROOMS I I ; ;1: ' ? ! .  ' :nZe p,aq -es` :~.~i ; ' ;  i ' " " 1 J EANETTE.  DE FRANE 
:1 n u - ,  ..,s.z, I I : / i  ~",  ... :24HOUR 
'! | check°utramf°rotherfumitureand©arpets I I I T°rr~c~'°:'::: Smithers Answering and Pager Service . 
] NORTHERN CARPET& UPHOLSTERY CLEANING ! I ~ Pnnc'e Rupert .. 635"2444 
I 635-3944 I 
Funeral Service 
Association 
.:, "nor TH LAN D cOM m untcATnONS 
• V.H.F. & U.H.F. Radios 
• ;ii/~•• ¸ ; : •  • Portable Radio's 
, o. Marine Radio's 
• Mountain Top Repeaters 
• Scales • 
' " LAN O t .  
CANADA LTD. i 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS 
No..50O~,o,,~. t~:JU-U~'51 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD.  
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Directors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE DE FRANE • 
• ero.=O ~t.q.o', 24 HOUR f k  
& monuments Answering and Pager Service l /~  
Terrace. KitJmat. S l / l i thers  635"2444 Funerals . . . .  
& Pnnce Rul~rt Association 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call'anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
t:~ :~TERRACE STANDARr') I 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD. 
Division of East End Holdings Ltd. 
Bricks, Blocks, Masonry  Chimneys,  
Reinforcing Steel, Cement,  Lime, Grout, 
Song Tubes,  Blasting Sand and Many Other 
~ . : .  ; Constrpctior~i/B.Upl~lips,,-~ i " '~" 
;.~ .,ir~i!!~.~r,.~},~o,-~,~&[lalsle. Sandand Gravel: ~ ;~"~ ' ' 
• • Concrete • Screened Top Soil 
!; 
3751 Old Lakelse Lake Drive 635-3936 or 638-8477 
• D~~ANE 
FUN'E:~A,L HOME 
Box 24z, s~-~thers~e:c. • uT-a44~ 
:"':'"; Prdesslonal counse'lli;;~ "' '}'~,," ;". "':" 
Memorial markers " [ . . . . .  ! ~'~ " / ~  
Grave Covers " Funeral 
Cremation ~ ' .~..,~ A.o©lmlon 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpentry - Renovations. 
"No Job too Small" 
Seniors Rates 
3514King Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
• V8G 4Z3 
" ,!~i~:.:i ; , 
Malcolm S imons .  
Journeyman Carpenter 
Ph. 635-7724 
• '1" 
i i ~ ! ~ ~ i : ' ~ " , : ~ ~ ' ~ ' : ~ :  ' " '" " "%' ' ......... ' ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  
General Contractor 
- Specializi Custom Concrete Form & Finishing 
3 -8478 
BONDED, INSURED PHONE 635-3908 
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE FREE ESTIMATES 
FIRST CLASS JANITORIAL SERVICE 
Your Industrial and Commercial Janitor 
and Carpet Cleaner 
GARY VENTURA, Owner 2807 Hall Street 
JOSE VENTURA, Manager TERRACE, B.C. 
i 
i This to advertise space available 
your business or service centre! 
I all anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
I ~:~ TERRACE STANDARD 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638'SAVE 
PHONE 635-4997 
4652 Lazelle Avenue. 
Terrace. B.C. 
V8G IS6 
PI~OFESSIONAL HAIRSTYUNG , 
& ESTHETIC SERVICES 
• A/4AMCU~ES • MAK~'~ ° * FACI4ZS 
• SCLI.PTURED N, MLS • PEDICLRES 
. EYELA3H a EYEBROW ~VTU~G 
•BOOY& FACtA/././/JR REMOVAL 
PLUS . 
TANNING & TONING 
Total Beauty & Fitness Core 
D & J i iN¢~l i 'n j  
n l ! l  !1111, , I  ! I i i  g 
~ m  ~m~'V ~ m ~N' l  ... SINCE 1955 
TRANSPOR TA T lON 
-~S YS TEMS L TO.----- 
Dal ly f re ight  sendce  ox Vancouver  
TEL: (604) 635-2728 
I FAX: (604) 635-7197 MEMBER OF q ~  
3~SU~KEeURNST., TERRACE, aC. Va~,  " - -  
p nun un  un n nn un  un  In  n nm nun un u l  nm om nm n uu nn  U l  am u l  Im a l  n i l  nn am u nu  In  | 
. . . . . . .  . . , , . . . . .  ftaifwavcs " - - r - " ' "  E ectruc " I SKEENA VALLEY VIDE0 CLINIC,~, , I Parts & Labour I 
" " 120Yo OFF ' ,I,. ...i"! .'. '...,.Res!dential & Commercial  Wiring i I 0 for any VCR or : : ' ,24 . 'h r ,  Answet!ng Service .. i ' i  , . ; .  . . . .  ~ ' Camcorder epair I 
, ' ' with this coupon. I 
, . . . . . .  , 1635-7762 ,o,  until ,' ~, :.: . , . .  635-9787 , "~ 31 Au0 91 I 
: ' SALON BARBER SHOP ESTHETICSv/Jan I 
" 3532 OIdLakelse Lake Rd. Rick McCanon : , I 
; .Terrace, B.C. V8G 5A7 Registration No. 16904 ' Pl~pdltor 4046 Lakelae Ave,, Terrace, B.C. 635-5727 or 835-4555 202-4716 Lazel le Ave.Terrace B.C. VOG 1T: I 
lam D N D O B R n m m  D U N  N a  n NN u r n  B e n  m u d  a l i g n  d 
. liable t o advertise 
n ,~,nMn~,  I your business or serves centre! 
i ,,Specializing In Complete Flooring Installatlohl'.'" • 
~ets ;  vinyl, tile and hardwoods [ ' : !  ' ' ~ Ii Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
:~: ' p Residential. and Commercial LOG WORKS i k--"-q" I ' I ' -~- - ' - - " - "E~CE STANDARr}  I' 
• ~ S E R V I N O  TERRACEAND AREA FOR 3a YEARS, : i. Custom Built Log Homes- ousfity Pole Buildings- Anytldng from Hay Earns, Cat Pods, 
; 635"7466 t , .o . ,  ft. log building with ,Mr and log roof |tructure. 
• ' ~ ,~.q J ]~!  Hand peeled, su|oned pine or cedar log,, $22,800. 
-. . • ~ 402? Munthe Avel Toml¢o, VOG OH/ i:i:. ~ R.R~ 3 Box 15, Kalum Lk. Dr. Tense, B.C, veo 4FIB: 
i ~ il;i,.~,.,~.,~,.. ~ .~635.40oo ,4647Laz : . ,.' ~ .~ .i... ,,..~. " ...... . . .  
J 
t 
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CALL  I 
;8-SAVE J 
L .... ACTION AD RATES i 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Classified and Classified Display 
i ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls on e 
:i Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline le Thursday at 
,5 p.m. for all dleplay end claeslfled ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. VSG 188 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready. 
20 words (first Inaertlon) $4.70 plua 12¢ for additional worda. °(Addl- 
tlonsI inssrtlons) $3.10 plus 9~P for 8dditlonal words. *$8.95 for 4 week8 
(nat exceeding 20 words, non-comrnerclal) Prloes Include 7% G.S.T. 
OVER 30 CLASSIF ICATIONS! 
1: Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
12. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14, Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 27. Announcements 
6. Wanted Misc. 
7. For Rent Misc. 
8. Cars for Sale 
9. Trucks for Sale 
LO. Aircraft 
L 1, Recreational 
Vehicles 
• Itandlld Tlrml 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads 
• under appropdste headings and to set rates therefore and tO 
dctermine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the rlgh110 revise, edit. 
CklSslfy or reJost any advedisment and to retain any answers 
directed to the News Box Reply Service, and to repay the 
customer the aura p~d for the edvertismont and box rental. 
BOx replies oll "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 
days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless 
eta/ling instructions are received. Those answering Box 
Numbers ale requested not Io seed ~oInals Of documents Io 
avoid loss, 
All clsims of err~s in advertisements must be received by 
the publisher within 30 days alter the first publication. 
II is agreed by the advertiser requosUn9 space that 1he 
liability oi the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to 
publish an advertisement or in the event of an error appearing 
in the advertisement as published shall be limited to the . 
amount paid by the advertiser f~ Onty One incorrect insertion 
for the portion uf the advertising space occupied by the incur. 
rect or Omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in " 
any event greater than the amounl paid for such advertising, • 
.... 1 .  Real Estate 
CABIN FOR SALE. Rnlshed cabin of approx. 
imately 900 square feet. Available for sale on 
4.24 acres of leased recreational property 
located on Scum Lake, 55 miles west and 32 
17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
18. Busingss Services 29. In Memoriam 
19, Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
20, Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
22, Careers 33. Travel .. 
23. Work Wanted 
1. Real Estate 
33 ACRES t/z NORTH LOT 1712 off Nass 
River. Asking $25,000. Call (313) 725-6363 
(Michigan, USA) 4p6 
th MiLE .FROM VANDERHOOF. 3 Bedrooms 
home on 5 acres, shop, carport, oak cabinets, 
built in microwave and dishwasher, 3 piece 
ensuite, sundeck, finished basement. Asking 
$98,000 OBO. Call 567-4053 4p6 
TWO ACRE LOT WITH WELL, HYDRO and 
highway frontage. Also six bedroom house on 
five acres. Trades, owner financing 835.5061 
4p8 
IDEAL FOR BED AND BREAKFAST. 6 bedroom 
home on five acres. Also 30 acres with 
Skeana River frontage. Highway access to 
both. Owner financing. 635-5061 4p6 
80 ACRES NORTHSHORE FRANCOIS LAKE 
(Burns Lake) Highway 35. Small home, great 
view lots of deer. Open to offers 1-695-6305 
4p6 
125 ACRES: 2 HOMES (1,500 & 960 sq. ft.) 
Separate access, beautiful view, '40 acres 
miles south of Williams Lake. Comes with pro. hay, fenced, ham, corraJs, 2t/. miles to 
i school Howells Road Topley B C pane stove, cook stove and propane fight ng. . .  -, . . . .  
FIn~sll, ed cupboards and intedor water system. $120,000. Call 1.584-9747 _ _  4p7 
No.~fi~id or we(I. Lake ~s'private air strip: L.OOKING FOR SHANGRILA? 1 n]lle lakeshore;i 
Ae'~ing $16,500 fOr~l~iCE sale. Call Indra'Gra.- 1i7' iacres, 3,OO0 sq, ft, log home,', 2 
in~r at Realty Wodd Northern'for further Info, fireplaces, 2 baths, hot water heating. 2 car 
398-8266 days or 398-7470 evenings, Lease 
is assumable or available for purchase from 
the B,C, Government, 44tin 
3 BEOROOM HOME. 1V~ baths, large family 
room, wood, gas heat, pool, 2 car oarage, 
treed lot in quiet neighbourhood. Offers up to 
$72,000. Phone 567.9646 4p4 
RESIDENTIAL LOT ON WALNUT ST, (Thor. 
nheights) $16,900. Also fight industrial lot on 
Greig Ave. $32,500, Call 635.2148 6p4 
KITWANGA Immaculate 4/5 bedroom home, 
Established BOARDING KENNEL BUSINESS. 
4r/z acres, barn, double garage, root cellar, 
green house, fully landscaped, fruit trees, 
$69,000. 849.5427 4p5 
DEASE LAKE FURNISHED HOUSE. Full ap- 
pliances, sstellite. Level treed large corner lot, 
Nea~ school and lake.Ideal for hunting, fishing, 
god mining. $30,000 852-2454 4p5 
ATTRACTIVE HOUSE, Prime location. 
(Horseshoe) Three bedrooms up, full base. 
menl, large IoL fruit trees. 70's. Phone 
635.2621. No Sunday calls. 4p5 
SPACIOUS 2 BDR, rancher, 1,100 sq. ft.' 
Church HiIJ Drive $69,000 OBO, Carl 
635.5442 (evenings) 4p6 
OPEN HOUSE 
5024 Graham Avenue 
Thursday, June 6, 1991 
6:30 to 9 p.m. 
Rusty  L jungh in a t tendance .  
Ter race  Real ty  Ltd. 
638-0371 or  635-5754 
COMMERCIAL  
SPACE AVAILABLE 
Up to 6000 square feet of retail, com. 
mercial or automotive space is available 
NOW, This is a deep L shaped space; front 
hal four overhead oors, two man doors 
'with an office at one end. Located at 
4528 Orelg Avenue ~tween Minute 
Mufller & Brake and Nlko s 2 for 1 Pizza, 
LeSsee may choose to rent/lease a por- 
tion or all. 
For further information please phone 
604-635-7707 
Minute Muffler & Brake 
garage. Breath taking views. 200 ft. barn, out 
buildings, Ideal for retirement or deer, sheep, 
apiary, fish farm. Timber, secluded wildamess 
setting. Much more. Serious enquiries only 
$250,000 firm. 1-694.3317 4p7 
PRIME RESIDENTIAL LOT on Labelle Avenue 
in Horseshoe area with concrete basement 
and subtionr. Two house plans with lot so can 
be ready for living in short time, We welcome 
offers from home buyers or homebullders; will 
also build to suit. Phone 635-7411. 4p7 
2. Mobile Homes 
2 BEDROOM MOBILE HOME, N/G, patio, 
fridge/stove, on pad at Skeena Valley Trailer 
Park, C 11. $12,000, 635-5537 4p4 
12 X 52 MOBILE HOME, NJG heat, new carpet, 
fridge/stove, washer, Asking $10,500. 
Available June 1 sL Phone 635-4430 4p4 
12 x 68 MOBILE HOME, 3 bedroom n/g heat 
Porch, sundeck, and fenced yard, Asking 
$14,500, Call 635-4830 4p5 
THREE TRAILERS FOR SALE. Two for $5,000 
each; one for $2,500 or all 3 for $10,000, 
Call 845.7856' 8p5 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 2 bedroom12 x 
54 1971 Paramount mobile home,Recently 
renovated, now carpets, new windows, stove 
fddge & natural oas heat. Priced at $11,000. 
Call after 5 p.m. weekdays anytime on 
weekends. 635-7467 4p6 
FOR SALE 1974 VISTA VILLA mobile home 
and 1975 12 x 68 mobile home, For more in. 
formatior, 635.6934 4p6 
12 x 68 MOBILE HOME, C/W fddge, stove, 
w/d, 2 bedroom, large porch with wood stove. 
$12,500 0B0,1-696.3476 eve, 4p6 
12 x 50 2 BEDROOM MOBILE HOME with 
frldge and stove. $8,000 set up on one acre 
lot in Old Remo. No rent on property for six 
months, after 6 months rent will be $95 per 
month. 635.9155 4p6 
i-++ I 14 WIDE MOBILE HOME 2 bedroom, front kitchen stove, fridge, washer & dryer. Located in Pine Park, Inquire at office or phone: 635-9418 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEOROOM TOWNHOUSES featudng 
1150-1300 sq. it. plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V, 
Houston, Phone 045.3161. 31 tin 
WOODGREEN 
FOR SALE OR RENT LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS 
4832 LAZELLE AVENUE 
Natural GaB Fireplaces, Dishwashers Fridge, Stove, Drapes, 
Plush Carpeting, Balconies or Personal Patios, 
Ceramic Tiled Bathrooms & Ensultee 
1/2 Block from Skeena Mall & MacDonalds 
...... i~ Large Kltchene, beautifully appointed. 
: ~ :' i ':~li''~' :}:Reeldent Manager and Security Entrance 
.!,: -'...i:.,:.: . . . . . .  , Undercover Parklhg 
;::":~ .-+, :~- ~-..,:..~ ,u~ ~:  " :~:::  Price. Range $36,000 to $60,000 
:: 638-9317 , ++ . . . . .  
 'BUY  'SELL v 'RENT,  
i 
3. For Rent 5. For Sale• Mi ;c. 6.  For Sale Misc. 9. Trucks f0rSale i 
650 SO. FT. of office space, 4623 Lakolse. LEATHER LINGERIE. $4 cheque or money S P R I N G  REPOSSESSED 1987 CHEVY,'SIO plekOp. 
$425 per month. Call 635.2552. ' 24fin order for a colour catalogue payable to: Bare Heeds some work. Open to Offers by sealed 
Essontlsls, Box 283 Houston, B.C. VOJ 1ZO ' bid. Daadlino'Jone 7. For morelnfo 635.2826, 
TRAILER PADS FOR RENT. Located on Clark " , '  , " • ., 4p5 SPECIAL : : ' .  '107 
St. 1.592;1177 52tin FRESH PRAWNS, SHRIMP, OCTOPUS, Call 1985 BLAZER $10 4x4 2,8L,. VE, no rust, 
SHARED ACCOMMODATION: Unfurnished 3 632-5032 after 6 p.m. 4p,4 running boards, low mileage, ~5 speed, E.C. 
bedroom condo. Owner using 1 bedroom on SEASONED BIRCH FIREWOOD (Split), Full Quality ;8700, OBO, Day 638.2057, Even ngs 638. 
occasional weekends, References, non 4p7 
smokers. Avail. July 1st. 621-3209 (even- ' ,'stack cold $90 Terrace, Kitimat, Prince. Screened Topsoil & 084 
Ings) , 4p4 Rupert, Free degvery In Terrace. Call collect • " , . 
633-2846 4p4 Driveway Crush 
ONE BEOROOM FULLY FURNISHED CABIN for FOR SALE  BY  BID • 
rent. $400 per month. For more information FISHER WOOD HEATER (Large) $300 OBO. '" 638"8477 OR 1987 r-eel r, se~,' 4x4 . : i ra  Ira|:, 
call 635.7004 after 6 p.m. 3p5 B38-6992 or 635.6146 4p4 
• 10 1 BEDROOM FOR RENT for single gentleman KING StZEO WATER BEe, mattress, heater, 635.51 (EVENINGS) wladow, AM/FM ,ea l !~ l~ Mile dU withkitchenfacillties.Dal1635-5893 4p5 and thermostat and bookcase, headboard . mi l l  cont~l, alr.¢ondfl~ql, IleWllf 
$200, Call 635:3541 ' " 4p4 .. . . .  senePY" .T + . .. 'ik ~ 
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT for single work- REFRIGERATOR FOR SALE. Call 638-1074 . . 1909 IFod F180 4x4 • IJslM,,. N :lXmmlum sdftl~t, 
Jng person. Prefer non-smoker, Centrally .. 2p7 6. Wanted Misc ,  1990FodRalWr4x4-Sspd.o2.3=l~/o 
located, Immediate occupancy, Call ' . . . . .  
635.6184 4p6 WEDDING DECORATIONS, Floats for Riverboat WANTED USED 12' Aluminum Rowboat, Good full InJuled chOIce, 
1990 POWER SCREEN. Bare or with operator. Days. Plastic flowers, heart sbapad decora, condition. Call 638.8841. 4p7 1990 Chqllef.Dal~ma - ~ mileage, 6' 
Call Houston. 845-3220 4p6 tlons. Contact Terraceview Lodge. 50 flowers elM. trenl., AM/FM oalsede. 
$10; hearts $30. 638.0223 4c7 8. Cars for Sale 1.2 Fmo • ,eat  
WANTED THIRD PERSON (Preferably male) to ~ and culleml,ad with VII lute trsnl;, and 
share clean 3 bedreom house. Two blocks to STEREO 100 WATT SEARS amplifier, Akai 1990 F250 4x4 XLT Lariat. Fully loaded, i~enly of ¢lwamw . . . .  
town. $450 per mth. References required. Call turntable, equalizer, tape deck, 2 speakers 20,000 kin. Excellent condition. $19,000 1988 Ferd Alksstsr Caqio Van auto 
635.7579 between 4 and 7 p.m. 2p6 and cabinet $250. Also 9" coloored 1.964.0576 4p4 trans,,.V6 enoIN, 108,000 kin. 
Panasonlc portable TV $225, electric cement 
2 BEOROOM BASEMENT SUITE for rent. Has mixer $125, Craftsman 10" radial arm saw 1984 CORVETTE SILVER/GRAY exterior, red For appointment to view- call 635-7649. 
fridge/stove. No pets. Call 635.4697 lp7 $175 after 6 p.m. call 638.0643 1 p7 leather interfor. Excellent running condition, removable roof, new battery, $15,000. All sales are on an "as is • where is 
• FOR LEASE JULY 119f to Aug, 30/92, 4 FOR SALE: Backyard Sheds, garages, utillly 638.9838 4p4 basis", no warranties or Guarantees lm- 
bedrooms, 5 acre lot, greenhouse tc. $850 buildings, wood constructed pre-fabbed, plied or given. 
per/me, plus $500 damage deposit, assembled. For more Info, phone 638.1768 1984 SUBARU GL 4x4 Statidnwagon, Stan. 
References required, prefer non-smokers, no evenings. 4p7 dard, 3B,000 miles, non.smokers car. Show 
room cond, $5,750 OBO, Call 639.9323 5p4 
pets, After 6 p.m., 635-3019, 2p7 AMIGA Complete Amiga 500 computer 10, Aircraft 
. . . . . .  system plus software $975; wood heater 1979 BUICK LESABRE. Fullyloaded, air condl- 
OFRCE SPACE TO LEASE I RSF-HF65R $425 638.8600 2p7 tionin, veP/gondconditlon.Cal1635.26074p4 LOW TIME 1953 PA.18-Super Cub. EGO 
245 sq. ft., 525 sq. ft., 580 sq. I OFRCE DESK 71" x 35.5" with 3 drawers, 1981 MERCURY LYNX. 4 spd, stick shift, 5 Floats, skis; wheels 1740 "IT 236 singe 
ft., prime downtown location. Air I Asking $200. Good condition, co/our: brown, doors, 6 tires and dins, 64,000 kin, Call motor overhaul. 1.692.3640 eves. . • 4p7 
conditioning. Lots of parking. For I Dining table includes buffet and hutch with 4 635.5928 4p4 FOR SALE BY BID 
more information call 635-3475 | drawers and 2 ann chairs, colonial style, 1986 HYUNDAI STELLAR GEL. 4 door, w15 28' Aluminum RiMd~oal • ¢/w 485 OMI 
eveninos. I brown, Asking $800, Good condition, Call speed, fully loaded, air, mags, sun roof, fog- engine, Beddty i l l  ualt and honullmlH 
after 7 p.m. 638.4893 2p7 oage rack, excellent condition. $7,200 060 trailer, 
WOODEN BUNK BEDS $150, 35 mm Pentax 635.4363 4p4 20' MadnlX Alumln,,m Rlherboat • c/w 
WOODLAND camera with accessories $400.2 &ply radial 1904 PONTIAC PARISIENNE stationwagon. 8 380 Chov. engine, Domidator ~t  unl, and 
750-16 truck tires, new. $200. Call passenger, Good condition, Asking $4,200, homabollt railer. 
APA RTMENTS 638-8100 __4p7 Call 798-2594 4p4 AlIF°r appointmentsales ar  ont°anVlew'call"as is -635"7649"where is 
MUST SEW! '85 Mustang GT. 5 Ltr., 5 SlXl., basis", no warranties or guaranties ira. 
C=,m OF X~LU.*  mn FACTORY D IRECT T.roof, ' power windows, cruise control, plied or given. 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS $8,900 0B0. Call 635.6933 4p4 R. Jones, 
Fridge, stove, heat, hot water and NOW 16" x 16" concrete pads 1988 HONDA ACCORD EX1. Loaded, gold. 
hydro included, Carpeting, laundry 
facilities, storage space. References re. on ly  $2.93 ea $10,500 OBO, 635.5696 4p5 
quired, 1989 HONDA CIVIC DX, 2 dr, hafchheck, 5 11, Recreatlenal 
spd, silver with black & grey Interior, under  Vehicles 
'1 Bedroom Apt. $405.00 WMn 24" x 30" concrete pads 30,000 kin, l ike new condition. Asking 
2 Bedroom Apt, $480.00 AVeBOlf~ • $8,900 638-1032 4p5 1974 F 350 One ton Ford with 13 ft. camper. 
3 Bedroom Apt, $550.00 $4,000,635.4B94 tht45 
PHONE OFFICE 635"5224 on ly  $8,93 ea. 1977 MONTE CARLO. Auto, 2 door, 48,000 
miles, one owner, repainted (1987). All 1976 DOOEE MAXIVAN. Factory made 
season radial tires, 2 extra dms, amlfm motorhome, auto., stove, ledge, heater, 
4. Wanted to Rent SKEENA CONCRETE cassette. Good condition, 635.7363 4p5 sleeps 4. Show room cued. $5,750 060. Carl 
639.9323 - .4p4 
WANTED TO RENT, CABIN ATLAKELSE LAKE PRODUCTS 19B7 VOLVO 745 TURBO STATIONWAGON, 
• LOW mileage, All options plus third seat. 2nd 1973 OODEE OLYMPUS 27"ft. motorhme, 
for the summer. Prefer waferfront, Reply Box, 3751 Old Lakelss Lk, Rd. set of tires. ETc. cond, $19,900, Sedous en. Class A., air, generator, sleeps 6, exeell~ot 
6291, 4647 Lazelle, Terrace, 35tin 638-8477 quides only. 635-3661 2p6 tend. Reduced to $14,995 OBO. 639.9323 
3; 4 BEDROOM HOUSE. (Furl basement 51}4 
desired) by working reliable couple, Call SPORTY 1986 RENAULT/EAGLE Medallion. i980FORD VAN CAMPER. 6~nd new.interior 
635.4808. Ask for Lisa or John. 4p3 Good shape, no rust. Smooth ride, fully load. 
ed, excellent mileage. Roomy, pdcod to sell plus extras, Looks and runs gko new. Must 
WANTEDTO RENTER BUY HOUSE ORmobile WHOLESALE $7,995. One owner, 1-692.7146, Forsedous see$10,995,846-5136 .4p5 
with large lot, by responsible working couple, buyers, 4p6 PRICED FOR QUICK SALE. 1975 Tdpb. E 
Referencesavaitable. 635.6310 4p3 P L U M B I N G  1981 CORVEI-I'E FOR SALE. 350 with Oodgemotshome.SleepsO. 3.waytrldge, fur. 
RENT OR RENT TO OWN by respensible work. headers, 4 speed, new intsdor. Asking oace, stove. Asking $12,000 000. Call 
,no couple, a2-3 bedroom house or trailer. C L E A R A N C E  $100000B0.6358600 24  632+043 ,,5 
References available. Leave message at 11 FT. COACHMAN. 3-way fddge, full 
635.2B03 (Mike) 4p4 1988 FORD TEMPO 2 door, 5 spend, AM/FM 
DESPERATELY SEEKING IN TERRACE or Thor- Bathroom Sink, $ I~il l l  cassette, air and sunroof, 60,000 km. Ex- bathroom, good condition. $8,000 OBO. Call 
nhili/Copper Mtn. area, clean house or large vitreous cMna hene/wldte ............ i d l~  cellent cond. $7,300 OBO, Call 632.5690 4p6 638.1097 4p5 
1985 FCRD LARIAT 150 SUPERCAB with run. 1974 OLDB CUTLASS SUPREME. 2 dr,, hard. 
trailer for professional figure skating coaching 30" RImOleSs $ ~lOllf l l  top, good conditiOn, Rally wheels, spare set all Ring board: and camper pkg. 80,000 km with 
couple. Fenced area for 2 dogs is a must. Shower Stall ....................... ~11~ ~• season radials, mounted, $1,795 OBO. Call 1984 8ft. 9' camper shower, toilet, furnace, 
Needed by August 15, Call 635-5133 or oven, etc. $14,800 firm. Will sell separately. 635.9561 4p6 
635.6451 5p6 Kohler Almond $AQi~ 635-3038 4p5 
2-3 BEOROOM HOUSE OR SUITE. References Kit¢lmn Sink ....................... "'at ~e v • 1969 FORD CAR. Very good running condition. 
available. Can occupy immediately. Call 43,300 miles, new tires. $4,000. Call 13 FT. CAMPER FOR SALE to fit flatdeck. 
635.2168 4p6 $500. OaR 635,4894 5tfn 
635.5607 2p5 Bathroom 22  27FT. KUSTO~ KOACH TRAVEL TRAILER 
3.4 BEDROOM HOUSE OR TRAILER, Cal l  Faucets .................................. $ • 1988 FORD MUSTANG LX. Hatchback, 4 cy,, 
635.4654 lp6 5 spd,, low mileage, AM/FM cassette. Sum. bedroom odel, Fu',!y serf contained must be 
AM Stendard $ merlWinter tires. $6,000 ODO. 635-3011 4p6 seen. $10,500 OBO. C~d1635~91B0 41)5 
WANTED TO RENT for a manager and a homo WaN Hungtav ......... :................. 2 5.  1978 TOYOTA CELICA ST COUPE, Rebuilt, 8' OKANAGAN CAMPER. t,.%dr, jacks, 3 way 
odentated wife. 2 or more bedroom 
house/apartment. Commencing dudno June or auto. trans., now battery, exhaust, brakes, fddge, stove/furnace, nove cushions & cur. 
July. Bob Mair, General Marlager, North Coast Blue Tub/Shower $1~'7  I :  Runs PhXC. $2,100 OBO, Call 635.6154 4p6 talns. Asking $2,500 OBO, 635.3011 4p6 
Road Maintenance Ltd., Terrace. Phone Enclesurs w/dome ............... -U I  ~11• 1972 DATSUH240Z GRC. New paint, lots of 1965 17 FOOT 61GFOOT TRALER, Hot and 
638-8300 lc7 new parts $4 500 OBO, 632.6185 days. Ask cold water, 4 burner stove~ oveo, 3 way 
Whftl Crane $88= Col: Jennifer, 632-7001" .evenings, leave fddge, furnace and awning, to/lot & shower 
5. For Sale Misc. TOilel ..................................... message. 4p7 only 1,8oo IbS. Sleeps 5. $9,000, CaN 
567.3959 anytime. : 4lM 
i.D. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 1990 FIREFLY. 22,000 kni, red, smoke free, 
etc. $1400.00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & Bone Podastsl $99w warranty, four speaker stereo, must sell. 1980 21 FT. EMPRESS MOTORHOME; 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat Binks ..................................... $6,000 090 635-3804 4p7 $10,000 OBO. Call 632-6971 " 41)6 
• lifetime aluminum .has everything & trailer Kobler White $1  I I  r ,  ONE OWNER 1976 Monte Dado. Excellent f 9t/" FT. MOTORHOME in excellent cnndlU~., 
-$19500, 82 lade 2-door auto • good cord. Betlis, kfthandmodlle ........ e¢ IU•  cond, 57,000 miles, Two tone grey 635-2408 3 way ledge, 3 burner stove with over., 
$1500. f 4 ft, Td.hull speed boat- 50 horse 4p7 bathroom with toilet, sink and shower. Swivel 
menk, trailer $2800, Clean Okanagan Camper captains chairs, hot water tank, furnace 
• hyd. jacks, $2000, New Kubnda rite plant & 30" Shewer $95  1988 TOYOTA GTS. Power sunroof, stereo, sleeps 6. Phone 635,5674. H no one home, 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 Still ....................................... • row mileage, excellent condition. Asking leave message on machine. 4p6 
Granisle, Ph, 697-2474. 19tin $14,900 OBO. Phone 847.9116 after 5 p,m, 
UNTIED BOANTIIES 4p7 FOR SALE 1981 24' Travelalra Motorhome In- 
IT COSTS NO MORE to get the best. Over 20 good condition. Full bath, awning; eye level, 
years in professional taxidermy. For free 1981 TOYOTA TERCEL. 4 door, FWD, oven.Cal1836.123B 4p7 
estimate, call Wolfgaug at Bus, 1,692.3093, automatic, 2 sets of tires, in good condition. 
Res. 1-692-7602 tfn21 Idy Bird 635.2B12 alter 6:30 p.m. $1,950 4p7 12. Motorcycles 
22 - 250 REMINGTON VARMINT SPECIAL, Centre Hoa+ coofour b,,. 4 x 12 pawo, sc=. Builders 9. Trucks for Sale Fm SALE - 1077 850KZ Kawasekl with- manual needs work. Best offer. Also For SaJe 
$500, Call 635.4894 29tin Hwy. 16 East, Terrace f 987 NISSAN 4 x 4. Long box In good condi. Cougar MiniBtke with new 5 h,p. Honda,'beat i 
1977 CAPRI ENGINE 302 (Parts), House for tlon, AIWFM cassette. BOx liner and canopy, offer, 635.8110: 4p7 
rent to couple, Non smokers, option to buy .  838-8700 $10,000,D31i638-0107 4p4 
Call mornings from 8- 10 a,m. ~ after 11:30 1981 DATSUN 4x4 Long Rex pickup. StaR. 14. Boats & Marine 
p.m, 635.3841 8p52 dard, new canopy, Good looked $3,750 OBO WANTED 115 HP (XITBOARD with jet pump, 
~ , ~ , ~ . . ~ . ~  call 639.9323 4p4 call Bob at I.(403)-253.3016 6p.4. 
" ~  1981 FORD VAN. ~/4 Ton $1,000. Running 15t/z FT. DOUBLE EAGLE R~EGLASS BOAT 
condition, Call 635.2838 or 638.8444 after 5 80 HP Mercury and trailer,~ $6,750 OBO. call 
co lgmbla lOuats lno  Apts .  pm 8399323 
NOGSTI1986S15JIMMY4X4. LOaded, IOW VANSOM TANDEM BOAT TRAILER GVW, 
mileage, immaculate condition, must sell. 2800 kg. Will accommodate 24 ft, bceL • 2 MONTHS $11,500. Dati 638.8969 4p5 $2,500, Dal1635-4894 5tfn 
1066 GMC VAN. Rally Custom, Excellent con- 20 FT. ALl CRAFT Outboard verboat. Fully 
dltJan. Must' sell due to Illness. Asking equipped. $15,500. CaN 636.8345 4lM 
FREE RENT! t  $16,000. Call 635.7053 4p8 1965 21FT, MARATHON MARINE JET bo~ 
1968 F.150 4x4 E,C., Chromo dins, mud "Whiskey,Jack". Berkley jet, 350 Clmvy, ful. 
tires, sun visor, push bar and more, $12,900 & half traps; stereo heater, da~e mar bed,~', 
1 bdrrn, apts. with mountain views, firm 638.5501 (days) 535.4590 (oveni?s) exca!idet cO~ll~on, $2§,900(403)939.4622 ~
• 1988 BLUE FORD E350 15 passenger l t0n 21 FT 8ANGSTER CRAFT 110 HIP VO. TOILS, i~ 
Drapes ~ CablevIslon van. 3 year Ford extended service plao, sink; 2 fddges,'bullf In gas tsnks. $4,000. 
• w/w Carpets . Super Channel bulkhead, bosch lights, bug deflector, fire ex. Call 635-2168 4p61 ! 
tingulsher, rcedslde emergency kit and No, 2 
• Ensu l te  Storage . Balconlee first aid kit. Exce ent condition, Asking 16'CAMPION120MERC.I/O.SOW~.,sld.~,~ 
" I ad~ f l~  motor mount, full•r, arlVaS $6,000~.- • Spacious & Clean . Free Perking $14,500 090, 'Phone Beeae Lake at OBO.635-36473fter6p,m. 
• Bus  Stops Neerby ~ . . . .  ' 7 7 1 ; 5 3' 4 1 T ~: : : '  
19. TOVOTA 4x4 5 ",300 "*w on :' 
370 & 380 QuateinoqOl:lBIVd, i! 000, 635.4246 f ~4P6 P COntr., $1;800. Caii 635.5241 
98 FoRe RANGER LONGSOX, 2 wh. dr, with 4pA ~. 
, To view rail Rk~hard/~rnOId ' ' . campy. Hew brakee, rear =hocks, & f 21 FT..C.AMPION SKEENA, 486 Mere; !11~ ~:, 
/ 632 :":' " '1 '=  '9' :'00 " ~ ' ' '78 '0  -- ~*~ = ~'  v~ " " ~ ~ ~: " 
: :  '! I'~'GWNER 1970 G~ PO, NeW muffler, ~ ~re. excellent condlUon and ~-~'~ 
" : ' '  ' '~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  i' brdi~lo Oas tank° FRO, Has:..Sol~e ~~st, . - . . m__.+... :' ", more: eatab eale. 122,000 Cail IlaL{~,,,~,; 
CTI:O N 
r /BUY  SELL r /RENT  TRADE 
g L .  " • . ' '  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' T  " 
, 1.9, Lost & Found 20. Pets & Livestock 
IT COSTS',Y, QU~NOTHING tO.place'a Lost and 
Found Classified: Phone 638.SAVE before 12 
NOOn•Saturday, s; •
may.,141,91 NEAR,KLEANZA WEST a blue 
pack sack containlog orange rain gear and a 
plaid coat, Call 638.8075 2p6 
FOUND ,-:~One boys white and red winter 
jacket, Ph~e (]35:3624 2p7 
FOUND - A large container of lubricant, Ides. 
:tlfy ti~~l~llm; 635:3624 2p7 
B, , . . ,  
Bill'-" 
.~ET OF J(EYS;;'LOST MAY 22, Terrace or 
Kltlmai area, Green coil keychaln attached, 
Call 635-6344 or 632.5591 2p7 
iG.R~.~IBROVVN"Cat with tiger stripes, named 
~s~t'ah,'May~v~aiing gree~ harness, Lost at 
"North Ka um Trailer Park $20.00 reward if 
:fodn~,'635:431'5. - 2p7 
• 20:. Pets& Livestock 
INTERIOR :T'RAILER SALES. Charmac and 
Logan Coach, Stock 'and horse trailers, Also 
'used .trailerai"- 1.7@3785, 1.992.9293 
. . . .  ,, . ' "  . 24p39 
!PUREBRED REQISTERED BOXER available for 
stud,'2Vz yrs okJ. Fawn coloring. Great dispou. 
tlon. 635.367~"-evonings er weekends. Also 
".large b'aveling kennel for sale 635-3677 45fin 
.LOOKING FOR GOOD HOME for reed.sized og. 
Very affectionate and protective. Would make 
an excellent family watch dog. 638-1404 
:eYeing s. . . .  4p3 
SPANIEL CROSS PUPS, Nice colours. Will 
make good outdoor companions, Guaranteed 
health, will be ready to go June 15.635-3804 
.. 4p3 
HAND FED BABY COCKATIELS, Friendly and 
lovable birds. A~/ailable with or without cages. 
Ca11845.71.71- ; .  : " , 4p4 
EVERY YEAR WE HAVE a few good reo'd ap. 
palousas available, This year we have foals, 
yearlings, 2 yr. olds and mares, We only have 
a couple of each, so call early for best selec. 
tion?These.ar~ ull the best blondlines from 
Proven producers and have great potential. 
For show breeding or pleasure use. Keystone 
Appaloosas 1.690.7457 . 4p4 
ALASKAN MALAMUTE PUPPIES CKC 
registration, shots. Excellent with children, 
Good work dogs - large sti'onq dogs. Father 
110 Ibs, mother 85 Ibs. WOl' grey and black 
wolf, i°hone iSundary t'aru Friday only. 
849.5811 6p4 
PUREBRED REGISTEREDGERMAN SHEPHERD 
puppies, Males 'and .females. First shots and 
tattooed $250 • $350. 635-3826. Excellent 
temperament] 4p4 
PUPp.y LOVE, Certified dog grooming, call 
6.9.g..~9.~B::., : ~.  4p4 
HORSE SALE. 100 MILE SELECT SALE. 
F~t~,d~(hT.-5.t O0 qUaiterhorses, paints, other 
regl horses, Grade, saddle horses. "Our infen. 
tide isAo.keep this annual sale known as a 
safe and honest place to buy quality horses," 
Saturdayr June-1 ~.. 12 noon,-'Downtown.,::lqO 
MflS,.,,,t{b~. ,,~,tnlb~ffaiibH~ Vcg[I ') ' l~ f  
1~3~'5.24~5'~:1.395.3717 . . . . . . . .  2p 5 
16 HAND UNREGISTERED FLASHY Anglo. 
Arab gelding 9 yrs. Well trained western. Very 
sound. EEcellent ;ti:finn':for-dressage, Goad 
temperament $2,500, 842-5928 evenings. 
4p5 
65 RED WHITEFACE COW/CALF pairs, Com. 
WANTED TO BUY. Oouble horse trailer, Must 
be 6'6". around $2,000. Wostem saddle for 
high withered thorooghbred:= Musl have ear. 
row gullet. 1.698,7627 4p7 
SPANIEL PUPS. Guaranteed health, will make 
good outdoor co~panions. Ready to go, Ask. 
Ing $50 each. 635-3804 after 7 p,m, 4p7 
16 HAND THOROUGHBRED MARE. Pretty col. 
our and good confirmation, Holders 
Quarterhorse Ranch, 3 miles south of Bums 
Lake, On the lakeshore, 1-692-3722 4p7 
FREE TO GOOD COUNTRY HOME, A spayed 
3Vz yr.'old Welsh Corgi, For Information call 
636.9056 2p7 
COMING JULY 1st. THE DOG HOUSE (Two), 
Est, in 1964. Professional all breed dog 
grooming, pet supplies, dogs & cats, Affor. 
dable rates, no tranquilizers..The best ill pet 
care. 4546 Lazelle Ave, Terrace, B.C. Phone 
635.3737 and leave message or 635.4881 
4p7 
21. Help Wanted 
NORTHERN MOTOR INN - We are looking for 
mature career minded individuals who want fo 
be a part ol a growing team that takes great- 
pdde in their work. Experience Is preferred but 
will train the right individual who has a 
positive attllude and a desire to learn. We of. 
for competitive wages and an excellent 
benefit package. We are now taking applica- 
tions for the following positions: 
Waiter/waitress, tore clerks, bartenders, bar 
waiter/waitresses, cooks/prep, cooks, 
chambermaids, desk clerks, 14c2 
EMPLOYMENT SUPPORT WORKER, Houston. 
Position Involves helping clients find jobs; 
contacting employees, providing pre. 
employment assistance and counselling, C.~II 
845-3484 Shannon, 4p6 
COUNTER PERSON REQUIRED for industrial 
supply store in Kitimat. Must be able to handle 
heavy weight and work witl, minimal supervi- 
sion. Apply in confidence stating qualifica- 
tiuns and expected renumeratiion toBox 299 
clO Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave., Ter- 
race, B,C. VSG 158 lp7 
FALLER WITH 5 YEARS EXPERIENCE and 
WCB clearance number for work in Prince 
Huperr area. Phone 463.5343 and leave 
message. 4p7 
$2,500 MONTHLY INCOME POSSIBLE! 
Assembly positions for homeworkers. Call for 
information 1-604-591-9975. 24 hrs, Dept. 
A5 4p7 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver. 
tisers that the human rights code in British 
Columbia forbids publication ol any advertise- 
ment in connecticn with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
origin, or requires an job applicant o furnish 
any information concemiog race, religion, col- 
our, ancestry, place of origin or political belief. 
Readers:=;Ih ads-where 'male' is,referred to, 
please ie~d 'also as 'female' and where' 
'female' is used, read also as 'male', 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER will do finishing, 
renovation, install cabinets, patio, painting. 
Also builds furniture tc. Call 635.6277 and 
leave message, 16p6 
MOTHER OF ONE WILL BABYSIT in own home 
io Sunnyhill Trailer Court area. References 
available. 635.5017 4p6 
WANTED: SUMMER MUSIC STUDENTS - 
University music major would like to teach 
piano, flute, theory, or ear training. 
Reasonable rates. 635-2621 4p7 
NEW CLASS I DRIVER. Experienced residential 
plumbing, wiring, maintenance, some clerical. 
Willing to renew industrial first aid. Call Gary 
at 635-4200 4p7 
EXPERIENCED APPLICATOR will supply and 
install vinyl siding and asphalt shingles to 
your home. Good prices. 635.6230. 4p7 
I Rom p ys Off  
plete dispersal: 25 red whiteface cow/calf 
palis, Complete dispersal. 60 black whiteface 
cow/calf pairs. :Exotic calves, Rick Jones 
1.249-5414 Quesnal 4p5 
LOOKING FOR OLD HORSES? YOUNG HORSES? 
Trained' or untrained buy gentle) Classy 
Io~ers? Want to breed your mares! Call 
Holder's Ouarterhorse Ranch 1.692.3722 
Burns Lake 8.C. 4p5 
TOY POODLE PUPPIES, Just a few left, Sp,.ak 
for yours now, 1.692-3722 Burns Lake 
VOJ 1 EO @5 
4 YR OLO REG. QUARTERHORSE 15'2". 
Gelding. Traioad by Karen RItchie. Gentle, 
fdendly and a smooth mover, $1,800 
1:698.7658 eve s. 4p6 
REGISTERED MALE CHESAPEAKE Gay 
Retriever. One year old, Asking $400. Phone 
63,2.4049 , 4p7 
T0:GIVE AWAY TO A GOOD HOME. German 
Shepheid Cross poppy, 6 months old. Has had 
all vaccines. Well mannered 638.0830 alter 6 
• p.m,. 2p7 
PACE 
FOR 
,R ENT 
C " " 
i"i I; : ..,' / . ,  
24. Notices 
PRO.LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, fending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor- 
tion an(] euthanasia, Stodent enquiries 
welcome, Call 635.5427 or 638-0382, 5fin 
BOREO? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excite. 
menf, perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan 
Travel at 635.6181 and catch the sp!dfl tfn2 
REGISTER NOW FOR THE FRENCH Preschool 
Fall 91 program. Children must be a minimum 
32 months and toilet trained, Knowledge o| 
French not required~ Further information -
Call Pare 635.4260 7p4 
:::Beautiful 2 column by 6 Inch :' 
advertising space for rent. 
:Great view. Ites the cent re  o f  
ZION BAPTIST 
CHURCH 
Sunday School: (all ages) 9:45 am 
Sunday Services: 11:00 am 
Pastor: Ron Orr 
291 1 S. Sparks Street 
638-1336 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, JUNE 5, 1991 - Page Bll 
: . . . . . .  VISA 
In consideration of the brevity of life an~ 
the recent sudden death of a railway 
employee, ex-trainmasfer B ian Doyle will 
present, in the will of God. a 
gospel message at 7 p.m. 
Sunday,  June  9, 1991 
Terrace Gospel Hall 
corner  of Scott and  Eby 
All are welcome to attend " 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
UNIQUE 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITY 
Service Industry Business Available for 
North-West. 
Business Plan. Marketing Survey, and 
Equipment Package available to en. 
trepreneur, eager to be self.employed in
recession proof business Financing, and 
$20,000 plus grant available, subject to 
qualification and approved credit. 
With requesl for information package 
~lease include personal resume, work / 
history, basic credit information, and / 
references. 
I 
All replies held in strict confidence. 
Reply for more information to 8ox 250 
c/o Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B,C. V8G 158. 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Standard, C, rmfidantlality, is assured. Phone 
638.7283 Monday to Fdday, 9 a,m to 5 p.m. 
TALL SLIM SINGLE GOOOLOOKING prof, male 
(non-smoker) in mid.thirties would like to 
meet an honest and sincere lady for comps. 
nionship. Reply to Box 100 c/o The Terrace 
30. Obituaries 
ANAGNOSTOU ~ Demetre born .May 10,1924 
in Karditsa, Greece, passed away.on May 30. 
1991 in St. Pauls Hospital. Vancouver. Sur- 
rived by his wife Alexandra; four children 
Mary and husband George, Periklis and 
fiancee Shawna, Anastasia and husband John 
and Gus and fiancee Kathy; six grandchildren, 
two sisters, three brothers, neice Evangelia 
and husband Panayioti and fmaify and very 
close friend Thanasl Eleni and family. Funoral 
service was held Tuesday, June 4 af 2:00 
p.m. in the Knox United Church 4907 Lazelle 
Ave., Terrace. Father Dorofheos 
Tryfonopoulos of the Groonk Orthodox Church 
• in Vancouver officiated. Inferment at Terrace 
Municipal Cemetery. A beloved Husband, 
Father and Friend who will I~ forever missed. 
Arrangements hrough First Memorial Funeral 
Services. Vancouver. lc7 
ON MAY 29, 1991 at 7:02 a,m,, TAYLOR 
LESLIE WILLIAMS.RICE Came into this world 
'for a brief visil until 9:00 in the evening. The 
;)roud parents wish to thank the following peo- 
~le for their kindness, compassion and con. 
corm Dr. Lont Almas, Vivtan Neis, Dr, Robin 
Chore, Carla Kelly and the staff at Mills 
Memorial Hospital; Kerrie Reay and the staff of 
Terrace probation; Modeling Carrette and Cst. 
Craig Reid of the RCMP; the infant transport 
team and the special care nursery staff or 
Children's Hospital and all our family and 
friends. 
We will remember all of you, 
our thanks and love 
Heather and David Williams.Rice 
Donations can be made to the Special Care 
33. Travel 
24 HRS. 635-6181 
GREECE TOUR. ~1199 o' 
EDMONTON. . . . , ,=249°°  
COMPANION FARE.$19" 
C0ZUMEL 6N.. ,,:769" 
• CLEAR 
THE AIR 
~ Reduce air 
pollution 
from residential 
wood smoke 
and auto emissions with tips 
from the Association. 
t B.C. Lung Association 
Box 34009, Station D 
Vancouver, B.C..V6J 4M 2 
Nursery, B.C. Childrens Hospital on Taylor's Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave, Terrace, B.C. behalf. ~K r,~,,.,,,,~,~.~,*,,,,,a~>,~,e,.~o,--~ 
V8G 1 $8 4p5: 1 p7 ~ - -  
From the BAHA' ! HOLY wdtings I 
I "If 8ny differences arise 
amongst yDU, behoM Me =taan;I 
_~ NIRVANA d~ng before your face, 
I / ~. overlook the faults of one another METAPHYSICS for My name's sake..," c. CENTRE To explore these writings further call LEARN HOW TO READ TAROT 635-3219 or 686-9012 The tarot can be a way to reach the inner 
self. Karma cards, Pheonix (past life), 
Winds of Changes (native), Pouts, Celtic, 30. Obituaries 
Aquarine and others• Some tarot history J ~1 
toeach. Pre.register$25.0OatNirvana. RICHARD JOSEPH GELANGER passnd away at It's All New! ] 
3611 Cot tonwood 635-7776 the age of 17 in Terrace, B.C. on May 9, 
1991. Memorial Services took place at Sacred a r 
JurieS, 10:30-2:30 Heart Church on Tuesday, May14. Thofamily nd ead  by  over  60 ,000 peop le  
wishes to express their sincere thanks and 
gratitude to their many friends and relatives each week! 
and also to anyone who was involved in any - • 
25, Business way. Special thanks to Gaetane anville who 
helped us to make the arrangements and for 
Opportunities her support. You all have been so kind, and Sewing: 
EXCITING BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Phone comforting, Thank you everyone for 
635-3484 42tin everything you have done. Many thanks to all. 
Gratien, Use, Nancy, • Terrace • Quesnel * Houston 
BEAUTY SALON FOR SALE in downtown Tar. Steve Belanger • Smithers • 100 Mile House • Fraser Lake 
race. Fairly new. For furthe:r information. Call~ .,. ~- . . . . . . .  2p7 
~5-7.OSl ........................... ~p~, ~,..~ .~,~.,~ •.Burns Lake ~:,: i~.e Logan Lake • Vanderhoof 
' ' " ' "  : '~: • Ft. St. James * Hazelton • Asficroft .... 
VENDING EXPLOSION • Cache Creek • Williams Lake 
• . , with complete cable & broadcast listings, 
Best one man business ever. Will not interfere with present crossword puzzle, sports highlights, soap updates, 
employment, horoscopes and much, much morel 
NO SELLING 
This is an incredible opportunity to secure your financial 
future. We have the hottest litUe vending machine e~'er made. Only 75¢ at dealer stands or at 
The Terrace Standard All cash, unbelievable repeat business, huge profits. No ex- perience necessary; No competition. Exclusive machine. We 
supply premium established locations. Required investment 
$11,500. Secured by equipment. 
For your information colour brochure. Call collect: 
Marketing Manager 
(604) 464-0296 
Vancouver, B.C. 
BCYCNA 
For advertising ra tes  call a 
sale representative a t  
 ERRACE STANDARD 1-
.~  L,,,~,~ v~, T~,,~:~ 638-7283 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
$195 These ads appear in more than 100 community newspapers in B.C. and Yukon 
COMMUNnY and reach more than 3 million readers. 
NEWSPAPERS ASSOC.'nON TO PLACE AN AD GALL THIS PAPER OR BCYGNA AT (604) 669-9222. $3.70 each additional word 
BUILDII~ ~UPIPLIJ8 F.DUOATION 
DOOFISl WINDOWB! In~e- 
dor and exterior wood, metal 
and Fmndl doore wood 
window~, t~ygght~ MOREl 
C411 cdbot to W~J.KT=R DOOR 
m'td W1NDOW In Ven~ouv~r 
• t (604)268,1101, 
iI~IINIel OPFORTUNITgSe 
UNLIMITED INCOME PO- 
TENTIAL, Mm-,ufzotumrnow 
zoeep'~ng sppll~ztons for 
provlndsl dll~b~tora of 
"JUICEWORKS, the lm .az- 
I~  new ~,h  Juk:e w ndor, 
C, iJI Acton Ammbl~ f-eoo- 
44~-6006, for Inlonmelfon 
pr, kage. 
NEW ~N 0ANA~A. M~lo~'.~ 
TIM. Hot lelllng ohlnge oct. 
our T.zhl~. DIVd~torz 
n~.,dM In ~ur area.. 
today, AUra ~om~ny, 
(eo4Hg3-gl~ Peno~on. 
SOUND & RECORDING 
0CURSES, Wseldong 
Summer V'4mt~W~pe taught 
by profemdonal englneem. 
Hand.on h.~m=tk~ Trade 
Sd~)ol ~rtlfled. Tax De- 
duclJble. BULLFROG RE- 
CORDING SCHOOL, 247_5 
OurS ,  Venmu~r, B.C, VGR 
3N2. (604)734-4617. 
']rst Time In ~lt~sh Colum- 
bill Wod~l~op for Inven~m 
~d Sr~w,~um. _~...~.- 
day, June 8, it me eaten 
0olumbla Inotltut~ of Teeh- 
no/o~.800. Oust $g5,00 + G,qT. 
88-4~. 
FOR U~.Z raze 
F~t~e Bros. Paving ~ In: 
kind m 
men~. Dump Tm~h Tree- 
tom, L~sdwll_, Bdy Dumps, 
Ex~wetore, P~vtm, Window 
Bev~r, Flolbnk I ~  
Jl~n, 1215 C~zh* 
(eo4)4n.e7~f. 
~ITAKS 8~.Sl Tired 
d l l~  ~n ~unlnt ~11ml 
O, Zv,m,d w~,.~y~,d,. ~n- 
mnKl, For pdod m on your 
Tonm~, Io,-fme l ~ -  
r) l~,  
FOR 9ALE MISC 
Tame yUu Family Ns~ory. 
C~i J le l~y or your bazdckiL 
irr,,tru~lons In- 
dealed. $10, Cl'~que or 
money order. P.O. Box 32OOI, 
100.8"749 Shal[bourne Street, 
Vk~oda, VeP 5S2. 
HELP WANI~.D 
APARTMENT CONDOMIN- 
IUM MANAGEMENT JOBS. 
IJ.~in/Live-out. All ames. 
For free bmchum~m: RMTI, 
460-789W. Pander, Vancou- 
ver, B.C,, V~O IH2 or cab 
~01-5456 or 1-80~G5- 
• BE SUPER RIGH" Earn 
$26O,OOO FT, $50,OOO PT 
C~mmlodon; Mwketlng our 
exdudve 2 for I muslobook. 
Prc~ Territories mm~ble. 
Free 24 houHnfonnab~an[Ine. 
1-800-263-1900. 
~EED EXTRA ~ CaM 
Gilts needs demonstrators m 
:~d~y~ & gi~ at Home 
No Investment or 
sxlmdence required. Emb- 
III1~1 compmy, ceil today 
(s~g)2~e-7~os. 
10111, NOW seeks 2 mpm- 
zm~livee In your ms.  Di~ 
plzy zmd Se~ce Merdan- 
~ In mlibllehed ret~ll ao- 
~un~ Minimum weekly 
~mlng po~ntlal$800+. Pall 
~r~. 7t~174 or (416)756" 
HELP WANTED 
CAREERS IN IMAGE. Be- 
come a BeauGConltol Image 
Consultant and change lives 
- startlng with your own. 
Complete Prolosrdorud Trdn- 
In 9 Provides Tolal Image 
Solution, Call P, hya 1-595- 
0971. 
Reporters here Is a great 
oppor~nity. One of Car~d~'a 
Ilnest Commur~ty newspepere 
has a senior reporting pod- 
tlon open Immediately. Next 
stop Editor? The m.¢cessful 
al~Icant must have m~.mum 
years experience or relamO 
• kill• In all aspects of the 
editorial depatb'nent, Send 
msums end samples of work 
In ~onfidence to: The Pub. 
Ibher, cio The Tribune, 106 
North First Avenue, Williams 
Lake ,  B.C., or phone 
;(604)392-2331. 
~Istant ~ook needed for 
~mmoremploymenL Would 
oomidor etudent w~h Odlege 
Chef training. Write Faindew 
Mounlzdn GG(|Club, BoxG21, 
O(Iver, B.O., VOH 11"0. 
O.E.M. I - ~  Inc. has an 
sxcltlno opportunlty for a 
SWlor Sdre Rq~ In y~xme, 
We often BOre ~laty~om- 
mlselon Bonus, Auto Allow. 
anee. Benefit Psoksge, 
Domplqte Tndrdng. Cell ~e 
:;, : : , : :attention in a heaw " M,. =,= 
~wn Irm te~. v, wy prom: 
.... traff ic area . . . .  =,' o" , "  x::i.; Previ 0 ,,qdlone nu..r tot Immu" :;:: us tenant  received i 
• :;ii:,i;:::i:::: excellent results. , ~ ~ ~"  ~ " "  ~ "  
Call references :i:i 638-7283 for . p, ouo  =--,, 
...... " STA L ' " " ' :" T : J : :  ~ ;  l : luOtdoy Avum,,p wullRiver,Ralnlw# Palnm, wm 
. . . . . .  . . . .  NDARr  4::i:: ,.o.. wmT.  
~CK 
LLAMAS FOR SALE (Leg- 
e~Clas|doSale IV). 70 .Ua- 
rnas being sold by 8uc~on, 
June 8~91, Weszemer Expo- 
~on Falrgr~nd~ Red Doer, 
Alberta. Call (403)846.,3148 
for dean .  
MISCIg.LANEOU8 
CUP thls Ideal Do you have 
an old or too sma]l photo? 
Let pdzewlnnlng m~Ist Theo 
H~laclay b'ensfom It Into an 
ex~Ing gift. Sketches$12.S0 
up, paml porlralts $75, oll 
$185 up. AI~ p,u, exee.- 
tire ~ ,  ¢ompo~s, 
mslora~o~ Guarantee. v, az 
721-2892 or 642-4118. 
Rrd~l. F.~rA'II[ 
:ROPERTIES TO BE SOLD 
for unpak:ltaxes, Crown Lm'd 
avedle~illty. For ~form~..on 
on both WrlW: Progress, 
OepL ON, BOX 5380, Sl:n. F, 
Ottawa, I(20 3J1. 
Campbell River semi 
oceanfront, view, 06'x204' 
12",(68' moblle, scldltlon. Livo 
Inwhlb bu~crr~ Heersmool, 
beth. Large garden, T~ 
rv~ pen down, $78,b-'oo. 
928-~670. 
For Sale or Tmcle. Commer- 
da] Building, m~n elmet 
Greston, B.C. 100% occu- 
pancY, May take i~me Vacle. 
~ii{ }~/i ~&~, :/~ i' :~ 
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16, Machineff 
5 FT. PTC DRIVEN MOWER DECK, Also model 
5660 Gravely walking tractor for pads. Snow 
blower for model 5660 Gravely walking trac- 
tor. Phons 624.5964 4p6 
1961 690 JD Line Skldder c/w star rake, fire 
$upresslon, 2 sets of ring chains, spare tire, 
A1 condition. 1.692"7204 4p7 
32'. ALUMINUM HOUSEBOAT $17,000, 9U06 
Cat$10,500; HD6AC Cat $6,800; 350 JD 
loader $12,500', O0 Case backhoe $17,000; 
75 JD 510 backhoe $13,000; 9U erushblade 
$1,500; 0C3 CUrer $5,200. Call 1-697.2474 
or 1-697.2393 7tin 
R/B 325 MACK engine; 1978 Mack logger, 
good condition,; 375 V8 1961 Frelghtliner, 
cony. cat power; 1984 Mach S/Liner; 400 V8 
New 16 ft. 6 In Brentwoud gravel boxes; 
1981 Io9 rigging dw new Vulcan scales, 
Nadina Truck Service, Houston 1-845.2212 
TWO SETS OF TRAILER AXLES, Hydraulic 
brakes on one set, Electric brakes on other 
set, Excellent tires and wheels. 
1.692-3722 4p7 
HORIZONTAL BANDSAW MILL, Gas powered, 
hydraulic ddve, dogs ano rollers. Cuts lots to 
40 feet, Includes log ramps and umber 
rollers. Located in Kamloops, have pictures. 
Call 635.2279 after 6 p.m. 4p4 
750 CASE BULLDOZER/BACKHOE c/w 15' 
boom, hydraulic angle blade. $12,500 
1-695-6374 4p4 
40 TON INDUSTRIAL PRESS. Single face. For 
information call Joe's Machine Shop, Houston 
1-845-7705 4p5 
1974 MACK TRUCK RS 700, 375 motor. 15' 
gravel box. (Good shape). Plumbed for pup. 
Truck is fixable or parts. New tire on front 
$5,5001-692.3375 or 1.694.3570 4p5 
1981 966.D LOADER. Complete with graple or 
bucket, Good condition. Asking $85,000. Call 
845.3220 4p6 
18 HP GARDEN TRACTOR. 42" mower, blade, 
utilit~ trailer. $2.500 635-3258 4o6 
NISSAN 
FORKLIFT 
4000 Ib lift sideshift 
Gas, doors & heater. 
Equipped 
$7,300 
638-8700 
16. Farm Produce 
HAY FOR SALE. Gee(I quality. No rain. $3.00 
per bule..635.3380 8p4 
~OII.7'AND ST'AKES~ TWO" tpes of High Quality 
Organic Screened soil for flower beds, 
greenhouses, vegetable gardens, potting 
plants, We also have: Garden and surveying 
stakes, treated fireplace kindling. Call APD 
Enterpdses 845.7783 4p5 
HAY FOR SALE, Cummins Ranch. Hwy 16 
West, South Hazelton 842-5316 6p5 
HAY FOR SALE, $1.00 per bale. Must clean 
out barn. 1-845.7867 4p6 
17, Garage Sales 
MOVING OUT SALE. Dressers, beds, tables, 
pictures, mirrors, BBO, lamps, book case, ant. 
centre, 635.3258 4p6 
SATURDAY, JUNE 8, 8:30 - 1 p.m. 3313 
Sparks Ave. Proceeds towards women's pro. 
jects in Afdca. To donate goods call Maureen 
at 635.3487. 1 p7 
18. Business Services 
BOREO? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excit- 
merit, perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan 
Travel at 635.6181 and catch the spidtl tfn2 
I Rumblngl New Instaflations I 
and Renovations, or Repairs 
FREE ESTIMATES 
Phone 638-8584 
~' BUY, ~SELL ~" RENT ~"TRADE 
18. Business Services 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, exclt. 
ment, perhapsa tropical island? Call Elan 
Travel at 635.6181 and catch the spidll tfn2 
I DISCO MUSIC FOR 
DANCES 
50's to 0O's music, counW, rock & pop 
TOP QUALITY EOUIPMENT 
For inquiries call 
635-2370 after 7 p.m. 
RETAILERS WANTED 
We have a prime retail I~atlon 
available in the 
DESIDERATA BUSINESS PARKS 
Highway 16125 -- Motz Rd, - 
Consisting of 20,000 square feet 
We are prepared to offer generous te- 
nant allowances and concessions to 
strong quality retailers. 
Cd Kad Motz 
635.2312 or 636.0444 
ED'S MOBILE 
HOME REPAIR 
• Residential Builders 
• Roofing & Siding 
638-8084 
NORTHERN 
VALLEY 
SHEET 
METAL 
[- o.i 
SILVER BIRCH 
ELECTRICAL 
• Major Appliance Repair 
• Electrical W r ng 
IVAN & MITCH 
RegistraSo~ No.  16573 
F- - - -CALL~ 
1638 72991 
UNICEF 
British 
Columbia 
1-604-687-9096 
21. Help Wanted 
We are seeking a 
Government Certified 
Individual 
in the commercial/residential refrigeration 
and air conditioning trade. 
Please submit resume to: Caledonia 
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Ltd., 
3103 Hampton Street, Terrace, B,& V8G 
1N0 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
Terrace Co-up is now accepting applications for a 
Part-time General clerk 
in our produce dept, Must be able to work days, nights and weekends. If you are career 
minded, are a self starter, punctual and Creative, please submit your complete resume in 
person to Run Keessar .Grocery Manager. No phone calls please. 
__=CAREERS 
I I m  
HELP WANTED 
Lifeguard - Instructor 
Full time July 2 - August 31, 1991 
Rate - $12.75 per hour 
Applications will be accepted to JLine 14, 1991. 
Apply to: Unda M. Dlsher . . 
District of Stewart 
P.O. Box 460 
Stewart, B.C. 
VOT 1 WO 
Telephone 636-2251 Fax 636-2417 
Sales/Inventory Clerk 
NEEDED 
Full Time permanent position, Grade 12 educa- 
tion and ability to deal with the public required. 
Bring resume to Jim McEwan Motors, Attention 
Sales Manager. 
McEwan   
Terrace 
Our team is looking for a 
Licensed Hairstylist 
For Full or Part Time Work 
at our extremely busy, very friendly, full service 
sa!on. 
App ly  at IMAGES by KARLENE 
4652 Lazelle, Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-4997 
CLERK/RECEPTIONIST 
Don Hull & Sons Contracting Ltd. is a progressive logging 
and road construction company. We requires ClerlVRecep- 
tionist who can grow with the rcompany and develop into an 
Administrative Assistant for senior management. 
We are seeking a person with an outgoing personality, well 
developed general office skills, and ~ experience with IBM 
compatible computers for word processing, spreadsheets, 
and data analysis . . . . .  
Interested and qualified persons are invited to forward their 
resumes in confidence to Don Hull & Sons Contracting Ltd. 
PO Box 32, Terrace B.C. V8G 4A2 Attn. Rob Ross. 
r 
~ Northwest Community College 
TERRACE 
INVITES APPUCATIONS FOR 
Part-Time. 
University Credit Instructors 
I May 29;1991 ' :  ' ~ 
Northwest Community College In Terrace has open- 
Inga for Instructors to teach Introductory Developmental 
and Clinical Psychology from August 15, 1991 until 
4AME c ' I I April 30, 1992. The salary will be In accordance with 
~DDRESS . the College agreement with the CUPE Instructor scale. 
=HONE ~ ~ : . " ~ ! ~ i Applicants with a graduate degree in Psychology. and 
prevl0us!teaching experience will be given'preference. 
please drop off or sand to: ' I The clos ng date for appi Cations IS June i 4, 1991. 
TERRACE STANDARD (Attention Terry) I For further informat on, please contact Gary Mordaon at 
• i ~ 4647 LazeUeAvenue ' 635-651i (local 349). ~ii: i ~ . . . .  
: ~Terraee, S,C, VOO 18S . ' ' i ' [] I Applications and resumes s~ul(d b ~'~nt  to: :~ 
Manager, Humln Resources , 
, Northwest Community' College 
• Box 726. Terrace, S.C. VOO 4C2 .... . . . . .  
I I  T I  1 [I I1' I I I I I  i I ] I . . . . . . .  
V1.¢4 
Territory 
,,Manager 
Required for the Pacific Northwest area. Individual must " 
f e good organizational skills. Experience In the/ndustrlal 
and welding supply field preferred, but not ess~ent a . Replies 
held in strict confidence. 
Send resume to: 
Box 500, c/o Terrace Standard ~ . . . .  -; " " 
Terrace,. ., .~ .:ij.. 
V8G 1S8 , . .... - ; -  
TERRACE INVITES APPLICATIONS FOR 
PART-TIME FORESTRY PROGRAM 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER 
Northwest Community College in Terrace Is seeking applica- 
tions for an administrative officer In our Forestry program. 
This is a part-time temporary position (approx. 12 
hours/week) commencing'June 10, 1991 and terminating 
May 8, 1992. The work schedule will vary and occasional 
evening and weekend work may be required, in addition to 
some travel. The salary will be In accordance with the College 
agreement with the BCGEU Admln Officer I scale (under 
review). 
DUTIES: Arrange for program resources, field studies and job 
placements; monitor and evaluate students on placement, 
participate in recruitment, selection, and appraisal of instruc- 
tors; maintain records. 
EDUCATION: Post-secondary diploma in resource 
technology. 
EXPERIENCE: Minimum three" years at a technical or 
managerial level in a resource industry in the area of opera- 
tional administration or human resource development. 
SKILLS: Demonstrated ability in expediting and facilitating 
projects; operational, planning and management; public rela- 
tions and interpersonal skills. 
Applications and resumes should be submitted in confidence 
not later than May 31. 1991 to: 
Manager, Human Resource 
Northwest Community College 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. vaG 4C2 
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES TO 
PERSONS.WITH A MENTAL HANDICAP 
COORDINATOR AND 
RESEARCH ASSISTANT 
FOR A COMMUNITY NEEDS ANALYSIS 
British Columbia Mental Health Society wishes to contract 
with an individual, society or agency to hire a coordinator and 
research assistant for a community needs analysis. The pur- 
pose is to gather information in order to provide a clinical ser- 
vice for the above client population. The information will allow 
the service to be responsive to the community needs in the 
North Region. 
Proposals will be considered from parties who have the 
relevant professional qualification and experience in the field 
of mental illness/mental handicap. The contract will provide 
for salary plus travel costs as appropriate. 
For further information, please contact: 
Mr. Ron Bensen, 
• Regional Director, ' 
Northern Regional Office, 
NO. 708-299 Victoria Street 
The deadline for s~Jbmitted proposals is June 21, 
1991. ~, " ~ 
Ready h • W en  
Yo u A re i B ! 
Enthusiastic, bright, ~( 
are. Open your door ,  
benefit. ~i !~i  
~, 
Contact the .. . . . .  
Canada Emplo~ ~ ~ t i,~ ;i; . rmen 
Centre for Students 
at  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
4630 Lazelle Avo, Te, 
There's a student todD the. job  forYOU !:~ 
A STUDENTiI: 
• ' IV l  Mlnl i lW ~ | I . l e  |M youth Min i . l ie  d' l r lat  6 ;O ,kZUffilSlit 
t ; ~" • ' 
• . . ,  ; . . . . .  
[++ + ; +, : + '+ :-- i ; : : :.: + ~:+:"  i i : ' .  +A:  . 
• ' ,+.?~~++ +9 ,+~-:':+'+ ,~+~++:.++::~.+%.; ",,, + ,  . : . : :  + ; i ~" , ~: 
: I: .... : .... - m.s wj i " .  .... . . . 
: + I 1 1 in 5 CANADIANS 
But you can beat the odds on lung disease. 
• Arm yourself wlth the latest lung facts from the B.C. Lung 
Association' , .  
• Reduce air pollution from residential wood smoke and auto 
emissions with tips from the Association. 
• support advanced research and prov nce-wide community [ 
education wograms ponsored by your Lung Associaiion. i' 
B.C. Lung Association Box 34009, Station D, Vancouver, B.C. V6J 4M2 
~1~1 (AdrertMngspacedotratedl~ythispuhlicatinn) " " . .~ 
Howto be a Local Hero 
TIO,. N AD 
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32. Legal Notices 
COURT BAILIFF SALE 
The Court Bailiff will offer for sale by way 
of Seaie(J Bid, the interest of the following 
debtor, Northland.Kalen Automotive 
Salvage Ltd. in the following oods and 
chattels, purported to be: 
1 Pod, Me P&H air compressor. Model 
No. 2.10.20PV, 230 volt,60 hz., 126 PSi 
complete wllh hose. ~ ' 
1 Snap On Model He. MSlO Impact gun. 
1 Snap On Model No, PH45B air chisel, 
1 Dluepdnt Model He, AT7OOC air wrench, 
1 Sot Oxl.acetylene r gulator hose ~and 
cutting torch, 
All bids are on an "As Is • Where is" 
basis. No warranties or fitness are given 
or implied. For further Information orap. 
pointment to vieW, phone 635.7649. 
TERMS OF SALE: ' 
i 
TAKE NOTICE THAT 
APPLICATION HAS BEEN MADE 
TO THE MOTOR CARRIER 
COMMISSION FOR REVISIONS OF 
CONDITIONS OF LICENCE, 
RULES, AND REGULATION8 
AND TARIFF RATES. 
CHANGES MAY BE EXAMINED AT 
THE OFFICE OF THE APPLICANT. 
SUBJECT,TO THE CONSENT OF 
THE MOTOR CARRIER 
COMMISSION, THE PROPOSED 
EFFECTIVE DATE IS JULY 1, 
1991. ANY OBJECTIONS MAY BE 
FILED WITH THE 
SUPERINTENDENT OF MOTOR 
CARRIERS, 4240 MANOR STREET 
BURNABY, B.C. V5C 3X5, WITH 
A COPY TO THE APPLICANT ON 
.0+,,E0, +*E'" 
OE, E 'O , .E .+, " "  
The Bell Pole Co. Ltd. wishes to make available for public 
viewing the 5 Year Development Plan No. 6 under Forest 
Licence A-16832 for proposed operations within the Kispiox 
T•S.A. 
The plan may be viewed at the Bell Pole Co. office, 5630 
Highway 16 West, Terrace, B.C. until June 28, 1991, during . 
regular working hours• 
Comments are invited and to ensure consideration they 
should be in writing and directed to 'Forestry Supervisor', Bell 
Pole Co. Ltd., P.O. Box 280, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A6. 
¸¸  . . . . . .  :• 
Look. You don't have to look very far to find lots of 
ways to help make your community a better place to live. 
Look for ~auses that really interest 
10% Bid Deposit must be received at the OR BEFORE JUNE 15, 1991. 
time of Bid for Bid to be accepted. Deposit +,,, 
of successful Bidder will be' f0deited if ~ ':.' 
balance of Bid is not paid within stated ~"~r  E~C/. ~F~ 
time . . . .  SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. / I  CALL  FOR PROPOSALS FOR 
,~ '~N++'~l l l l i I ,  R. Jones " . DAVID P. NEUMAN " ' 1 ~ " :  . you and organizations that can use . +_._. , ; . . . , . + , . "  ,m' l~  -~-~+ Court Bailiff BOX 217, ,TH STREET H t TERRA WA+FIROOMS - -  
' " . . . . , • " Terrace. B.C. STEWART, B.C. VOT 1WO . 
abdmes. But don t lust your specm'[ PH 638-2622 CE] LOWER LITTLE PARK 
10ok• Be a Local Hero• : 
• . . " " The City of Terrace Is calling for proposals on the construc- 
i A nationa[pr'o~r~m tocncourag¢ . . . .  tion of a building for washrooms at the northwest comer of 
• . ~ivin= and voluntcerin ~. A new spirit of giving Lower Little Park, at the junction of Davis Avenue and Emer- 
- " + " '  ' ,  + . . . . .  son Street. 
The structure is to be of concrete block construction on a 
• .~ ~-;:~!:~.:; ~ . thickened edge slab on grade, and the contract is for a finish- 
' "':I "~ +': ~'~'+: ": L:'~I~.~;~':~:  ed building from layout and excavation, complete to plumb- 
B C HYDRO ing, electrical and painting. 
!+/ii: ::[ i[: [ i:i':i i)~[. ) .i[~i ilii( : [ ~ (~ -~ I • , Alternative methods of construction will be considered if 
, they meet the structural and maintenance requirements of 
the City of Terrace. 
~ :- "~"" ~ ':~.q~f+I;:  '.~ ; ~L ~ ~ ~ INVITATION TO TENDER For drawings and specifications please contact Brad 
1 ~ ~ k  ~ ~ ~  ~ ' No.h, Building Maintenance Foremsn -- Public Works -- 191, ';: i I , o ,= . , . .o  tr.t go.or, el +o.o+.o,.oo..  
~ '  ~' ~ on line 2L101 located between Terrace and Prince Proposals are to be submitted by: 3:00 p.m. on June lgth, 
Rupert. To the attention of: 
[%~ John W, Colongsrd, Director of Operations 
; ~-~ .~-  J. Tender forms & specifications are available at CiTY OF TERRACE 
- - . . . . .  " 5220 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. 3215 Eby Street, 
Closing date for submissions of tenders is June and markeT? rrace' B.C. V8G 2X8 
1 7/91 at 10:00 hours. "PROPOSAL: WASHROOMS -- LOWER LITTLE PARK" 
Highways Act, Section 49(1 ), sealed tenders are Invited for the 
following: 
Project No: 08013-0001 
Location; ,15.6 km. South of Terrace on Highway 37 
Description: Furlong Creek Box culvert Re-surfacing --  con- 
structlon of • 150 mm concrete overlay Including all prepara- 
tion work. 
Sealed tenders, completed In accordance with the Conditions 
of Tender on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry 
of Trans~ioortatloh ~d Highways at 300.4546 Park Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 1V4 until 2:00 p.m. (local time) on June 13, 
1991, when tenders will be opened In public. 
A security deposit/surety bid bond will be required (in accor- 
dance with the conditions of the tender). 
L A pre~tander meeting will be held on June 10, 1991 at 2:00 
p.m. at 300-4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, plans, specifica- 
tions and conditions of tender are available from the Ministry of 
Transpodstlon and Highways at 300-4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, 
S.C• V8G 1V4 between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., 
and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday, except holidays. 
Where required, payment for contract documentation shall be 
made by certified cheque or money order, made payable to the 
Minister of Finance and Corporate Relations. All purchases are 
non-rafundable. 
For further Information contact (604) 638.3360 or fax (604) 
638-3316. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted• 
~-"= -'~---'-"~ -"~- =-----~ Province of 
gK~,~&,~ ,..~-,,,, British Columbia 
I I I I  ! 1  Ministry of Transportation 
. . . . . . .  and Highways =,=e ahd=G I m=L~. 
=,, w. , ,  ~ nm a Hen. Lyall Hanson, Minister 
Invitation to Tender 
In accordance wlth the Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways Act, Section 4g(1 ), sealed tenders are invited for the 
following: 
Project No: 0-7709.0001 
Location: Yellowhead Tranl Canada Highway No. 16 
Description: Drainage Repairs and Improvements. Modcetown 
to Lake Kethlyn 
The Project 18 divided Into two parts: 
1)Ditching improvements In preparstlon for roadway 
rehabilitation, 
2) Replacement of existing culverts as required, 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions 
of Tender on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways at No• 400-4546 Park Avenue. 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 1V4 until 2:00 p,m. (local time} on June 19, 
1991 ,.when tenders will be opened In public, 
A security deposit/sursty bid bond will be required (in accor- 
dance with the conditions of the tender). 
A pre.t(mder meeting will not be held• 
Tender documents.complete~wlth envelope, plans; specifica- 
tions and conditions of tender are available at no charge from the 
Ministry of Trsnsportstlbn and Highways at No• 212-4545 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 1V4 Phone (804) 538.3599 bet- 
ween the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., end 1:00 p.m. to 
4:30 p.m, Monday to Friday, except holidays. 
For further Information contact R, A. Rippon, Project Manager, 
Paving at (604) 638-3344. or fax (604) 638.3441. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted• 
FREEDOM p,ovmc, of British Columbia 
• , ~ _  ' two  • • , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Ministry of Transportation 
M O V E  and Highways 
Hen. Lyall Hanson, Minister i 
NORTHERN CARIBO0 
REGIONAL 
I 
CLASSIFIED 
L : 
28,000 
HOUSEHOLDS 
for 
: s32.00 
HOUSEHOLD 
~i![!i' [;i:) ',20 :++" +~ + ? ~ l iTord ls  or  l e s s - 4  weeks  
~:~.:::; . 1" ...... (ext ra  words $1.OO each)  
~-; Fort St.James to Terrace and back again! 
BUYING 
SELLING 
TRADING.. .  
, Have Your 
Lakes Dbtr le t  New= 
• Bou 30~, 
Dua l  Lake .  BC 
v0| I m 
($52-752S) 
Classified Printed In: 
Housto  n Today  
Box Oeg, 
Iloutton. DC 
VO| IZO 
I I l S . I lg0)  
Frmsr  Lake  Bug le  The In ter io r  News 
Be= 10o7 Be .  2~0 
Vanderhoo l ,  aC Sml lher=.  BC 
VOI 3AO : VOI 1NO 
15st-eJsl) lOll.lit, B) . . . .  ,, 
:>': '::+'*~ -Te~xa©e m u u -+ 'an 'ar "  Fed  I t .  J ames  
Ca ledon ia  Cour ie r  : 4641 Los.lie &vo., 
~TerlOCe. ec  
lie= I l lO  v ie  Isa 
Vandeqhool. ac 
V0I IPO : - -  
Ing44SS) Hl l imut  
Oudueco  Express  I PL  ' Skeena Nurketp luce  
Bolt 10OP, • • 4647 I .a lo l t .  Ave . ,  
Vondo Jhoo l•  BC ~ Te .aco .  BC 
VOl hA0 . VOG 150 
ISlT-l'J~) 1631,1303) 
- foi ,i.weeks 
Expand your  market  to every  Customer  in 
the Northern Car /boo  Region 
'+ '  NEWS 
YOUR COMMUNI|Y N[WSPAP[R 
e 
_.. 
I+..?i.7+°.,. COUm=RJ 
l~o fl=mlcA 
o +~ y -  
HOUSTON -" ¢ see i.~ ,,ew 
lhe Int erior 
~,T ERRACE STANDARD I " mm.o  ml  n*-¢l A,tA ~ 
[ 
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" "" ~,  : NEXT: RACES :ARE Hendry e .. ,.~:. ii:!! i ~,TERRACEr SPEEDWAY: 
TERRACE - -  Michelle Hendry coach,is expected to rely heavily "It's areally yo'ung tean~with A f te r  the break, it's off.'ti :" ,; I . . . .  I i . . . . . .  ~: 
should bereturningsoon from on herthissummer, lots,ofne~vplayers." Toronto, on July 1 for10 to 25, thc:teain.. ' ' - - : : : ' : "  ' '  ~-  " - :  , : -~ . . . .  . . . .  a y l  j u n  e ,1 :9  
competing with the national "They're counting on her a The!tournament in Spain Saw o f  training. .  ' : 
team at a women's basketball lot more this yeai," said the the Canadian women play the FromJuly • ~ u n a  ,-i 
l ,  
~0urnament in Spain. SFU Clan's Alison McNeil. Spanish "and Cuban natiozial is.at the World Student Games' . " ' ~ -  - - - . :  J- /. 
The 6-foot.2 Terrace centre's She said oneof  the national teams as'.weli as a numher of inEngland. Thenit's two.days ' :vpDii=s~x u ,=; 
coach atSimon Fraser Universi- team's centres and two of its Spanish:club teains, of, games against,eas)ern: U,S. ~ " .: DAY 
ty said Hendry easily made the guards Chose not to return this McNeil said Hendry now has NCAA teams at the ~nd of July ,: . . . .  ' . . . .  ,. 
.' national team cut at tryouts last year, and that opened up room most of:June off and plans to ' before Hendry':and: ¢0mpany ~ ' ' ". ' : ::" ~ " " ' : 
month;:~and the Team Canada in the lineup, spend much of her time at home leave"for the Pan-American " ' r " I , • 
" 41 "'+ . . . .  ,n Terrace. Ga,,es in Cuba. ' sEE  YOU: AT THE RACES 
:,H,o.nour oll 
ThornhillElementary School Sharla Salem, Karl Suttis, J amie  
Secondterm ~ 1990/9!  Wesl fa l l ,  J ames  Cha lmers ,  A l l i e  Laccy .  
]Each student in grades 4-7 Grade S 
who achieves a 3.0 average with Jericho Bevan. Giselle Charbonncau. 
no mark lower than a C, based Benjamin Hull. Janel Reid. Jessie 
upon the comparative Achieve- Bartlett, Shawn Kelly ,Christian 
Rauschenbcrger, Rhonda Woodhouse, 
ment Letter Grades calculated Chris Vienneau, Angela Boutilier. War- 
on the following scale and no ren Eichhorst, Candice Kennedy, Amy 
unsat i s fac tory  Genera l  Stack ,  Dainis Buton, Ryan Miller, Tara  
Development Mark, will have Sims, Tamara Harkonen, Dawn 
• his/her name published in the Thiessen, Virginia Buck, Cara Hill, . _ 
term honour roll. Each pupil Travis Mills-Carson, Laura Archibald, 
who achieves honour, roUstan-T in  Casper, Phillip LeRoss, T racy  ~ ~~~~ ~~~ 
ding for the three terms will warner, Lea Lansille, Eva Sharyk. - 
have his/her names inscribed on Grade ~ 
a plaque to be placed in the Kristen Pemvello, Kim Thomson, 
Michael Roper ,  Brad Allard, Kareena 
school. The following scale ap- Gillard, Michael Lacey, Dominic 
plied: A-4, B-3, C+-2,  C-I, Toovey, Paisley Carpemer, Travis 
C--0. Casper, Jennifer Jenniss, Jeramiah 
Grade 4 Riopka, Tavin Longridge, PamVisen- 
Booker Armstrong, Jennifer Book .  tin, Dexter Archibald, Rhea Pearson, 
Trish Gaff, Heidi Ruchotzke, Shanda Aeron Reid, Adam Vienneau, Danny 
Skode, Stacey Clark, Renee Jeanson, Mille~, Kathleen Duffy, Kori Kivi, 
Kara Myhr, Christina Stanley, Travis Brent Tugwel], Sarah Woodhouse, 
Tait-Jackulack, Travis Riopka, Dana Jason Cote, Michelle Demoe, Teneille 
GIoyn, .Taylor McCowan, Rebecca Hopp, Crystal Ruchotzke, Michell 
Boland, Blache Burketl, Kelly Julseth, Wiebe, Slacy Alexander, Holly 
Donella Rundel], Robert Yeast, Aimee Hovland. Claylen Blighlon. 
Cooper, Farrel Longridge, Melanie Grade?  l I 
Ransey, Kareen Stringer, Darryl Todd, Carly Belina, Jarnie Hill. Jeff Daugher- 
Charlene Buck. Nicholas Kinney, ty, Jill Thiessen, Bernadette Buck. 
Evelyn BoRon, Matthew Chretien. Liberly Hull, Selena Popovitch, Sarah 
Garett Monsen, Tracy Shelford, Corisa Thompson, Dana Harkonen, Donnita 
Berlin. Echo Howes, Tanya Middleton, Vienneau. Marlin OuelleL 
OF THE '~:' "~' .... M ~ I ~  ...... 
:": " : i  " • 
WEEK .... ~: ..... " 
- Quarter Cheese or Big Mac . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ .... 
- Large Fdes 
-RegularSoftOrink THE ALL NEW '91 ESCORT - Sundae . . . . .  
Compliments of McDonald's 
In a clear record of delivery 
anOa,oO.e,Oone,ou've GII S YOU MORE FOR LESS! • earned a FREE McHappy 
Michael Beausoleil Meal. 
TERRACE STANDARr)j FEATURES:. ~ AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 1-71 FACTORY INSTALLED AIR CONDITIONING 
~ l  SERVING , , ,  , , , ,~ ,  , ,A  I-7] FACTORY INSTALLED AM/FM STEREO CASSEITE 12q TINTED GLASS ~ TILT STEERING 
I"71 SPEED CONTROL 1-71 POWER LOCKS 1-71 RACK ANDPINION POWER STEERING 
• ~ 1"71 CLEARCOAT METALLIC PAINT Q O / o  
PLUS:REMOTE FUEL FILLER-DOOR, REMOTE 
J~ .41 I I I# I I  ~*l~l~J~1.4 TRU---NK RELEASE, INTERVAL WIPERS, FULL:~ 
n u m~ =. '~ = a.~ aue WHEEL COVERS, SPLIT FOLDING REAR SEAT, - 
~" '~- :  = ~  : = :~ '~. . .  S INCE 1955 
T R A N S P 0 R T A T I 0 N TRIP ODOMETER, TEMPERATURE GAUGE, REAR ~ 
_.~S YS TEMS L TD~_ SEAT HEATING DUCTS, DUAL POWER MIRRORS, ~ • ,• : :  
DUAL ILLUMINATED VISOR MIRRORS, LIGHT ' !:. :i:' ~ ~ ""~' "' : '  ": GROUP, ENGINE BLOCK HEATER, .~ OR $ 5 0 0  BCBA~I~ **  :: 'I:I:! i::: : 
• FLAT DEC ' 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE I THAN HONDA CIVIC OX*!~::il I THAN T--..OYO--TA_C:OROLLA* I: 
• DAILY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT 
• SERV,CE FROM PR,NCEGEORGE I rpLUSR QO/o :!l I rLV.S,R :qO/o 
• LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE LOWVl  ~¢ FINANQNG**: I I I • LUIN ::: RNANC:ING** I 
HIGHWAY 37 N. SEE B£ RD U EAL 
" DALLY SCHEDULED GENERAL 
WE GIVE YOU MOREl VANCOUVER • i!:. : • DAILY FREIGHT SERVICE TC 
• Sa~d on Comparative MSRP's for '91 EKOd LX S-door w i th  opt!on package 017,A, versus comparably equipped '91 Honda Civic DX 4-door and '91 Toyota Corolla 4.dora'. I~ased on pub- '~ • : : "  : STEWART l l,hed lndustrylources. Exc lud .  GST. l~T  and other taxes. ~a 'er '  mayse" ' ° r 'e" ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ' " ,8  month term ()n",[ ' " . . . . .  ' "" -- • 
Member of " - ." ,ed Escort f rom deale .r." - :  !-~" 
~22.24. Total to be re I '~ ' "" ' ' ' " 
Unlted Van L ln l l  ~xample given the ell +: ~ , 
• ' - the term of  oan .S le  
,MAT!: / 'UNrt,o ,,- 
0 ~I~. ~ m' ',:~ . . . . . . . . . .  . . , . . , ,  . - ,~.~.. '  ~.. ,,,: . - , • - : ~"4:~,~"~::,~/~ 
' 272:.:-3rd"" ' "  ' ' ' or , ,  
Kitimat , 3111 Blackburn .-;-,~:,~,~,-,- 
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